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Abstract 

The modification of natural nucleic acids or synthesis of novel DNA mimics can facilitate new 

structure, function and properties. In particular, the use of modified nucleic acids for 

applications in biosensing has become a popular field of study given the desire for rapid and 

reliable theranostic devices. The aim of the projects detailed in this thesis was to study a 

range of DNA modifications, with a view to gaining an enhanced understanding of their 

effects on DNA structure, but also on their ability to act as sensing platforms for the 

extraction of important biological information stored within DNA targets.  

The four projects included in this thesis are as follows; 

1. Ferrocene based mimics of deoxyribose nucleoside units were incorporated 

directly into the backbone of DNA to form conjugates, and their structure tuned to 

promote stable, hydrogen bonding interactions with natural DNA nucleobases. 

Furthermore, these FcNAs show remarkable base-pair recognition properties as 

evidenced by thermal melting studies. Initial electrochemical studies suggest 

potential for applications in biosensing.  

2. The study of FcNA-DNA conjugates bearing thymines and the ability to bind 

mercury(II) ions. Investigations were carried out using thermal melting studies, 

circular dichroism and mass spectrometry. The systems show some interesting 

binding properties that suggest they can be used in the future development of 

oligonucleotide based-mercury sensors. 

3. A rare example of metal centred macrocycle that can be incorporated into the 

backbone of DNA. A host of spectroscopic and electrochemical techniques were 

utilised to show the ability of intercalating motifs to transduce information regarding 

the local genetic environment of the incorporated modification, in an 



      

 

 

unprecedented example of a metal macrocycle SNP sensor incorporated into 

DNA.  

4. Finally, the work towards the development of virus bound oligonucleotide primers 

for biosensing is shown. Full characterisation and binding behaviour of these 

conjugates was investigated using a range of spectroscopic techniques including 

fluorescence anisotropy and linear dichroism spectroscopy. The bound primers are 

shown to take part in an unprecedented example of a PCR reaction taking place 

on a viral surface. The successful amplification of pathogenic DNA can be 

monitored by linear dichroism spectroscopy in producing observable changes in 

particle alignment in flow.  This work provides great promise for the future design 

of rapid, mobile, multi-modal biosensing devices.  
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1.1 Biosensing 
In nature, biomolecule recognition events are ubiquitous due to use in triggering of other 

processes. These triggers are typically conformational changes, hybridization events and 

redox changes.1 Such is the complexity of biological systems, owing to millions of years of 

evolution that these recognition systems are difficult to reproduce or mimic for applications 

outside of the physiological conditions afforded by the body. The ability of Nature’s 

“biosensors” to respond and sense minute concentrations of particular analytes in highly 

complex biological systems has led to vast amounts of research on artificial biosensors for 

potential applications in medicinal diagnostics and therapeutics, military detection devices 

and gene expression. Biosensors are defined as sensors based on biological motifs such as 

an antibody or enzyme, that use a biological mechanism to report information regarding the 

presence of an analyte or a change in environment conditions.2 

1.1.1 Theranostics and Point-of-Care Biosensing 

The rapid rise in degenerative and hereditary diseases across the globe, particularly so in 

developed countries, has seen the need for personalised health diagnostic devices increase 

greatly. The ability to assess an individual’s health rapidly and before a disease can develop 

is a challenge that has led to many scientists developing new diagnostic tools. In particular, 

genetic screening for characteristic strains of cancers or degenerative diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s, means that there is a growing need for platforms that can distinguish between 

small differences in genetic material. A number of challenges are associated with point-of-

care biosensing, the greatest of which is sensing/extracting molecules of interest from their 

complex biological mixtures. Although this challenge is not such an issue in some 

applications, it can be somewhat difficult to overcome. In order for sensors to become 

“mobile” or point-of-care devices, it is also important that sensors respond rapidly to 

biomolecular inputs, otherwise the work would have to be carried out in a laboratory where 

lengthy and often laborious protocols are required. In many applications and industries, being 
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able to work with mobile sensing devices is much more advantageous. For example, with 

accurate, user-friendly devices that are run without the need for reagents; a paramedic could 

make on the scene decisions regarding the diagnosis and treatment of a patient without the 

need to wait for in-hospital laboratory support. In the drive towards fast point-of-care devices 

it is important to develop devices/assays that are both user-friendly and provide clear 

analysis with high reliability. It is also important to consider the development of personalised 

medicine that could be prescribed ad hoc according to a given analyte concentration which 

would improve the care of a patient based on their individual need. 

1.1.2 Immunochemistry and the Pitfalls 

In recent years, immunochemistry has been utilized for sensing an array of different 

biomolecules. However this approach is limited in that antibody binding of antigens does not 

produce easily measurable signals such as electron release, light emission or even 

measurable conformational changes.3 Antibodies are also limited in that they are restricted 

by in vivo parameters; meaning operation of antibodies is not feasible under non-

physiological conditions. Furthermore, the lifetimes of antibodies are extremely short and are 

highly prone to denaturation upon small temperature fluctuations, making storage and hence 

mobility more challenging.4 It is due to these factors that, although antibody sensors have 

been ground-breaking in many examples such as the now widely available pregnancy test,5 

there are still challenges hindering their widespread adoption for point-of-call devices. 

Therefore it remains the case that many analytical approaches to detection and diagnosis 

rely upon cumbersome multi-step protocols involving a series of separation and 

characterization methods, which are not only time consuming but also extremely costly. 

Naturally available binding biomolecules fall into one of two classes of biosensors.1 One 

being interaction with an analyte triggering a binding-induced conformational change of the 

binding-site that in turn induces an output signal. However, it is the second class of sensor 

that holds greater potential. This class involves the functionalising of biomolecules so that 
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they respond to external inputs such as the presence of an analyte. It is these biosensors 

that have become increasingly popular and include biomolecules such as proteins, 

polypeptides and nucleic acids, of which the latter will form the basis of this thesis.6 

1.2 Nucleic Acids 
Nucleic acids are arguably the single most important building block for the existence of life. 

Their structure and range of different functions in a cell cycle are crucial in the development 

and growth of living organisms. Deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) contains the underlying 

genetic information of all living organisms, the vast majority of which is stored in the nucleus 

of a cell. Ribose nucleic acid (RNA) has many functions including the transcription of genetic 

information from DNA in the cell nucleus (mRNA), translation of genetic information into 

proteins (tRNA) and the catalysis or regulation of biological reactions (ribozymes). Without 

these coherent and complementary functions, the encoding of important proteins would not 

be possible and is therefore paramount to all living things.  

1.2.1 DNA 
Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid (DNA) can be described as a perfectly optimised supramolecular 

molecule. Over billions of years of evolution, DNA has driven the growth and evolution of 

single celled organisms to animals, plants and insects. Such is the design and specificity of 

DNA that it stores all the genetic information required for the growth and reproduction of 

living matter. The human genome consists of 3 billion base-pairs codes for 100,000 different 

proteins.7 It achieves this through the complementary pairing of four aromatic heterocycles; 

two purines (adenine (A) and guanine (G)) and two pyrimidines (thymine (T) and cytosine (C) 

(Figure 1.1). These nucleobases are each appended to a deoxy-ribose sugar (Figure 1.2) 

with each nucleosidic unit separated and conjoined by a phosphodiester unit. It is the 

combination of these three major functionalities; nucleobase, deoxy-ribose sugar and 

phosphate linkage that give the molecular structure of DNA.  
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Figure 1.1 - Complementary canonical nucleobases of DNA. 

 

Figure 1.2 - The four canonical nucleosides of DNA; Adenosine; thymidine; guanosine and cytidine. 

1.2.2 The Structure of DNA 

The structure of DNA was postulated for many years before its elucidation by James D. 

Watson and Francis Crick in 1953.8 Their work, for which they were subsequently awarded a 

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1962 along with Maurice Wilkins, detailed the exact 

secondary structure of the DNA polymer and it’s subunits,9 a double helical structure which is 

driven by the complementary base pairing of G-C and A-T base pairs, to form three and two 

complementary hydrogen bonds respectively. It is the planar aromatic nature of these 

nucleobase pairs that induces a stacking effect via π-π interactions with neighbouring base 

pairs in the polymer. It was noted that the bond length between C-G and A-T base pairs was 

equal, which in turn induces a smooth external negatively charged phosphate backbone 

(shown in Figure 1.3).8 

The stability of DNA duplexes is dependent on a number of factors, but is influenced 

mainly by the stacking contributions of the nucleobases. The full extent of this contribution is 

still an active area of interest to many research groups and it is not thought to be simply due 
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to the π stack itself.7 Hydrophobicity, polarisability and overall stacking surface area are 

important considerations, whilst the overlap of stacked nucleobases is thought to be the 

largest driving force.10,11 Although the hydrogen bond network afforded by nucleobase 

complementarity is an important driving force to the formation of the stack it’s contribution to 

the overall duplex stability is thought to be not as large.7 The stability of DNA duplexes with 

respect to single stranded components can be measured by thermal melting experiments 

(discussed in Chapter 2.2.1).  

 

Figure 1.3 - The structure of DNA as elucidated by Watson and Crick. Shown are the complementary base pairs 

G-C and A-T and the helical structure of B-DNA. Image produced using Chimera.12 

1.2.3 DNA Conformation 

DNA exists in three main conformations, with each having their own unique structural 

properties. Which one forms depends mainly upon humidity and sequence composition. B-

DNA and A-DNA are both right handed helices, with A-DNA having a more compact twist, Z-

DNA adopts a left handed helix which is generated in duplexes that involve repeating G-C, 
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C-G base pairing. The A form is generated when humidity is < 75 %, and is proceeded 

mostly by B-DNA conformations under natural conditions. A-DNA structures, albeit rare 

within DNA sequences, are found commonly among RNA duplexes and DNA-RNA hybrids.13 

The structural characteristics of each conformer are shown in Figure 1.4. The addition of 

DNA binding molecules or the incorporation of modifications can result in perturbations of 

these structures, but generally the dihedral angles vary rather than the bond-lengths 

themselves.13 

 

Figure 1.4 Side view of the different DNA conformations a) A-DNA, b) B-DNA and c) Z-DNA. A-DNA has the 

tightest helical twist and Z-DNA the loosest. Image taken from ref. 13. 

1.3 Using DNA for Function 
The emergence of automated DNA synthesis in the 1980’s meant it was possible to rapidly 

synthesise nucleic oligonucleotides with exceptional control over sequence and length.14 

Since then, the technology has developed significantly, so much so that synthesizing large 

quantities of oligonucleotides of up to 100 base pairs long is now unchallenging. The ease of 

control over the nucleobase sequence has led to the use of DNA oligonucleotides in a wide 
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range of different applications including nano-electronics, biosensing platforms and 

supramolecular chemistry. Of great interest in recent years has been the emergence of the 

field of DNA origami in which any shape, artistic or otherwise, can be designed (Figure 

1.5a).15 The use of DNA origami for applications in therapeutics has led to the creation of 

DNA boxes that can be opened and closed using highly specific oligonucleotide keys (Figure 

1.5b)16 and new structures that can be used to transport drugs across cell membranes.17 

 

Figure 1.5 - DNA origami nanostructures. a) Stapling of viral DNA using synthetic oligonucleotides.15 b) A DNA 

box and key. Image from ref. 16.  

 

 

 

 

a) 

b) 
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1.4 Modified DNA 
As part of the ever-increasing drive for enhanced functionality in the field of biotechnology 

and more specifically DNA technology, the need for control over function and structure has 

never been greater. If we limit our toolbox to the four canonical bases (A, G, C, T), then 

regardless of the amount of design or optimisation applied, the scope for enhanced 

functionality remains limited. However by looking beyond the naturally available 

nucleobases, it is possible to incorporate non-natural monomeric units with particular 

functions into the backbone of DNA. Incorporating non-natural motifs into DNA 

oligonucleotides that can be used to control structure or report on conformational changes 

has gained prominence in nucleic acid research over the past 20 years. The inclusion of 

moieties into DNA probes relies heavily on the design of reactive groups that enable the 

formation of covalent bonds with DNA components. Generally modifications consist of three 

main functionalities; a reactive group; a spacer group and a signalling or functional group 

(Figure 1.6).18  

 

Figure 1.6 - Diagrammatic representation of the main functionalities required for DNA modification. A ferrocene 

derivative is also shown as an example. 
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The options for incorporating modifications into oligonucleotides are: 

1.4.1 Automated Synthesis  

Automated synthesis involves the functionalisation of primary alcohols on sub-units with a 

reactive group (usually a phosphoramidite) for incorporation via oligonucleotide synthesis 

(discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.1). In general the overall yields for adding 

modifications via this method are higher than other methods, although greater consideration 

must be given to the chemical stability of the monomers. 

 

Scheme 1.1 - Incorporation of a modification via phosphoramidite chemistry. 

1.4.2 Post Synthetic Labelling  

Chemical)Ligation)

Post oligonucleotide synthesis labelling involves the reaction of a group, on a synthesised 

oligonucleotide with a compound containing an appropriate modification. Examples include 

NHS-ester activation (of a primary alcohol) of a modification and subsequent reaction with an 

amino-labelled oligonucleotide (Scheme 1.2a). Since the term ‘Click’ chemistry was coined 

by Sharpless,19 so called clickable reactions, which are by nature high yielding, low 

byproduct producing reactions, such as Cu-catalysed alkyne-azide Huisgen 

cycloadditions20,21 have become increasingly popular as a tool for conjugating motifs to 

biomolecules.18,22 This involves a reactive azide forming a cyclic triazole linkage with an 

alkyne (Scheme 1.2b). Post synthetic labelling methods generally give smaller overall yields 

than automated synthesis and usually require additional purification steps and water soluble 

reagents. 
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Scheme 1.2 - a) NHS ester catalysed amide bond formation between a modification and oligonucleotide. b) 

“Click” ligation of a modification to an oligonucleotide.  

)Enzymatic)Incorporation)

An alternative method to those mentioned above is the use of a triphosphate moiety via 

enzyme-catalysed ligation (Scheme 1.3). However, synthesising triphosphate monomers is 

challenging and the method is useful only on a small scale. Nevertheless, it is a popular 

technique when multiple and sequential incorporations into a strand of DNA are required. 

 

Scheme 1.3 - Enzymatic incorporation of triphosphate moieties into DNA. 

 

1.4.3 Types of Modification 

Creating new DNA functionality can be achieved using a whole host of different moieties. 

Most modifications are used for generating signal outputs or controlling structure. The most 

common modification types are described below: 

1. Fluorophores – the use of organic planar aromatic modifications for generating a 

fluorescence output upon photo-excitation is now the most commonly and widely 

employed approach, that many tags are now commercially available as ready-made 

phosphoramidites for automated DNA synthesis. Fluorescence can be used in many 

areas that include monitoring FRET profiles and anisotropic changes upon binding of 

DNA targets and analytes.  
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2. Redox active motifs – groups that can readily undergo reversible electron transfer 

(e.g ferrocene) have been used in DNA modifications since the 1990’s for 

applications in biosensing.23 There are now a number of metallo-complexes, 

organometallic and organic motifs that have been added to the DNA backbone and 

investigated for biosensing and nanoelectronic applications. 

 

3. Structure manipulation – Aside from biosensing, the desire to control DNA structure 

and function through conformational changes has led to the development of many 

different motifs. For example azobenzene and anthracene functionalities have been 

utilised to control duplex stability upon exposure to light.24,25 Also of interest is the use 

of metal binding ligands for controlling structural and electronic properties.26,27 

 

4. Tethers and Conjugation groups – Tethering DNA motifs to surfaces for sensing 

and nanoelectronic applications requires the use of appropriate tether groups such as 

alkane thiols (gold and platinum). Biotinylated DNA has also been used to form strong 

non-covalent interactions with streptavidin labelled surfaces. Additionally this type of 

modification, when incorporated during oligonucleotide synthesis, can enable post 

synthetic labelling via methods such as those discussed in 1.4.2. 
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1.5 Conclusions 
The design of rapid, easy to use biosensing platforms remains a challenge. The synthetic 

freedom and flexibility of DNA and the emergence of DNA synthesisers allow for ready 

modification of oligonucleotides for sensing applications. Designing new labels that can 

mimic and or replace natural nucleotides relies on controlled design of molecular structure 

and electronic properties of the monomeric units. Furthermore, understanding the cause of 

changes in signal output afforded by these labels relies on developing a greater 

understanding of structural and conformational changes and the effects that different 

oligonucleotide targets impose. 

While biosensing remains important from a diagnostics point of view, using 

supramolecular functionality to control DNA structure holds great promise for a whole host of 

applications. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
This thesis details the work of four different projects carried out during this Ph.D. The nature 

of each project is that they are distinct from each other in both their context and content. For 

this reason this thesis is structured with each chapter containing an introduction to the 

current literature and principles of each project followed by the results and discussion.  

Chapter 2 outlines the key techniques and instrumentation used throughout the multiple 

projects discussed in this thesis. The use of automated oligonucleotide synthesis and 

electrochemical and spectroscopic methods for the analysis of modified oligonucleotides is 

detailed. 

Chapter 3 discusses the incorporation of a range of ferrocene derivatives (FcNAs) that 

mimic the structure of naturally occurring nucleic acids. Evidence of their ability to form 

complementary hydrogen bonding motifs with DNA, RNA and PNA is shown by thermal 

melting studies alongside circular dichroism spectroscopy. The redox active properties of 
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these FcNA motifs are probed by electrochemical methodologies to investigate their potential 

for biosensing applications.  

Chapter 4 investigates the ability of FcNA motifs bearing thymines to participate in 

mercury binding with natural DNA thymines. Optical spectroscopy techniques including 

thermal melting studies and CD are used to probe the nature of binding events and establish 

scope for possible biosensing platforms using FcNAs. 

Chapter 5 explores the incorporation of metal centred macrocycles into the backbone of 

synthesised oligonucleotides and their potential use for single nucleotide polymorphism 

detection. This chapter rationalises the structural effects of these incorporations via circular 

dichroism spectroscopy, thermal melting studies and electrochemical methods.  

Chapter 6 details investigations into the use of fibrous virus particles, M13 bacteriophage, 

as scaffolds for templating DNA amplification via the polymerase chain reaction. These 

systems are studied by shear flow Linear Dichroism spectroscopy for their validity as assays 

for in-the-field biodetection platforms.  
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SMCC Succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate 

SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism 

SWV Square Wave Voltammetry 

TAMRA Carboxytetramethyl rhodamine 

TCEP Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine 

THF Tetrahydrofuran 

Tm Thermal melting temperature 

TOF Time-of-Flight 

UV-vis Ultraviolet-visible 

V Voltage 

vs. Versus 

wtM13 Wild type M13 bacteriophage 

WE Working Electrode 

 

DNA/RNA Terms: 

A Adenine 

C Cytosine 

G Guanine 

T Thymine 

U Uracil 
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This chapter details the techniques used across the various chapters of this thesis.  
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2.1 Oligonucleotide Synthesis 
In the 1950’s chemists began to develop methodologies to efficiently create linkages 

between individual nucleoside units. Colin B. Reese has extensively reviewed the four main 

approaches.1 The most commonly employed method today is the phosphoramidite method 

pioneered by Marvin Caruthers and co-workers in 1981.2,3 Their work utilised a reactive 3’-O-

(N,N-diisopropyl phosphoramidite) substituent appended to the 3’ OH of the individual 

nucleosides. In order to reduce side reactions and increase coupling efficiencies, the other 

functional groups (nucleobases and 5’ OH) are protected using appropriate and cleavable 

groups (Figure 2.1). The dimethoxytrityl (DMT) group protects the 5’ OH from taking part in 

side reactions during synthetic steps and is readily cleaved under acidic conditions. The most 

common base protecting groups are shown below in Figure 2.1 and are all removed under 

basic conditions (usually a 30% ammonia solution). 

 

Figure 2.1 - Protected deoxy-nucleoside units for automated oligonucleotide synthesis. 

 

Oligonucleotide synthesis via this method involves the stepwise addition of individual 

mononucleotide phosphoramidite units to a solid-support bound nucleotide unit. The use of a 

solid-support increases both coupling yields and allows for the maximum possible recovery 

of synthesised products. The solid-support columns are designed so that they fit readily to a 
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DNA synthesiser which controls the stepwise addition of the multiple chemical reagents 

required for synthesis to take place. The emergence of this type of technology was vital in 

improving coupling efficiencies and also the length of oligonucleotide sequences that could 

be created.4 

 

 

Figure 2.2 - Automated, solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis cycle utilizing the phosphoramidite method. 

 

The oligonucleotide synthesis cycle can be considered to consist of four main steps 

(shown in Figure 2.2):5 
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1.  Activation and Coupling - Prior to the first coupling, the solid support bound nucleotide 

is treated with trichloroacetic acid in order to remove the 5’ OH protecting DMT group to 

produce a free hydroxyl functionality at the 5’ end (Figure 2.3). Positively charged trityl 

cations are used throughout the synthesis to measure the coupling efficiencies of each 

step by virtue of its UV-vis absorbance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 - Detritylation of DMT protected 5’ OH with trichloroacetic acid. 

 

Following detritylation, the support bound nucleotide reacts with the incoming nucleoside 

phosphoramidite of choice, which is added in large excess in combination with an 

activator, generally tetrazole. These reagents are delivered in acetonitrile. The activator 

generates an excellent leaving group by protonating the phosphoramidite which is 

subsequently displaced by the reactive support bound 5’ hydroxyl, which attacks the 

phosphorous atom (Figure 2.4). This reaction generates a phosphite triester linkage 

between the two nucleosides.6 
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Figure 2.4 - Activation and coupling of nucleoside phosphoramidite.  

 

2. Capping – Although yields for individual coupling steps can often reach 99.5%, even the 

most efficient processes result in a notable loss of overall yield. The uncoupled 5’ OH 

groups bound to the resin are ‘capped’ to ensure they are unable to participate in future 

coupling steps (Figure 2.5). This step ensures that the desired final oligonucleotide is 

more easily separated from unsuccessful truncated sequences. The capping solution 

consists of a mixture of acetic anhydride and N-methylimidazole dissolved in THF, which 

contains small amounts of pyridine. This reaction mixture acetylates the free hydroxyl 

groups, with the pyridine ensuring that the pH remains basic enough so that the DMT 

protecting group is not cleaved. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 – Acetylation (capping) of unreacted 5' OH groups. 
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3. Oxidation - The oxidation step is used to convert the unstable phosphite triester formed 

in step 1 from P(III) to a more stable P(V) species (Figure 2.6). A solution of iodine in 

water and pyridine is used to achieve this. The resulting phosphotriester is essentially 

what is found in the DNA backbone with a cyanoethyl protecting group.  

 

Figure 2.6 - Oxidation of the phosphite triester using iodine and pyridine. 

 

4. Detritylation - The coupled nucleosides are now ready to be extended. In order for this 

to occur, the DMT protecting group on the now coupled nucleoside must be removed in 

order for the next incoming phosphoramidite to be able to react with it. This step is 

identical to that prior to the first activation and coupling (see Figure 2.3).  

These four steps are repeated an appropriate number of times, introducing the desired 

nucleoside phosphoramidite during step 1 of each cycle. Once the oligonucleotide sequence 
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is complete, it is cleaved from the solid support to allow for deprotection of the protected 

nucleobases (Figure 2.7) and subsequent purification. Generally cleavage is achieved by the 

addition of 30% ammonia solution. Other less harsh conditions (ULTRA-mild) can be 

selected for less stable phosphoramidite moieties. Further exposure of the oligonucleotide to 

55 °C heat in 30 % ammonia removes the nucleobase protecting groups.  

 

Figure 2.7 - Cleavage and deprotection of the oligonucleotide using aqueous ammonia solutions. 

2.1.1 Oligonucleotide Modifications – the phosphoramidite method 

Since the invention of this technique and the creation of synthesisers, the phosphoramidite 

method has been utilised greatly to incorporate a range of chemical constituents into 

oligonucleotides including:nucleosidic analogs, fluorescent probes, electrochemical tags and 

conjugation linkages to name a few. In essence, if a monomeric unit bears a primary alcohol 

it can be phosphitylated and incorporated into oligonucleotides provided it is soluble in the 

appropriate synthesis solvents and can withstand the harsh conditions of the synthesis 

(Figure 2.8).  

The work in this thesis describes the use of three different modification approaches for 

uses in biosensing. Each proceeding via phosphitylation and subsequent incorporation via 

the method described above. Any changes from the standard coupling methods used are 

detailed within the text where appropriate.  
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Figure 2.8 - Monomer incorporation via oligonucleotide synthesis. a) Internal and 3’ incorporation using DMT and 

phosphoramidite functionalised diols. b) 5' labelling using a phosphoramidite moiety. 

 

2.2 Optical Spectroscopy for DNA 
DNA and its nucleobase heterocycles naturally absorb UV light which allows for the analysis 

of structural changes through a host of different spectroscopic methods. The absorbance 

spectrum of DNA in this region is dominated by π to π* transitions of the nucleobases. The 

two techniques most commonly employed to analyse changes in DNA conformation are 

detailed below. 

2.2.1 Thermal Melting Studies 

Monitoring of the UV absorbance spectrum of DNA (usually at 260 nm) as a function of 

temperature allows for the analysis of the stability of a DNA structure. René Thomas noticed 

in 1951, that the heating of DNA resulted in large increases in the absorptivity of DNA.7 The 

hydrogen bond network that joins complementary base pairs in DNA structures are 

susceptible to breaking at elevated temperatures and as a result a concomitant loss of the 

base pairing network and base stack of DNA is lost.7 The phenomenon of this conformational 

change and increase in UV absorbance is known as the hyperchromic effect.7 
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This property, utilised alongside a temperature controlled UV-vis spectrometer, can be 

used to determine the melting temperature (Tm) of DNA structures. A typical thermal melting 

experiment consists of a sample of DNA being ramped to elevated temperatures 

(denaturation) and subsequently cooled (renaturation). The UV-vis absorbance at a specific 

wavelength is plotted as a function of the concentration. The Tm value is measured from the 

first derivative (ΔA/ΔT-1) of the thermal melt data (see Figure 2.9).8 This value can be used to 

compare the differences in stability between different DNA conformations or sequences. 

Generally, the Tm of a DNA duplex is dependent on three main factors: 

• Length of sequence: the larger the number of complementary base pairs, the 

greater the stacking contributions and stabilising hydrogen bonds. 

• G-C base pairs: the greater the G-C content within a sequence the higher the Tm 

given the additional hydrogen bond afforded by this pair. 

• Salt concentration: the stabilising ability of positive counterions is important in 

negating the repulsion of the negative phosphate backbone of DNA strands. 

Typically Na+ or Mg2+ are used. 

An extensive review of the analysis of thermal melting curves has been carried out by 

Mergny and Lacroix.8 
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Figure 2.9 - A typical thermal melting curve for duplex DNA showing the measured absorbance increases with 

temperature (blue solid line) and the first derivative (dashed grey line) from which the Tm is calculated. 

 

This type of experiment can also be applied to the study of protein-DNA interactions; drug-

DNA interactions;9,10 intercalator-DNA interactions;9 RNA and non-natural nucleic acid 

structures11,12 and aptamers.8 

The Tm values discussed throughout this thesis represent the average of a minimum of 

three repeats where the Tm quoted is the average of those measurements. 

2.2.2 Using Tm Data for Thermodynamic Calculations 

Using the Tm values for comparing similar systems can be too restrictive. It fails to inform on 

the strength of a duplex at a given temperature (i.e. 25°C). A Tm higher than 25°C simply 

implies that at that temperature the majority of the structure remains hybridised, this value 

alone cannot be converted into binding constants or used to determine enthalpy and entropy 

parameters for a system. In fact it could be the case that for two duplexes, both with the 

same Tm, display very different binding affinities at lower temperatures i.e. those that are 

generally worked at in a laboratory. In order to obtain a greater understanding of some of the 
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duplex systems within this thesis, the ‘hyperchromicity’ method was used to extract 

thermodynamic parameters for enthalpy (ΔH), entropy (ΔS) and hence Gibb’s free energy 

(ΔG). The method utilises the thermal melting curve data obtained in Tm experiments 

alongside Van’t Hoff plots according to the following assumptions: 

The Gibbs free energy is related to the binding affinity by Equation 2.1 

Equation 2.1 

∆! = !−!"!!"!(!!) 
 

Where Ka is the binding affinity and R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1). The 

assumption is made that the system exists in a two-state (bimolecular) equilibrium where 

molecules are either folded or un-folded. 

The first step involves the conversion of the absorbance (A) vs. temperature (T) data 

(Figure 2.10a) into a fraction of folded/hybridised duplex (θ) (Figure 2.10b). This is achieved 

by subtraction of the upper and lower baselines of the melting curve. The conversion of 

absorbance to θ is via Equation 2.2 and results in a profile similar to that in Figure 2.10b. 

Equation 2.2 

!! = (!"#$%&'($)*+$! − !!)/(!"#$%&'($)*+$! − !""#$%&'#()*#!) 

Secondly, the data taken between 0.15 < θ < 0.85, the region where the data is most 

reliable is converted to an affinity constant, Ka according to Equation 2.3, which describes the 

conversion for a bimolecular process involving complementary oligonucleotides. 

Equation 2.3 

!! =
!!

2!!(1− !!)!
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Where C0 is the strand concentration. The data is then plotted as a natural log vs the 

reciprocal of the temperature (1/T) in kelvin which results in a van’t Hoff plot similar to that 

shown in Figure 2.10c. 

 

Figure 2.10 - The three stages of determining thermodynamic parameters from thermal melting data. a) 

Determination of the upper and lower baselines of the melting curve. b) Conversion of melting data to fraction 

folded (θ). c) Van’t Hoff plot of Ln(Ka) of each data point versus 1/T in K. The slope and intercept of the linear plot 

can be used to determine ΔH and ΔS respectively. 

 

By the relationship between the binding affinity and enthalpy and entropy (shown in 

Equation 2.4) and the assumption that both ΔH and ΔS are temperature independent the 

Van’t Hoff plot of ln(Ka) vs. 1/T gives a straight line. The slope of that line is defined as –

ΔH/R and the Y-intercept is ΔS which is represented by Equation 2.5. 
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Equation 2.4 
∆! = !−!" ln !! = !∆! − !∆! 

Equation 2.5 

 ln !! = − ∆!
!

!
! +

∆!
!  

The calculated ΔH value is defined as the Van’t Hoff enthalpy and is derived from 

Equation 2.6 below. 

Equation 2.6 

∆! = −!!∆ ln !! /∆(!!!) 

This method does make some assumptions that do not strictly always hold true but for 

purposes of drawing comparisons between different systems this is deemed appropriate.8,13 

2.2.3 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 

Electromagnetic radiation consists of both an electric and magnetic field that oscillate 

perpendicular to each other. When an electric field vector maintains constant magnitude in 

time but plots a helix along the direction of its propagation (k), we observe circularly polarised 

light. The directionality of the electric field vector and hence helix follows either right or left 

handedness (Figure 2.11a).14 

Circular dichroism (CD) is a technique that utilises circularly polarised light to measure 

the difference in absorbance (ΔA) between right (AR) and left handed (AL) light, at a specific 

wavelength, by an absorbing optical medium (Equation 2.7).  

Equation 2.7 

∆! = !! − !!!  

Since the helical nature of the polarised light is chiral, the way each form of light interacts 

with a specific molecule will be different depending on the orientation of the transitions within 

the molecule. A CD spectropolarimeter shines both right and left handed light on to a sample. 
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If there is an observed difference between the absorbance of these light directionalities at a 

given wavelength then an ellipticity (θ) is observed and bands in the CD spectrum produced 

(Figure 2.11b).  

 

Figure 2.11 - a) Circularly polarised light helix following its propagation direction, k. b) Preferential absorbance of 

right handed light by chiral molecules. 

 

2.2.4 Circular Dichroism for Nucleic Acids 

CD spectroscopy has found many applications across a wide range of research fields 

including asymmetric catalysis, biochemistry and materials chemistry. Most commonly 

however, is the use of CD for the analysis of biomolecules such as nucleic acids and 

proteins.10,14 The naturally occurring helicity/chirality exhibited by these biomolecules makes 

CD a particularly attractive tool for understanding their structure. Nucleic acids in particular, 

as a result of the combination of the base-pair stack, sugar pucker and phosphate backbone 

display a helical twist (see Chapter 1). The π-π* transitions that dominate the UV-vis 

spectrum of DNA are alone achiral, but acquire asymmetry by coupling their electronic 
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transitions with the chiral sugar phosphate backbone. All DNA conformers exhibit a CD 

maximum typically at 270 nm.  

 

Figure 2.12 - A schematic representation of the typical CD bands observed B, Z and A DNA.15 

 

CD is arguably the easiest technique to use in order to acquire information regarding 

DNA conformation, although analysis of the results is often open to interpretation. DNA 

polymorphs (A, B and Z) display their own unique CD profiles owing to the differences in 

base stacking conformations. In particular, and of most interest in this thesis, is the structure 

of B-DNA which typically displays a CD spectrum consisting of a positive band at 275 nm, 

negative band at 240 nm and crosses zero at 258 nm. At higher energy wavelengths (ca. 

220 nm) the sign and magnitude of the bands is dependent mainly on the specific nucleic 

acid sequence. 

 It should be noted that the CD results discussed throughout the work in this thesis are 

used in conjunction with other spectroscopic and electrochemical (vide infra) techniques to 

justify the rationale behind DNA structures.  
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2.3 Electrochemistry 
Electrochemistry is the field of chemistry related to the relationship between electrical and 

chemical processes. One aspect of this field concerns the chemical changes that take place 

as a result of a passage of electrical current.16 This broad field encompasses an 

understanding of a range of different phenomena (electrophoresis and corrosion) and 

technologies such as electroplating and batteries.16 The aspect of electrochemistry relevant 

to this this thesis is the use of electrochemical methods for understanding redox-active DNA 

systems. 

An electro-active molecule or material can be investigated using techniques that measure 

electrical outputs as a function of an applied potential, E. These electro-active species, upon 

application of a specific potential, are known to undergo electrochemical changes that result 

in an exchange of electrons between the species of interest and the electrode, which in turn 

generates a peak in current. The peaks generated can be used to evaluate redox processes, 

bulk properties and also for applications in sensing where minute changes can be readily 

monitored by highly sensitive techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV) and square wave 

voltammetry (SWV). In general, for measuring electro-active species such as DNA, a 

traditional 3-electrode cell set-up is utilised (shown in Figure 2.13): a working electrode (WE), 

a counter electrode (CE) and reference electrode (RE), all of which are suspended in an 

electrolyte solution capable of passing electrical current. These electrodes are connected to 

a potentiostat, an instrument capable of controlling applied potentials and measuring the 

electrical outputs as a function of both potential and time. The applied potential is controlled 

with respect to a reference electrode (often Ag/AgCl or sat. calomel) and the counter 

electrode is used to collect any current flow generated by the working electrode.  
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Figure 2.13 - Left - A three electrode cell set-up. Right – BASi cell stand and cell. 

 

Electrochemical methods available for use in electroanalytical applications are in vast 

supply, however, the two techniques described below form the foundation for the 

experiments and discussion within this thesis. 

2.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments utilise a linearly sweeped potential that becomes either 

more positive or more negative as a function of time. After the sweep reaches its switching 

potential, Eλ, the potential sweep direction is reversed; a schematic is shown in Figure 2.14. 

During the experiment the potentiostat measures the current flowing in the system and plots 

this versus potential (Figure 2.15). For a system displaying electrochemical reversibility, two 

peaks are observed, one in the forward scan and one in the reverse for each redox 

process.17 
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Figure 2.14 - Cyclic potential sweep showing E vs. time.16,17 

 

 

Figure 2.15 - A typical cyclic voltammogram of a reversible redox process. Ep
a = anodic peak potential, Ep

c= 

cathodic peak potential. ipa = anodic peak current, ipc = cathodic peak current.17 

 

The observed peaks do not display symmetry in relation to each other and do not occur 

at the same potential. The shape of the voltammogram can be predicted by taking into 

account kinetic and mass transport effects.18 From the obtained voltammograms, information 
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regarding electrochemical parameters can be collected. The E1/2 potential, is defined as the 

(Ep
a+Ep

c)/2; where Ep
a = anodic peak potential and Ep

c = cathodic peak potential. Information 

regarding the electrochemical reversibility is obtained using CV. If ipa/ipc, the ratio between 

anodic and cathodic peak currents is equal to 1, and the peak separation (ΔEp = Ep
a - Ep

c) 

close to 59 mV for a one electron (n = 1) transfer process, so called Nernstian behaviour, 

then the system is considered to be reversible. By investigating the current response (ipa) to 

change in scan rate, the time taken to scan from one potential to another, it is possible to 

determine information on the diffusion rates of the species of interest using the Randles-

Sevcik equation (Equation 2.8).16,19,20 For a reversible electron transfer process in solution, 

the peak position is invariant with scan rate and the relationship of current is proportional to 

the square root of the scan rate. 

Equation 2.8 

!! = 0.4463!!"#$! !"#$!"
!/!

 

Which at 25°C is equal to: 

Equation 2.9  

!! = 2.69!!10!!!/!!!!/!!!!/!!! 

Where: 

ip = peak current (A) 

n = number of electrons transferred per molecule 

A = surface area of electrode (cm2) 

D = diffusion coefficient of solution species (cm2 s-1) 

C = bulk concentration (mol dm-3) 
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v = scan rate (V s-1) 

A plot of ipa vs √ν will give a straight line for a quasi-reversible or reversible redox process 

in solution from which the slope can be used to determine the diffusion coefficient D 

according to (Equation 2.10). 

Equation 2.10 

!"#$%! = 2.69×10!!!!!/!! 

For a quasi-reversible process, the linear relationship does not hold and peak separation 

increases with scan rate.  

CV was used throughout the work detailed in this thesis to assess, where relevant, the 

electrochemical behaviour of both single and double stranded oligonucleotide systems. 

2.3.2 Square Wave Voltammetry 

Pulse voltammetry, and more specifically square wave voltammetry (SWV) provides added 

benefits over CV for applications in sensing and diagnostics. SWV was invented in 1969 by 

Krause and Ramaley,21 it encompasses many of the characteristics of other pulse 

voltammetry methods; the background/noise suppression of differential pulse voltammetry 

(DPV) and the diagnostic applications of normal pulse voltammetry (NPV).21-23 In contrast to 

CV, SWV utilises a regularly doubly pulsed potential. Its waveform is considered to be that of 

a staircase, as shown in Figure 2.16.  
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Figure 2.16 - Square wave pulse schematic.21 

 

The current is sampled prior to each double pulse (iforward) and again before its end 

(ireverse); deduction of the reverse from the forward results in a difference current, Δi (Equation 

2.11), which is observed as a symmetrical peak devoid of much of the background signal 

usually associated with other techniques. An example of an SWV is given in Figure 2.17. 

Equation 2.11 

∆! = !!!"#$%#& − ! !!!"#"!$" 

This has the advantage of reducing detection limits and enhancing the sensitivity of 

electrochemical detection methods.23 This technique was used throughout the 

electrochemical sensing studies with oligonucleotide systems discussed in this thesis. 

Specifically, SWV is utilised for determining the changes in electrochemical signal upon 

addition of DNA targets.  
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Figure 2.17 - A typical square wave voltammogram.21,22 
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3.1 Introduction 

Naturally occuring nucleic acids DNA and RNA have evolved over time to be the perfect 

scaffolds for the storage of information, and their structure allows for propagation of that 

information through specific base-pair interactions during cell replication. How these 

scaffolds evolved over billions of years is open for debate and intepretation.1 Most DNA and 

RNA sequences display similar physiochemical properties, which in contrast to proteins, 

where a single amino acid change can cause a drastic change in property, could be 

considered restrictive in terms of their potential use in many applications. However by 

expanding the toolbox available through modification of nucleic acids, it is possible to 

introduce new function, interesting new structural and physiochemical properties but also an 

enhanced understanding of the evolution of life.1,2 The desire for new materials and novel 

biocompatible therapeutics has made this endeavour ever more important. 

3.1.1 XNA’s  

Over the past several decades, the synthesis of many DNA mimics has been described. A 

summary of many of these structures is shown in Figure 3.2. This mimicry usually involves 

the replacement of one or more of the three repeating units (sugar, phosphate, base) of 

DNA/RNA; these mimics are often described as xeno-nucleic acids (XNA’s). Locked nucleic 

acid (LNA), where the ribose sugar unit of RNA is conformationally locked by a bridging CH2 

linkage between a 2’ OH and the 5’ carbon, has been shown to be particularly stable against 

enzyme degradation pathways, resulting in its use across a wide range of biosensing 

applications, as well displaying an enhanced nucleobase recognition behaviour.3,4  

XNA’s that can be used to store and translate genetic information are of high interest in 

the field of biochemistry. Therose nucleic acid (TNA) a tetrose based replacement of the 

ribose sugar which is capable of self-hybridisation with itself can also cross-hybridise with 

DNA and RNA.5,6 Futhermore, it can be polymerised by a natural DNA polymerase 
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(therminator) to create XNA oligonucleotides upto 80 nucleobases in length.7 However, many 

XNA’s are poor substrates for natural polymerases and reverse transciptases and as such 

much work has been invested in to the development of engineered polymerases and reverse 

transcriptase enzymes that can synthesise XNA polymers. Hexose nucleic acid (HNA), 

where the ribose sugar is replaced by a 6-membered sugar unit, has not only shown the 

ability to maintain and participate in sequence specific hydrogen bonding motifs with natural 

DNA, RNA and itself,8 but can also be enzymatically polymerized using DNA templates and 

engineered polymerases (Figure 3.1a) as well as store genetic information that can be 

reverse transcribed into DNA using engineered reverse transcriptase enzymes (Figure 

3.1b).9,10 The ability to translate DNA information in to XNA polymers and vice-versa has 

been described by Pinheiro et al with the following XNA’s:10 therose nucleic acids (TNA); 

arabinose (ANA) and fluoro-arabinose (FANA) derivatives of DNA; cyclohexenyl nucleic 

acids (CeNA),11,12 where the a 6-member sugar unit incorporates a double bond between the 

5’ and 6’ position on the sugar unit and LNA.10 

 

Figure 3.1 - A schematic representation of XNA's being able to participate in a) DNA templated polymerisation, b) 

reverse transcription. c) XNA to XNA replication. 
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Also of interest is the ability to template XNA synthesis using XNA templates (Figure 

3.1c). Recently polymerases that can synthesise XNA strands in this way have been used for 

FANA, HNA and CeNA motifs.10  

 
Figure 3.2 - Examples of developed XNA's where modifications to the sugar, nucleobase, backbone or a 

combination of these have been made. B = Nucleobase. References not mentioned in the text. GNA,13 

Morpholino,14 UNA,15 boranophospates,16 expanded nucleobases.17,18  
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Modifications to the phosphate backbone of DNA have also resulted in enhanced stability 

to enzyme degradation. In particular sulfur modifications to the non-bridging 

(phosphorothioates)19 and bridging oxygens (phosphorothiolates)20-22 of the DNA and RNA 

backbones notoriously provide stability improvements in this respect, but also provide the 

ability to append oligonucleotide strands to gold surfaces via Au-S chemistries.23-25 More 

recently, Tom Brown and co-workers have developed triazole linked DNA oligonucleotides 

which can be conjoined by virtue of Cu-catalysed alkyne-azide coupling (so called ‘click’ 

chemistry) to form conjugates that can be transcribed into RNA. This approach has also 

made significant advancements in DNA synthesis technologies for producing synthesised 

oligonucleotides as long as genes or PCR amplimers.26 Furthermore, this concept provides 

potential for the future design of unique DNA structures that were otherwise unobtainable 

using traditional DNA synthesis methods.27 

Arguably, the most successful and most recognized XNA is peptide nucleic acid (PNA). 

First described by Nielsen et al. in 1991,28 PNA represents a complete replacement of the 

natural sugar-phosphate-sugar motif of DNA with that of a simple repeating peptide unit, 

which bears a nucleobase appended to its side-chain.29 Applications for PNA are vast due to 

its stability and lack of charge. Whilst this latter property makes it a challenge to transport 

PNA into cells, it has been utilized in many electrochemical30-32 and optical33 biosensing 

platforms due to both its stability and its significantly enhanced binding ability to DNA over 

natural nucleic acids (Tm - PNA!DNA > RNA!DNA > DNA!DNA).29,34  

With genetic information being stored within the four canonical nucleobases; adenine, 

guanine, cytosine, thymine, the choices for information storage, building structure and 

controlling function could be considered quite limited when compared with amino acids of 

which there are twenty natural varieties. One derivative 2,6-diaminopurine (shown in Figure 

3.2) has an additional amino functionality that allows it to form an extra hydrogen bonding 

interaction with thymine, creating more stable duplexes. In fact, recently diaminopurine has 
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been established as an extra-terrestrial nucleobase found on meteorites,35 as well as being 

found in S-2L cyanophages which attack blue-green algae.36,37 Over the past 20 years the 

groups of Carell and Shionoya have led the development of a whole series of metal binding 

ligands38 that replace natural nucleobases, binding an array of metals such as copper39, 

manganese40 and silver41. Inspiration for their designs stemmed from the well known 

thymine-mercury-thymine interactions that is one primary reason for the mercury toxicity in 

nature.42-44 A more detailed discussion of metal binding by nucleobases is included in 

Chapter 4. 

3.1.2 Ferrocene 

Ferrocene, an organometallic sandwich complex consisting of two cyclopentadienyl (Cp) 

rings encapsulating a single iron atom, was first synthesized in 1951 by Pauson and Kealy.45 

However its sandwich structure was not deduced until the following year by Robert 

Woodward and Geoffrey Wilkinson46 and at the same time, independently by Ernst Otto 

Fischer.47 For their contributions to the field metallocenes and the wider field of 

organometallic chemistry, Wilkson and Fischer were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1973. 

Unlike most organic compounds, ferrocene is able to undergo a reversible one-electron 

oxidation, forming the stable ferrocenium cation (Figure 3.3). This property has led to the 

development of many electrochemical methodologies involving the use of ferrocene and its 

derivatives in a range of applications.  

 

Figure 3.3 – The ferrocene redox couple. 
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Indeed, ferrocene is used by diabetics across the globe to probe blood glucose levels. In this 

assay, which was designed in the 1980’s, a naturally occuring enzyme glucose oxidase 

oxidises glucose, which results in the release of two electrons to the enzyme. The enzyme 

passes these electrons to two ferrocenium cations which are generated at an electrode 

surface, and subsequently reduces ferrocenium to ferrocene (Figure 3.4). The amount of 

current required to convert ferrocene back to the ferrocenium is measured and used to 

determine the levels of glucose in the body.48 

 

Figure 3.4 - A schematic representation of the redox processes involved in the ferrocene-based glucose sensor 

developed by Hill and co-workers.48 

 

Ferrocene has also attracted considerable interest in the fields of organic synthesis and 

catalysis. Derivitisation of the Cp rings can be used to introduce two modes of chirality that 

have been utilised in the design of drugs,49,50 catalysts51 and chiral sensors.52,53 Planar 

chirality is brought about by introducing two different groups onto one Cp ring (Figure 3.5). 

This relatively uncommon form of stereochemistry as well as the relatively low expense of 

synthesising ferrocene derivatives, has resulted in ferrocene becoming one of the most 

greatly investigated compounds in chemical research. 
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Figure 3.5 - Modes of chirality about derivatised ferrocene compounds. 

 

3.1.3 Metallocene Incorporation into DNA.  

Given its usefulness as an electrochemical tag, ferrocene has been used many times as a 

redox label for biomolecules.54 In particular the labelling of oligonucleotides can be achieved 

via three main routes (described in more detail in Chapter 1.4): 

• Chemical incorporation of a phosphoramidite via automated DNA synthesis. 

• Enzymatic incorporation of a phosphate or triphosphate by DNA polymerases. 

• Post DNA synthesis labeling via conjugation techniques such as NHS 

esterification or ‘click chemistry’. 

Examples of compounds used in these three approaches are shown in Figure 3.6. Two 

detailed reviews on the labelling of DNA with ferrocene have been published by Hianik55 and 

Tucker.56  
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Figure 3.6 - Examples of ferrocene based oligonucleotide labels, showing three methods for incorporation. 

 

Ferrocene tagged oligonucleotides were utilised in many of the early DNA based 

electrochemical sensors. Generally these sensors work by being sensitive to changes in 

DNA conformation as a result of binding a target of interest, be it a target strand of DNA,24,57-

59 or biologically relevant analytes using aptamers.60,61 The first example, published by Ihara 

et al. described the use of a ferrocene (top right Figure 3.6) labelled strand that could 

electrochemically discriminate between duplex and triplex DNA structures.62 This example 

set a great precedent for the development of a whole array of ferrocene DNA based sensors 

that would emerge over the next decade.25,57,58,63-67 Whilst labelling with ferrocene was 

paramount to the development of these assays, the true potential of such designs was aided 

by the ability to immobilise such sensors onto electrode surfaces. Designs that relied on 

solution based investigations were thwarted by working concentrations and detection limits 

being well above those required for the detection of biologically relevant analytes. The group 
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of Kevin Plaxco (UC-Santa Barbara) which is at the forefront of the DNA sensor field, 

described one of the most well established and straightforward methods for DNA detection 

that uses a hairpin, molecular beacon approach. The design involved a thiol labelled 

oligonucleotide which forms a hairpin, with the 5’ end of the oligonucleotide post synthetically 

modified with a ferrocene group (Figure 3.7). Upon hybridisation of target DNA, the hairpin 

opens up and binds its complementary strand, this moves the ferrocene tag away from the 

electrode, which subsequently reduces the rate of electron transfer rate and hence the signal 

diminishes; this so called ‘Signal OFF’ sensor has a detection limit of 5 fmol.57  

 

Figure 3.7 - Ferrocene labelled oligonucleotides for DNA detection by changes in conformation, published by 

Plaxco et al.57 

 

In 2005, Inouye and co-workers developed end tagged ferrocene labels further by 

labelling the 5’ end of an oligonucleotide with a ferrocene connected to both an isoquiline 

group (for stacking) and a dimidopyridine group (for hydrogen bonding). They were able to 

discriminate between subtle changes in DNA sequence (mutation, insertion and deletion of 

nucleobases), by virtue of small changes in duplex conformation and hence electron transfer 

rates from the ferrocene tag (Figure 3.8).68-71 
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Figure 3.8 – A schematic of a electrochemical single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection assay using a 

ferrocene-isoquinoline derivative tagged on DNA and immobilised on a gold electrode surface.68 

 

The majority of ferrocene containing oligonucleotides that have been reported involve 

similar end tag (5’, 3’) labelling of strands. Ferrocene tags that lie in the middle of an 

oligonucleotide sequence by connecting two strands have to date been rare. In 2004 Chaix 

et al. reported the synthesis of a bis-substituted ferrocene phosphoramidite that could be 

incorporated directly into an oligonucleotide sequence in this way.72,73 The unit consisted of a 

3-carbon aliphatic linker connecting each Cp ring to the backbone of DNA. The incorporation 

of this motif in to the middle of a sequence was found to destabilise the duplex, with the level 

of destabilisation dependent on the position and number of incorporations.74,75 The modified 

strands were shown to exhibit redox activity and respond directly to the addition of target 

strands of DNA by changes in current output (Figure 3.9).72 In an effort to enhance 

electrochemical sensitivity, multiple additions (up to 8) have been incorporated,74,76 and some 

systems have been immobilised on to an electrode surface.23 
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Figure 3.9 - Bis-substituted ferrocenylalykl motif incorporated into DNA via phosphoramidite chemistry and 

automated DNA synthesis. Solid line – single stranded, dashed line – double stranded.72 

 

In an extension of this work, Ihara and co-workers reported the incorporation of the same 

C3 ferrocene moiety shown in Figure 3.9 into DNA, as well as two other extended versions 

consisting of polyethylene glycol units. Their work also showed that incorporation resulted in 

a destabilisation of the duplex. However, they also found that binding to a DNA target strand 

resulted in small negative shifts in the ferrocene centred oxidation potentials. This was 

ascribed to stabilisation of the ferrocenium cation by the negatively charged DNA 

backbones.77 

3.1.4 Ferrocenyl Nucleobases 

The labelling of nucleobases with ferrocene has become an emerging field of interest in the 

past decade. This has gained prominence through the desire to design new drugs for the 

treatments of cancers and viral ailments using nucleoside analogues and nucleobase 

derivatives. Nucleobase analogues bear a primary alcohol, nucleobase and a spacer group 

(Figure 3.10). Azidothymidine (AZT), (the most commonly prescribed nucleosidic drug in 

clinics today), is still commonly used for the treatment of HIV/AIDS. AZT works by blocking 

the revere transcription pathway that the HIV virus uses to replicate, having hijacked a 

patient’s cell. Such has been the success of AZT and other nucleoside analogs such as 
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aciclovir and gemcitabine, that there is continued interest in the development of new 

nucleoside units that bear different side chains and functional groups. 

 

Figure 3.10 – Examples of nucleoside analgoues AZT, aciclovir and gemcitabine and the ailments they are used 

to treat. 

 

Ferrocene itself is considered by some to have anti-proliferation properties caused by the 

release of radicals by the in vivo oxidation to FeIII which causes oxidative damage of DNA, 

proteins and lipids.50,78-80 Additionally the lipophilic nature of ferrocene and its derivatives 

makes it a useful group for faciliating the crossing of cell membranes, which remains a 

challenge for many drug compounds. 

 Figure 3.11 shows the metallocene compounds currently described in the 

bioorganometallic chemistry literature which bear single nucleobases; cytosine (3.1, 3.8),81,82 

adenine (3.2, 3.9),81,83 uracil(3.3, 3.5 & 3.7),84,85 thymine (3.4 & 3.10),83,84 and guanine (3.4)86. 

These compounds, albeit not strictly nucleoside mimics, showed some anticancer activity 

and interesting electrochemical properties. 
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Figure 3.11 - Examples of mono-substituted ferrocene and ruthenocene derivitised with nucleobases. References 

detailed in text.  

 
 

Figure 3.12 - Bis-subtituted ferrocenyl nucleobases. Published by Ganesh87 (3.11) and the Tucker Group (3.12, 

3.13).88 

 

A step further has been the development of bis-substituted ferrocene-nucleobase 

derivatives bearing thymines (3.11 and 3.12) and adenines (3.14) shown in Figure 3.12. 

These motifs were designed mainly for the formation of supramolecular hydrogen bonded 
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networks rather than for their drug potential.87,88 However, these designs have since formed 

the foundation of future designs of organometallic DNA mimics. 

More recently, the Tucker Group have built on the work of ferrocene-nucleobase 

conjugates to synthesise a new range of ferrocene based nucleoside analogs (3.18)49. These 

motifs incorporate both a nucleobase (thymine/adenine) and a primary alcohol. From 

structure activity relationships against cancer cell lines (murine leukaemia - L1210, HeLa and 

human T-lymphocyte – CEM), it was found that both functionalities are required to produce 

good anticancer activity (Figure 3.13). The observed cytostatic activities are comparable to 

cis-platin which is the most heavily used chemotherapy drug in clinics today.49 

 

Figure 3.13 - Ferrocenyl nucleobase analogs for anticancer activity.49 

 

3.1.5 Ferrocene Nucleic Acid (FcNA) 

In 2012, the Tucker Group described the first example of an organometallic nucleic acid 

mimic.89 The hypothesis for this mimic stemmed from the fact that the distance between 

adjacent Cp rings in the ferrocene structure (3.3 Å) is similar to that between stacked base-

pairs in duplex DNA (3.4 Å). The tetra-substituted unit (shown in Figure 3.14), was designed 

to replace/mimic two nucleobase units (sugar-phosphate-sugar) of DNA and consists of a 

single ferrocene unit bearing two C3 linkages to primary alcohols and two C2 linkages to 

thymines. The four-fold substitution pattern meant that chirality had to be introduced in the 
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monomer units by way of an alpha methyl side chain appended to the C3 diol linkage; the 

central chirality at this position was used during the synthesis to direct the diastereoselective 

ortho substitution of the nucleobase linker to create the planar chirality. Furthermore, planar 

chirality is naturally imparted by the introduction of this functionality. This design was based 

on computational modelling studies carried out by Dr. John Wilkie at the University of 

Birmingham.89 

 
Figure 3.14 - Structures of DNA and FcNA showing how it mimics a dinucleotide. 

 

Phosphitylation of one primary alcohol and tritylation of the other allowed for the use of 

the monomer in an automated DNA synthesiser. It was successfully oligomerised to create 

an octamer of the unit ((FcTTSS)8), which was subsequently purified by HPLC and 

characterised by mass spectrometry.89 Although this particular oligomer was unable to form 

stable duplexes with its DNA counterpart (A16), it did show quasi-reversible electrochemical 

behaviour (Figure 3.15) indicative of a multiple electron transfer process for each strand.89,90 
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Figure 3.15 - Cyclic Voltammograms of (FcTT8)SS an FcNA octamer.89 

3.1.6 Conclusions and Project Aims 

The development of nucleic acid mimics and modifications to the major components of DNA 

has brought about the ability to control binding strength, discrimination and function through 

an expansion of the toolbox available to the biological chemist. Ferrocene, a redox active 

compound has shown great potential for its use in the field of bioorganometallic chemistry as 

an electrochemical tag and as a component in the design of new drugs. The Tucker group’s 

work on the development of FcNA, showed the first example of a wholly organometallic 

structural mimic of a nucleic acid. Whilst specific interactions with DNA were not observed in 

the first example of an oligomeric FcNA system, the design principle and properties of FcNA 

open up a whole host of application possibilities for areas that include biosensing, DNA 

nanostructures and DNA nanowires. 

The work discussed in this chapter was aimed at building upon the previous work within 

the group to develop, rationalise and optimise the FcNA system. Rather than using a wholly 

organometallic set of strands, this would be achieved by a single incorporation approach, in 

which just one FcNA unit is incorporated into the backbone of a DNA oligonucleotide so that 
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the flanking nucleobases can anchor the unit into a duplex environment (Figure 3.16). By 

controlled changes to the FcNA unit structure and its stereochemistry it was anticipated the 

duplex stabilisation and base discrimination behavior could be maximized. Furthermore, 

through analytical techniques such as circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, UV-vis 

spectrsoscopy and electrochemistry, the assessment of the structural effects of incorporating 

FcNA units into DNA could be probed in a systematic manner.  

 

Figure 3.16 - Schematic representation of the single incorporation of FcNA monomers into a DNA backbone. 
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3.2 Results and Discusson 

3.2.1 Design and Synthesis 

All FcNA monomers were synthesised according to the strategy shown in Figure 3.17 by Dr. 

Huy Van Nguyen, Dr. Antoine Sallustrau or Jonathan Kedge and subsequently handed over 

at the phosphoramidite stage for incorporation into DNA via automated DNA synthesis. The 

synthesis of these monomers was generally achieved in less than 20 synthetic steps. Full 

details of the synthesis are beyond the scope of this discussion but information regarding 

their design and characterisation can be found in the cited references.89,91 It is worth noting 

that since the initial publication of the monomer synthesis, the route has been further 

developed and optimised and will be published in due course.  

 

Figure 3.17 - Synthetic strategy for synthesis of FcNA monomers. A - Appending linkages for connection to DNA 

backbone and introduction of planar chirality if required. B - Appending of nucleobases and introduction of planar 

chirality. C - protection with DMT and addition of reactive phosphoramidite functionality. Synthesis carried out by 

Dr. Huy Van Nguyen, Dr. Antoine Sallustrau or Jonathon Kedge.  

 

The initial FcNA design previously reported formed the foundation of the monomer 

design. In order to study the effects of each functional group and mode of chirality on the 

duplex stability and nucleobase recognition, a number of new monomeric units were 
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synthesised. It is important to understand the nomenclature associated with these units. 

Figure 3.18 depicts a schematic representation of the principle structural aspects of the 

FcNA monomer unit and the resulting nomenclature. It is important to note that whenever two 

or more substituents are appended to each Cp ring, planar chirality (pYpY = pSpS/pRpR) is 

naturally induced (please refer to Figure 3.5). The central chirality (XX = RR/SS) comes from 

the methyl group in the α position. As well as controlling chirality, the synthetic routes allow 

for control over the length of the aliphatic linkers to both the nucleobase and the alcohol 

synthetic functionalities, the lengths of which are defined as nX and cZ respectively. Finally 

the synthetic approach used for the addition of the nucleobase (BB) to the unit allows for 

control over the nucleobases that are appended. However at this stage, the synthetic route 

only allows for a homo-nucleobase strategy, where both appended bases are the same (e.g 

TT).  

 

Figure 3.18 - Schematic representation of FcNA systems, showing the points of clarity and nomenclature. 

 

Throughout the synthesis of these monomers, the chiral purity was checked by chiral-

HPLC. An example of the CD spectra comparing two enatiomerically pure stereoisomers 

prior to the addition of the DMT and phosphoramidite groups is shown below (Figure 3.19). 
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The spectra are characterised by three bands at 225, 275 and 450 nm which are attributed to 

π-π* transitions for the Cp rings and the nucleobases, and the d-d transition of ferrocene 

respectively. The sign of the bands is dependent on the chirality of the monomer itself. 

 

Figure 3.19 - CD spectra of the two stereoisomers of Fcn3c2TTXXpYpY at the diol stage. 400 µM in MeCN. Solid 

line – Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS. Dashed line – Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR. 

 

As detailed previously, in order to establish the most suitable structure and 

functionality for the FcNA units in binding natural DNA, the monomeric units were 

incorporated into the central part of a 15-mer oligonucleotide which has been studied 

extensively by the Tucker Group.92-94 The sequence, S1, (shown in Table 3.1) consists of a 

ferrocene unit flanked by two sequences of 7 bases. Together these have equal numbers of 

A-T and G-C base pairs. Previous studies have shown there to be no self complementary 

behaviour when they are joined by a T base to form a 15-mer. Its full complementary strand, 

S2, was used to investigate the binding affinities where two nucleobase are inserted opposite 

the ferrocene unit to give a 16-mer. Throughout the investigations, the flanking nucleobases 

remain constant, and only the two central nucleobases, XX and YY in S1 and S2 respectively 

are altered. 
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Table 3.1 – Sequences S1 and S2 where XX = FcNA/AA/TT/CC/GG/AbAb and YY = 

FcNA/AA/TT/CC/GG/AbAb/UU 

Strand             Sequence (5’-3’) 
S1XX             TGGACTC-XX-CTCAATG 
S2YY             CATTGAG-YY-GAGTCCA 

 

All FcNA monomers synthesised were successfully incorporated into the backbone of 

DNA, purified using reversed-phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) and characterized by mass 

spectrometry (see the experimental Chapter 7.2.2 for more details). Ferrocene labelled 

oliognucleotides are readily separated from truncated/failed sequences because of the 

enhanced lipophilicity afforded by the monomer unit. Characterisation of all the 

oligonucleotides used in this chapter can be found in appendix 1. 

3.2.2 Storage and Stability 

All synthesised oligonucleotides were stored at -20 °C in ultra-pure MilliQ water and 

separated into small aliquots to ensure the least amount of exposure to heat and thaw 

cycles. It was noticable that these strands were susceptible to oxidation unless stored in this 

manner; a further discussion of this phenomenon is discussed in Chapter 3.2.4. 

3.2.3 Optimising the Structure of Thymine modified FcNA 

Thermal melting profiles of DNA are used regularly as a technique to evaluate the overall 

stability of a DNA structure (for a detailed discussion of this methodology, see Chapter 2). By 

comparing the relative Tm values obtained when varying the FcNA unit and its opposing 

nucleobases, it is possible to gain an insight into the contributions each unit has on 

stabilising the duplex, either by base stacking contributions or through hydrogen bonding 

interactions.  
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3.2.3.1 FcNA)without)nucleobases)–)an)abasic)control)

A ferrocene bearing no nucleobases, was synthesised and is described throughout as 

FcHHRR/SS (shown in Figure 3.20). It still contains a 3-carbon linker to the primary alcohol as 

well as a methyl in the α position. However as it lacks nucleobases it only has central 

chirality and has no planar chirality. 

 

Figure 3.20 – The two stereoisomers of control FcNA unit, FcHH a) SS and b) RR.  

 

The S1 strands containing the two stereoisomers of FcHH (RR and SS) were hybridised 

with different S2 target strands. Table 3.2 shows the resulting Tm values recorded using UV-

vis spectroscopy. As expected, the melting temperatures change by only small amounts, with 

any small fluctuations possibly caused by a change in nucleobase size opposite the 

ferrocene unit. Notably the introduction of the ferrocene unit is not significantly destabilising 

to the overall structure when compared with the DNA equivalent (S1AbAb) which has a 

double abasic site (Figure 3.21), and in some cases the overall stability is greater. In addition 

the central chirality of the two stereoisomers has little or no bearing on the overall stability of 

the duplexes. As expected for the abasic S1FcHH units only small differences were 

observed.  
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Figure 3.21 - The abasic nucleotide monomer incorporated into S1AbAb. 

 

Table 3.2 - Tm values for S1XX!S2YY when XX = FcHHRR/SS and YY = AA, AG, GG, TT. DNA control S1AbAb is 

also shown. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

Strand 

Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C  
S2YY= 

S2AA S2AG S2GG S2TT 
S1FcHHSS 37.5 (±0.2) 37.0 (±0.2) 36.5 (±0.3) 36.0 (±0.2) 
S1FcHHRR 37.5 (±0.2) 37.5 (±0.3) 36.5 (±0.3) 36.5 (±0.0) 
S1AbAb 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 34.0 (±0.0) 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the 
nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
 
 

To support these studies, molecular dynamic (MD) simulations (min. 5 ns) were carried 

out by Dr. Jean-Louis Duprey on the two S1FcHH systems (with S2AA) and representations 

are shown below in Figure 3.22. Interestingly, and despite the similarities in Tm values, they 

show quite different structures. The SS isomer appears to penetrate more deeply into the 

cavity created by the absence of nucleobases, which causes the Cp rings to sit orthogonal to 

the base stack. As a consequence, the methyl groups also sit inside the hydrophobic core of 

the duplex. In contrast, the RR isomer would appear to protude more from the duplex core, 

and follow the helical twist of DNA more naturally; the methyl groups again are situated in the 

hydrophobic cavity.  
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Figure 3.22 - Molecular Dynamic simulations (5 ns) of S1Fcn3HH a) SS and b) RR duplexed with S2AA - models 

created by Dr. Jean-Louis Duprey using Insight II. Simulations portrayed using Chimera.95 

3.2.3.2 FcNA)containing)two)carbons)to)thymine)and)three)carbons)to)phosphate))

Analagous systems containing T bases were investigated including the published monomeric 

unit S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR (Figure 3.23a).89 The resulting Tm values (Table 3.3) showed a 

significant advance on that of the abasic control S1FcHHSS, with the introduction of the two 

thymines resulting in an increase in the Tm of 3.5 °C for the duplex with the fully 

complementary strand S2AA. 

 

Figure 3.23 - The structure of FcNA monomer Fcn3c2TTXXpYpY incorporated into S1, showing the two different 

stereoisomers a) SSpRpR and b) RRpSpS. 
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A greater increase was observed, for the RR isomer, S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS (Figure 3.23b) 

with an increase of 5.5 °C over its abasic equivalent S1FcHHRR. The 2 °C increase over the 

SS isomer suggests that planar chirality plays an important role in the overall stability of the 

duplexes. Whilst the increases represented a significant enhancement, it was important to 

investigate whether base pairing across the duplex was apparent by varying the bases 

opposite. This would include different bases of the same size (e.g. GG) and smaller bases 

(e.g. TT). 

Table 3.3 - Tm values for S1XX!S2YY when XX = FcHHRR/SS and YY = AA, AG, GG, TT. DNA control S1TT is 

also shown. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

Strand 

Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C  
S2YY= 

S2AA S2AG S2GG S2TT 
S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 41.0 (±0.3)  39.5 (±0.3) 39.5 (±0.3) 39.5 (±0.3) 
S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 43.0 (±0.1) 42.0 (±0.0) 41.0 (±0.0) 40.5 (±0.2) 
S1TT 56.0 (±0.2) 48.5 (±0.3) 44.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 
S1AbAb 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 34.0 (±0.0) 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the 
nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
 

Whatever the system studied, it is just worth noting that a large destabilisation is found 

when compared with the fully complementary duplex of unmodified DNA (S1TT!S2AA). This 

is not entirely unexpected, given that the ferrocene unit is more ridged than natural DNA, and 

which might cause the flanking nucleobases to buckle or loosen their base stack to 

accommodate the new motif. The RR isomer shows the most positive signs of a H-bonding 

interaction, having the highest Tm value of 43 °C and the largest difference (2 °C) between 

complementary (S2AA) and double mismatch sequences (S2GG) that also contains a purine 

that would stack effectively. Significant changes in the size and hence stacking ability of the 

opposing nucleobases has a clear effect on the overall Tm given that S2AA vs. S2TT results 

in a 2.5 °C reduction for the RR isomer. The Tm value of this unit with the single 

complementary base pair target S2AG shows a melting temperature of 42°C which suggests 

that one A-T base pair has been lost. 
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MD simulations comparing the duplexes of both stereoisomers show two differing 

structures that support the observed differences in Tm values. As with the abasic derivatives 

S1FcHH, the SS shows a kink at the ferrocene unit in the line of the backbone presumably to 

maximise the stacking interactions with the two complementary nucleobases. As a result the 

models suggest an un-twisting and distortion of the flanking bases in the sequence, which 

results in a lengthening of the duplex. In comparison, the RR isomer seems to follow the 

natural twist of the DNA backbone more closely with less strain imparted on the structure as 

a result (Figure 3.25). It appears that the opposing nucleobases do not have to alter their 

position as much to accommodate the unit, and therefore the duplex is tighter and hence 

shorter in length.  

 

Figure 3.24 - Molecular dynamic simulations (5 ns) of S1Fcn3c2TT with S2AA for both stereoisomers (a) 

SSpRpR (b) RRpSpS depicting the difference in duplex size. Visualised using Chimera II.95 

 

a) SSpRpR                                                                      b) RRpSpS 
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Figure 3.25 - MD simulation (5 ns) showing the effect of the incorporation of Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS (red) into S1 (light 

blue) when compared with S1TT (grey) and duplexed with S2AA. Visualised using Chimera II.95 

 

3.2.3.3 Increasing)the)linker)length)to)the)nucleobase)

By increasing the number of carbons in the aliphatic linker between the Cp rings and 

nucleobase, it was hoped that a correlation between duplex stability and length would begin 

to arise. In particular it was anticipated that an additional carbon would increase the reach 

and enhance the fit of the nucleobase stack. The monomers Fcn3c3TT (SS & RR) (Figure 

3.26) were therefore incorporated into strand S1 and the resulting Tm values are shown in 

Table 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.26 - The structure of FcNA monomer Fcn3c3TT showing the 3-carbon linker to the bases and the two 

different stereoisomers (a)SSpRpR and (b)RRpSpS. 
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Table 3.4 - Tm values for S1Fcn3c3TT for both stereoisomers when duplexed with S2YY. Comparable systems 

with S1TT and S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSps are also shown. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 

7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

Strand 

Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C  
S2YY= 

S2AA S2AG S2GG S2TT 
S1Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR# 43.0 (±0.1) 41.5 (±0.6) 40.5 (±0.2) 40.5 (±0.2) 
S1Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS# 41.5 (±0.2) 41.0 (±0.3) 40.5 (±0.2) 40.5 (±0.4) 
S1TT 56.0 (±0.2) 44.5 (±0.3) 44.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 
S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 43.0 (±0.1) 42.0 (±0.0) 41.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 

* Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. # Tm value increased with each ramp suggesting an 
instability of the oligonucleotide to the conditions. The temperature for the first ramp is therefore used. (.) shows the 
standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
 
 

The initial observations of the Tm values suggested that the 3-carbon linkage gave slightly 

enhanced Tm values compared with those of the C2 moiety, albeit for the opposite isomer 

(SS). However upon closer inspection of the individual ramps of the Tm experiments, it 

became apparent that these oligonucleotides were unstable to the rigours of the Tm 

experiments, with the values increasing (e.g. from 43-46 °C) with each simultaneous 

denaturing and annealing ramp (typically the denaturing ramp is always slightly lower due to 

hysteresis).96 This gave the first indication that FcNA systems may not be able to withstand 

completely the aqueous and salt conditions required for studying nucleic acid based 

systems. One possible explanation is that its oxidation is made easier by the increased +I 

inductive effective of the longer alkyl linker. Due to this effect, and in order to compare with 

the other systems, the Tm value for the first denaturing ramp was used (Table 3.4). MD 

simulations of the two stereoisomers suggest markedly different structures. The SS 

stereoisomer appears to organise the two thymines in line with both the helical twist and 

staircase nature of the nucleobase stack, as shown in Figure 3.28. Conversely, for the RR 

stereoisomer, the thymines are buckled which results in a skew in the parallel stack, which 

would be consistent with supporting the lower duplex stability observed for this system. 
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Figure 3.27 - MD simulations (6 ns) of the two isomers of Fcn3c3TXXpYpY when incorporated into S1 and duplexed 

with S2AA. A) SSpRpR b) RRpSpS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.28 - MD simulations (6 ns) of the two isomers of Fcn3c3TXXpYpY when incorporated into S1 and duplexed 

with S2AA, showing a cross-section of the duplex highlighting the difference in nucleobase stack of the FcNA 

monomer and flanking nucleobases. A) SSpRpR b) RRpSpS 

3.2.3.4 Removing)the)methyl)and)central)chirality)

Whilst studying the length of the nucleobase linker was important, it was also of interest to 

study the effect of removing the central chirality and more specifically, the hydrophobic 

methyl groups, which appeared to be twisting into the duplex core. The loss of the methyl 

means that the priority for naming the planar chirality changes. pRpR derivatives mimic the 

a) SSpRpR                                                                       b)   RRpSpS 

a) SSpRpR                                                                                                      b) RRpSpS 
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helical twist of the previously described pSpS derivatives and vice versa (Figure 3.29). Once 

again, these derivatives were successfully incorporated into S1 via automated DNA 

synthesis. 

 

Figure 3.29 - The structure of FcNA monomer Fcn3c2TTpYpY showing both stereoisomers (a) pSpS & b) pRpR) 

synthesised. 

 

The Tm values obtained (Table 3.5) suggest that the combination of methyl and central 

chirality does make a contribution to the overall stability of the duplex. Removing the methyl 

group has a detrimental effect on the duplex stability, with the fully complementary system 

(S1Fcn3c2TTpRpR•S2AA) reducing its Tm by 1.5 °C compared to with 

S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS•S2AA. This gives further support to the idea that the methyl group 

contributes to the stability of the system. Furthermore, the base discrimination (S2AA vs 

S2GG) is almost negligible for both stereoisomers. For this unit it appears that the size of the 

base opposite does not affect duplex stability greatly, especially for the pSpS isomer. The 

MD models (Figure 3.30) suggest that the unit imparts a slight untwisting of the duplex so 

that the cavity afforded by the incorporation is too large for stacking contributions to stabilise 

the duplex in this region (i.e. GG should stack better than TT).  
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Table 3.5 – Tm values for Fcn3c2TTpYpY in S1 when duplexed with S2YY. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

Strand 

Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C  
S2YY =  

S2AA S2AG S2GG S2TT 
S1Fcn3c2TTpSpS

 40.5 (±0.2) 39.5 (±0.3) 40.0 (±0.4) 40.5 (±0.2) 
S1Fcn3c2TTpRpR

 41.5 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.3) 41.0 (±0.0) 40.5 (±0.3) 
S1TT 56.0 (±0.2) 44.5 (±0.3) 44.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the 
nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.30 - MD simulations (6 ns) for Fcn3c2TTpYpY when incorporated into S1 and duplexed with S2AA. 

3.2.3.5 Decreasing)the)Number)of)Carbons)to)the)Phosphate.)

Next it was decided to change the number of carbons in the phosphate linker. However, due 

to constraints in the synthesis of the monomers it had to be designed without the methyl at 

the C1 position. For this system only the pRpR isomer was synthesised, along with the 

abasic control (which has no chirality), as it most likely mimicked the helical twist of the more 

successful Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS motif (Figure 3.31). 

pSpS                                                                     pRpR 
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Figure 3.31 - The structure of FcNA monomer Fcn2c2TT showing the b) pRpR stereoisomer synthesised and the 

abasic control a) Fcn2c2HH. 

 

The Tm values (Table 3.6) show that reduction in the carbon linkage results in a reduction 

in stability (-1.0 °C compared with Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS) while keeping the discrimination between 

opposing nucleobases AA and GG (42 °C vs 40.5 °C respectively). These results can be 

explained by the removal of the favourable hydrophobic interactions arising from the methyl 

group and a reduction in linkage flexibility imposing more strain on the duplex overall. 

Table 3.6 – Tm values for Fcn2c2TTpRpR and abasic monomer Fcn2c2HH in S1 when duplexed with S2YY. 5 µM 

of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

Strand 

Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C  
 S2YY= 

S2AA  S2GG S2TT 
S1Fcn2c2HH 36.5 (±0.2)  37.0 (±0.0) 35.5 (±0.3) 
S1Fcn2c2TTpRpR

 42.0 (±0.0)  40.5 (±0.2) 41.0 (±0.0) 
S1TT 56.0 (±0.2)  44.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard 
error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
 
 

3.2.4 The Stability of FcNA 

All of the Tm results described above were carried out in a phosphate buffered solution (pH 

7.0) containing 100 mM NaClO4. However normally NaCl is used as the salt in these 

experiments as it more closely mimics natural conditions. The first Tm measurements were in 

fact performed using NaCl and similar, albeit slightly higher Tm values were observed for the 
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ferrocene modified strands. However, it was not until a closer inspection of the stability of 

these modified strands was carried out that stability problem was identified. Originally, the 

purified strands were stored in a freezer and thawed prior to use and sometimes these 

samples were left overnight at room temperature. Analytical HPLC runs of the stocks showed 

the emergence of additional peaks in all the samples that eluted earlier than the desired 

products (Figure 3.32). Degradation of ferrocene derivatives in aqueous media is not 

unusual97-99 and has been reported for ferrocene labeled DNA by Plaxco and co-workers.100 

Degradation of ferrocene under aqueous conditions has been postulated as occurring via 

destruction of the oxidized form of the ferrocene structure, ferrocenium (Fc+), upon attack of 

nucleophilic anions (Scheme 3.1).101 

 

Scheme 3.1 - Nucleophilic anion attack and degradation of ferrocenium species. 

 

 

Figure 3.32 - Analytical HPLC traces of two strands of FcNA modified S1 after overnight exposure to room 

temperature. 
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Initially the additional peak in the HPLC was attributed to degradation products. However, 

upon isolation of the peak and further analysis of these peaks by mass spectrometry the 

picture became less clear. For all four variants of FcNA (and each stereisomer) the additional 

peak produced a molecular ion peak in the mass spectrum which showed the same mass as 

the intact and pure synthesised oligonucleotides. 

It was postulated that the ferrocene unit itself was oxidising in solution to produce a 

ferrocenium (Fc+) derivative of each oligonucleotide that was stable enough to be isolated. 

This was confirmed by investigating the UV-vis spectrum of concentrated (100 µM) aliquots 

of both the original fraction and the newly emerged peak (Figure 3.32) for 

S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS. Ferrocene shows a band centred at 450 nm ascribed to its d-d transition; 

this is shown for the original peak (Figure 3.33a). The proposed Fc+ species gives rise to a 

band centred at 680nm. By comparing the spectra of these two peaks with that of ferrocene 

and the ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate (BF4) salt (Figure 3.33b), the similarities are clear, with 

ferrocene displaying a d-d band centred at 440 nm and the salt a band at 620 nm. 

Furthermore, the DNA solutions appeared different to the naked eye, the original stock (100 

100 µM) having a slight tinge of yellow/orange and the isolated ‘degradation’ product 

appearing blue.  
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Figure 3.33 - UV-vis spectra comparing ferrocene and ferrocenium derivatives of a) S1 and b) underivatised 

molecules. Concentration of each compound is 100 µM. DNA and ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate measured in 10 

mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 10 mM NaClO4, ferrocene measured in acetonitrile.  

 

It then became of interest to investigate whether the oxidised forms of the 

oligonucleotides caused a change in overall duplex stability. It was at this point decided that 

the sodium salt should be changed from chloride to perchlorate for all further experiments. 

Studies have previously shown that nucleophilic anions such as Cl- can cause degradation of 

Fc+ derivatives, with the rate of degradation a function of the nucleophilicity of the anion (Cl- > 

Br- > NO3
- > SO4

2- > ClO4
-).97,99 At this stage, all oligonucleotide stocks were stored in 

degassed ultra-pure Milli-Q water (at -20 °C) in order to reduce the possible oxidation of 

stock solutions and thus aliquoted into appropriate volumes to minimize the exposure to 

elevated temperatures; these procedures and conditions were those recommended in a 

number of papers100,101 and were successful in reducing the generation of the oxidised strand 

forms in the stock solutions.  

Interestingly, when comparing the duplex stabilities of oxidized and unchanged 

oligonucleotides with S2AA, a difference in the Tm was observed (Table 3.7), within all cases, 

the oxidized form giving an increase in the overall stability. Strand S1Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR shows 

the largest stability enhancement (+2.5 °C). This increase in stability is not unexpected; by 
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introducing a positive charge to the Fc unit a reduction in the overall negative charge on the 

backbone of each strand would be expected. Furthermore, the positive charge would make 

the organometallic unit less hydrophobic in character, which would lower the competition with 

the nucleobases for the hydrophobic DNA core. These findings show great promise for future 

control of duplex stability through controlled chemical or electrochemical oxidation of 

oligonucleotides. 

Table 3.7 - Tm values comparing the ground state and oxidised form of FcNA monomers incorporated into S1 

when duplexed with their full complement S2AA. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 

100 mM NaClO4. 

 Tm / °C  
S2AA 

S1XX  Fc Fc+ (∆Tm = Fc+- Fc) 
Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 43.0 (±0.1) 44.5 (±0.4) +1.5 
Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 41.0 (±0.3) 41.5 (±0.3) +0.5 
Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR 43.0 (±0.1) 45.5 (±0.4) +2.5 
Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS 41.5 (±0.2) 42.5 (±0.6) +1.0 
Fcn3c2TTpSpS 40.5 (±0.2) 41.0 (±0.3) +0.5 
Fcn3c2TTpRpR 41.5 (±0.0) 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 
Fcn2c2TTpRpR 42.0 (±0.0) 42.5 (±0.0) +0.5 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to 
the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

3.2.5 FcNA Pyrimidines 

Changes to the phosphate and nucleobase linkers attached to the FcNA (TT) monomer units 

results in subtle differences in duplex melting temperatures. It was evident that a methyl 

group at the α position is important and arguments for using either C2 and C3 linkers to the 

nucleobase can be made. However due to the apparent greater chemical stability of the C2 

monomer (Fcn3c2TTXXpYpY), this linker length was chosen for further studies involving other 

nucleobases appended to the Cp ring as described below. *Please note that a full and 

comprehensive list of all of the discussed Tm values, as well as other controls are included in 

appendices 4-7. 

Herein the monomeric design Fcn3c2TTXXpYpY is described more simply as FcBBXX; 

where BB represents the appended nucleobase and XX the chirality about the methyl 
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position. As described earlier, in this system the planar chirality is the opposite of the central 

chirality i.e. RR results in pSpS.  

3.2.5.1 Comparing)thymine)and)cytosine)

Given that the incorporation of thymine bearing ferrocene monomers results in a 

significant loss in overall duplex stability over unmodified DNA (>13 °C), and the difference in 

Tm between complementary (S2AA) and double mismatch (S2GG) strands was clearly not 

as large (∆Tm = -1.5 °C for S1FcTTRR and ∆Tm = -11.5 °C for S1TT), it was anticipated that 

appending other nucleobases to the monomer unit might result in greater stability effects. 

Cytosine for example, forms three complementary hydrogen bonds with guanine, and was 

therefore expected to result in higher Tm values. 

Due to the synthetic challenges associated with making these monomers, the RR 

stereoisomer of a cytosine monomer was first synthesised; this isomer gave the highest 

stabilities for thymine systems. This monomer was accordingly incorporated into S1 via 

automated oligonucleotide synthesis, as described previously.  

 

Figure 3.34 – The FcNA (Fcn3c2BB) monomers incorporated into S1 bearing pyrimidines thymine and cytosine 

(green). The SS isomer of FcCC is still to be synthesised and incorporated. 
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Thermal melting analysis showed promising and significant trends for this system (Table 

3.8). The cytosine strand S1FcCCRR when duplexed with its fully complementary strand 

gives a Tm value 5 °C higher than for the equivalent thymine system bound to S2AA. This 

increase is infact similar to that found for the unmodified analogues (60 °C and 56 °C 

respectively. Furthermore, the difference in Tm between the complementary (S2GG) and 

double mismatch (S2AA) strands is much greater, with values of 48 °C and 39.5 °C 

respectively. The extent of this discrimination can be visualised through the melting profiles 

shown in Figure 3.35. Furthermore, the target offering only one possible H-bonding base pair 

(S2AG) has an intermediate melting temperature of 45.5 °C. Target S2TT produces the 

lowest Tm, which can be explained by a loss of base stacking contributions as well as a H-

bonded base pair, as would be expected. The equivalent experiments with RNA and PNA 

targets (Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 respectively) show the same trends, but as expected, the 

discrimination is even greater owing to the enhanced binding strength of DNA!RNA and 

DNA!PNA duplexes over DNA!DNA sytems. 

 

Table 3.8 - Thermal Melting Temperatures (Tm) of FcNA (Fcn3c2BBRRpSpS) incorporations into S1XX with targets 

S2YY. (BB = HH, TT or CC). 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C* 
S2YY= 

 

 S2AA S2AG S2GG S2TT S2AbAb 
FcHHRR 37.5 (±0.2) 37.5 (±0.3) 37.5 (±0.3) 36.0 (±0.0) 35.5 (±0.3) 
FcTTRR 43.0 (±0.1) 42.0 (±0.0) 41.0 (±0.0) 40.5 (±0.2) 38.5 (±0.2) 
FcCCRR 39.5 (±0.3) 45.5 (±0.3) 48.0 (±0.3) 37.5 (±0.2 37.0 (±0.0) 
AbAb 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 37.0 (±0.0) 34.0 (±0.0) -- 
TT 56.0 (±0.2) 33.0 (±0.3) 44.0 (±0.0) 41.5 (±0.2) 33.0 (±0.3) 
CC 38.0 (±0.0) 50.5 (±0.3) 60.0 (±0.0) 38.0 (±0.0) 32.5 (±0.5) 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 
0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
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Table 3.9 - Thermal Melting Temperatures (Tm) of FcNA (Fcn3c2BBRRpSpS) incorporations into S1XX with RNA 

targets S2YYR. (BB = HH, TT or CC) (RNA targets). 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 

7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C* 
S2YY= 

S1 XX =  S2AAR S2GGR S2UUR 
FcHHRR 39.0 (±0.0) 36.0 (±0.0) 35.0 (±0.0) 
FcTTRR 47.5 (±0.3) 43.0 (±0.0) 40.0 (±0.0) 
FcCCRR 42.5 (±0.5) 49.5 (±0.3) 39.5 (±0.3) 
AbAb      40.0 (±0.0) 38.0 (±0.0) 33.0 (±0.6) 
TT 59.0 (±0.0) 52.5 (±0.3) 44.5 (±0.1) 
CC 45.0 (±0.0) 69.5 (±0.3) 39.0 (±0.0) 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to 
the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
 
 
 

 
Table 3.10 - Thermal Melting Temperatures (Tm) of FcNA (Fcn3c2BBRRpSpS) incorporations into S1XX with 

targets S2YYP. (BB = HH, TT or CC). 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM 

NaClO4. (A.S data) 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C* 

S2YY= 
S1 XX =  S2AAP S2AGP S2GGP S2TTP 
FcHHRR 60.0 59.0 59.0 55.0 
FcTTRR 67.0 64.5 62.0 59.0 
FcCCRR 61.5 64.0 71.0 57.0 
AbAb 58.0 57.0 55.0 52.0 
TT 81.0 72.0 72.5 65.5 
CC 58.5 69.5 86.0 54.0 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
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Figure 3.35 – Normalised (@260 nm) thermal melting profiles of strands S1 with FcNA monomers incorporated 

into S1 a) FcHHRR b) FcTTRR c) FcCCRR, when duplexed with S2YY (where YY = AA, AG or GG). 5 µM of each 

strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

Determination of the thermodynamic parameters for these complexes via van’t Hoff analysis 

also show the same trends (Table 3.11) with more negative ΔG values at 293 K found for 

those duplexes with the higher Tm values. However some caution has to be taken when 

considering these values, these calculations make some assumptions about the bimolecular 

nature of the interactions as well as the the enthalpy of the system (discussed in Chapter 2). 

The ΔH and ΔS values determined from these plots are detailed in appendix 7.  
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Table 3.11 - Gibbs free energy values at 293K calculated from van't Hoff analysis of the thermal melting curves. 5 

µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 ΔG20°C / kJ mol-1 
S1 XX =  S2AA S2AG S2GG 
FcHHRR

* -49.0 (±2.0)* -48.5 (±1.7)* -49.2  (±1.5)* 
FcTTRR -60.2 (±0.9)  -58.5 (±0.6) -58.1 (±0.8) 
FcCCRR -61.1 (±2.6)  -69.7 (±0.4) -72.5 (±1.0) 
TT -82.9 (±1.9)  -68.5 (±1.9) -62.5 (±1.1) 
CC -53.3 (±0.8) -76.8 (±0.6) -88.6 (±2.4)  

*Inaccuracies in lower baseline determination due to transition starting at low temperatures. (.) show the 
standard error of the mean of a minimum of three experimental repeats. Parameters calculated using 
van’t Hoff plots according to the procedure detailed in Chapter 2.2.2. 

 

3.2.5.2 Circular)Dichroism)Spectroscopy)

CD spectroscopy was used to study the two pyrimidine systems (thymine and cytosine), and 

the abasic control, while also comparing FcNA modified sequences with unmodified (Figure 

3.36). The S1FcHHRR system was found to have a very similar CD spectrum to that of its 

unmodified DNA equivalent (S1AbAb) when bound to targets S2AA and S2GG (Figure 3.36 

a,b). The fact that the Tm values for these systems are very similar and the similarity of the 

CD spectra suggest that the incorporation of ferrocene has a negligible effect on the bulk B-

DNA structure when no bases are appended to it.  

For the thymine derivative S1FcTTRR the differences are more pronounced. For example, 

the B-DNA bands at 275 and 248 nm are weaker in intensity, suggesting an untwisting of the 

helical stack (Figure 3.36d). Interestingly when duplexed with S2GG (double mismatch) the 

B-DNA bands are slightly more intense, which is not the case for its unmodified equivalent 

(Figure 3.36c). This suggests that in order for the rigid ferrocene unit to participate in base-

pairing with the two adenines opposite, the duplex must compensate by distorting or 

unwinding to some extent. This would support the dramatic difference in Tm between 

modified (S1FcTTRR!S2AA = 43 °C) and unmodified duplexes (S1TT!S2AA = 56 °C). 

Another difference is that the positive band at 218 nm appears more intense for the 

ferrocene systems relative to the main positive band at ca. 275 nm. Ferrocene does absorb 

strongly at this wavelength and the increase in intensity for the fully complementary target 
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suggests that the ferrocene unit is in a more chiral environment in this duplex. Molecular 

dynamic simulations with double mismatching targets are planned for future studies in order 

to postulate a reasoning for these observed differences. 

The cytosine derivative S1FcCCRR displays the largest spectral differences between 

modified and unmodified strands, being the most pronounced for the complementary and 

double mismatch targets (Figure 3.36e,f). The change from target S2AA to S2GG results in a 

broadening and blue shift of the two characteristic B-DNA bands. 
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Figure 3.36 - CD spectra for a) abasic controls S1AbAbRR•S2YY and b) S1FcHHRR•S2YY (where YY = AA (solid) 

and GG (dashed). S1XX sequences and unmodified controls when bound to complementary (solid line) and 

mismatching (dashed line) strands for where XX = c) TT d) FcTTRR e) CC f) FcCCRR. 5 µM of each strand in 10 

mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 
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However, for S1FcCCRR an additional change is observed, consisting of a large decrease in 

the intensity of the positive band, and addition of a shoulder, and most notably, the 

emergence of a negative band at 290 nm. The large change or disruption to the B-DNA 

structure for this particular FcCCRR system is likely to be a consequence of the increased 

rigidity afforded by the formation of two relatively strong, compared to the weaker FcTTRR, C-

G base pairs. As a result, the duplex might be expected to loosen and perhaps even flip a 

base out of the helical twist, which could explain the negative band observed. Therefore 

differences in both the Tm data and CD spectra for this FcCCRR system definitely provide 

good evidence for the formation of unnatural-natural cross duplex interactions. Modelling 

studies that could support these findings are currently underway.  

3.2.6 FcNA Purines 

With there now being good evidence for Watson-Crick H-bonding between FcNA units and 

DNA bases, it was decided to study all four nucleobases in the same strand sequence for a 

complete set. Accordingly stereoisomers of the adenine derivative were synthesised and 

incorporated into the S1 strand. The guanine derivatives were found to be significantly more 

challenging to synthesise owing to difficulties with solubility and protection strategies, and 

this work is ongoing in the group. 

 

Figure 3.37 – The synthesised monomers of FcAA incorporated into S1 and the guanine equivalents that are yet 

to synthesised. 
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For this system, the SS stereoisomer produced the highest duplex stability with its 

complementary target S2TT (47 °C, Table 3.12). Compared with the unmodified control 

(S1AA•S2TT) this gave a 10.5 °C decrease in overall stability, but a significant increase 

compared to the analagous thymine system (43 °C, Table 3.8). The change in preference for 

SS over RR is difficult to explain but is probably associated with enhanced stacking 

interactions. In fact this system could participate in stabilising ‘zipper-like’ interactions102,103 

as a result of an increase in the overlap of flanking nucleobases (i.e. CTTC•GAAG vs 

CAAC•GTTG). When bound to S2CC (CAAC•GCCG) the Tm is considerably lower, showing a 

large discrimination (8.5 °C) between complementary and double mismatch targets. These 

differences are highlighted in Figure 3.38, with pyrimidine bases in the target giving the 

highest (TT, H-bonding) and lowest (CC, weakest π-stacking) values. 

The same discrimination behaviour is not observed for the RR stereoisomer, giving a 

lower duplex stability for the complementary target (S2AA) and fairly uniform values for all 

targets, although the double abasic (S2AbAb) is the lowest. This suggests that the cavity is 

too small or too conformationally strained to easily accommodate the FcNA unit with this 

stereochemistry. As a result the duplex could be unwinding or buckling the flanking 

nucleobases, or even unable to form hydrogen bonds at all. MD simulations of both 

stereoisomers are on-going, and are expected to provide an insight into the cause of these 

observations. 
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Table 3.12 – Tm values for FcNA purine modifications for the duplex S1XX•S2YY. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C 
S1 XX =  S2TT S2CC S2GG S2AA S2AbAb 
FcHHRR 36.5 (±0.2) 36.0 (±0.3) 37.5 (±0.3) 38.0 (±0.2) 35.5 (±0.5) 
FcHHSS 36.0 (±0.2) 35.5 (±0.3) 41.0 (±0.3) 37.5 (±0.2) 36.0 (±0.0) 
FcAARR 44.5 (±0.3) 43.0 (±0.3) 42.5 (±0.9) 42.0 (±0.3) 39.5 (±0.3) 
FcAASS 47.0 (±0.0) 38.5 (±0.1) 41.5 (±0.3) 41.0 (±0.0) 39.0 (±0.0) 
FcGGRR TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 
FcGGSS TBD  TBD  TBD TBD TBD 
AA 57.5 (±0.2) 38.5 (±0.3) 46.0 (±0.2) 46.5 (±0.3) 37.5 (±0.3) 
GG TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. 
Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
 
 

 

Figure 3.38 - Normalised (@260 nm) Tm curves for S1FcAASS when duplexed with S2YY (YY = AA,TT,GG,CC) 

showing the base discriminating behaviour. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaClO4. 

 

As done previously with TT and CC systems, interactions with other nucleic acid targets RNA 

(Table 3.13) and PNA (Table 3.14) were next investigated. Once again the trends were 

replicated, with the SS stereoisomer giving the highest stability with fully complementary 

RNA and PNA strands. 
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Table 3.13 - Tm values for FcNA purine modifications for the duplex S1XX•S2YYR.(RNA targets). 5 µM of each 

strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C 
S1XX = S2UUR S2CCR S2GGR S2AAR 
FcHHRR 35.0 (±0.0) 34.5 (±0.3) 36.0 (±0.0) 39.0 (±0.0) 
FcHHSS 35.0 (±0.0) 34.5 (±0.2) 36.0 (±0.6) 39.5 (±0.3) 
FcAARR 44.0 (±0.0) 40.5 (±0.4) TBD 43.5 (±0.6) 
FcAASS 50.5 (±0.3) 43.0 (±0.3) TBD 43.0 (±0.0) 
FcGGRR TBD TBD TBD TBD 
FcGGSS TBD TBD TBD TBD 
AA 55.0 (±0.0) 42.5 (±0.5) 46.0 (±0.0) 42.5 (±0.5) 
GG TBD TBD TBD TBD 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 
0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
 
 
Table 3.14 – Tm values for FcNA purine modifications for the duplex S1XX•S2YYP (PNA targets). 5 µM of each 

strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. (A.S data) 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C 
S1XX = S2TTP S2GGP S2AAP 
FcHHRR 55.0 59.0 60.0 
FcHHSS TBD 62.0 60.0 
FcAARR 61.0 61.5 61.5 
FcAASS 69.5 59.0 59.0 
FcGGRR TBD TBD TBD 
FcGGSS TBD TBD TBD 
AA 74.0 64.5 64.5 
GG TBD TBD TBD 

*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
 
 
 
 

CD spectra of the most stable motif (S1FcAASS) with the fully complementary (S2TT) and 

double mismatch (S2CC) strands shows only subtle differences in the B-DNA bands (Figure 

3.39a) with no evidence for a large change in base stacking interactions. The major 

differences comes from the band at 218 nm, which is made more intense by the ferrocene π-

π* transition and is even more pronounced fror the complementary strand. This could be a 

result of the ferrocene unit being incorporated into the twist of the DNA helix more tightly as a 

result of the H-bonded base pairing.  
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Figure 3.39 - CD spectra for a) S1AA•S2YY and b) S1FcAASS•S2YY (where YY = TT (solid) and CC (dashed). 5 

µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

3.2.7 Electrochemistry 

The incorporation of FcNA units into oligonucleotides gives the possibility for electrochemical 

applications in sensing and nanoelectronics due to the reversible redox behaviour of 

ferrocene. FcNA monomers have previously been shown to be redox-active91 as well 

oligomeric octamers systems.89,104 It was therefore important to assess the electrochemical 

behaviour of these units when incorporated into DNA. 

3.2.7.1 Electrochemical)Behaviour)

The four most promising FcNA-DNA conjugate strands (S1FcHHRR, S1FcTTRR, S1FcCCRR 

and S1FcAASS), in terms of the highest duplex stability and base pairing behaviour were 

shown to be redox-active in solution (50 µM). This concentration was used to allow for the 

discrimination of electrochemical outputs from background capacitive currents. Cyclic 

voltammetry (discussed in Chapter 2) was used to probe their behaviour, where the labelled 

oligonucleotides were interrogated with a scanning/ramped potential between -0.1 to +0.35 V 

at different scan rates. The cyclic voltammograms of each strand are shown in Figure 3.40 

alongside their respective Randles-Ševčik plots of the measured currents. The scan rate 
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dependence for each system shows a linear relationship with the square root of the scan 

rate, which is indicative of diffusing redox-active species. Diffusion coefficients D (shown in 

Table 3.15) were calculated by taking the slope of these linear plots according to the 

Randles-Ševčik equation (Chapter 2 – Equation 2.8).105,106 
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Figure 3.40 - Cyclic voltammograms at increasing scan rates (left) and the corresponding Randle-Sevcik plots 

(right) of the observed current as a function of the square root of the scan rate for (a,b) S1FcHHRR, 

(c,d)S1FcTTRR, (e,f)S1FcCCRR and (g,h)S1FcAASS.■ – anodic current,○ – cathodic current. 50 µM DNA in 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. 
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The observed behaviour (data in Table 3.15) for each strand indicates reversible 

Nernstian behaviour (ΔEp ≈ 59 mV), with strands S1FcHHRR and S1FcTTRR (ΔEp = 62 mV) 

seemingly more reversible than the cytosine (ΔEp = 75 mV) and adenine (ΔEp = 77 mV) 

counterparts. The cathodic to anodic peak ratio (ipc/ipa) is less than one for all four systems,  

however this is likely a result in the difference in diffusivity of the duplexes upon oxidiation, 

brought about by a change in overall charge.  

Table 3.15 - Electrochemical behaviour of FcNA labelled oligonucleotide strand S1.(ν = 15 mv s- 1 for CV and 1 

mV step, 25 mV amplitude and a 8 Hz frequency for SWV). 50 µM DNA in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 

7.0, 1 M NaClO4. Potentials are reported versus Ag/AgCl.Confidence limit is ±5 mV for CV and ±2 mV for SW.  

 

 CV SWV 
Strand ΔEp = Ep

a-Ep
c / mV E1/2 / mV ipc/ipa D / cm2 s-1 E1/2 / mV 

S1FcHHRR +62 112 0.89 2.42 x10-9 113 
S1FcTTRR +62 148 0.98 2.82 x10-9 147 
S1FcCCRR +75 155 0.86 2.44 x10-9 155 
S1FcAASS +77 173 0.89 2.26 x10-9 175 
S1FcGGSS       TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

 

 The E1/2 value for each strand gives information regarding the ease of their oxidation and 

the data indicates quite a wide range of values (Table 3.15). Overlays of the CVs and SWV’s 

for the four systems are shown in Figure 3.41. 

 

Figure 3.41 - a) CV (v = 15 mv s-1) and b) SWV overlays of the four FcNA modified strands. 50 µM DNA in 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. 
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The reasoning for these differences is attributable to differences in the electron-

withdrawing effects of the appended nucleobase. As expected S1FcHHRR has the least 

positive E1/2 potential (112 mV) as it remains unaffected by appended electron deficient 

nucleobases. The difference in E1/2 for thymine (148 mV) and cytosine (155 mV) follows the 

same trend as the relative electron affinity energies of the nucleobases calculated by Dutta et 

al. (G<T<C<A).107 Predictably S1FcAASS requires the most positive potential (173 mV) to 

oxidise ferrocene attributable to the more electron deficient purine rings that are pulling 

electron density away from ferrocene. Accordingly, it might be expected that guanine FcNA 

systems would have the lowest oxidation potential. In line with these results, Houlton and co-

workers have previously shown the oxidation potential of ferrocenyl-nucleobases to be 

dependent on the electron withdrawing abilities of each nucleobase (Figure 3.42).81 9-

ferrocenyl-methyladenine (3.20) required the highest oxidation potential to remove and 

electron compared with a cytosine (3.19) derivative, whilst substitution of the C6 amino 

functionality of adenine for Cl (3.21) resulted in the most positive potential.81 

 

Figure 3.42 - Electron withdrawing effects of 9-ferrocenyl-methylcytosine (3.19), 9-ferrocenyl-methyladenine 

(3.20) and adenine derivative 2-amino-6-chloro-9-ferrocenyl-methylpurine (3.21) highlighting the oxidation 

potentials (vs. Fc/Fc+) in acetonitrile, as reported by Houlton et al.81 Scan rate of 500 mv s-1. 

 

Similarly previous work in the Tucker group has shown bis-substituted ferrocene 

derivatives to have more positive oxidation potentials when adenine (3.23) is appended and 

compared with thymine (3.22, Figure 3.43). Furthermore, the addition of electron deficient 

benzoyl groups to the heterocycles resulted in a overall further shift to more positive 
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oxidation potentials; whilst adenine (3.26) again produced the highest oxidation potentials 

when compared with cytosine (3.24) and uracil (3.25) derivatives. Uracil likely falls between 

cytosine and adenine due to the loss of the +I effect of the methyl group present in thymine.  

 

Figure 3.43 - Oxidation potentials of bis-substituted ferrocenes with nucleobases without (3.22, 3.23)88 and with 

(3.24-3.26)91 benzoyl (Bz) protecting groups (in DCM with 0.1 mM tetrabutylammoniumhexafluorophosphate). 

Potentials are reported vs. dmfc which was used as an internal reference. 

3.2.7.2 Addition)of)Targets)

Initial screening of these nucleobase modified systems upon the addition of DNA targets 

S2YY to the strands showed some discriminative behaviour between complementary and 

double mismatch targets for the thymine derivatives. The observed current decreased 

significantly in both the CV’s and SWV’s and a small shift of the E1/2 (SWV) to a less positive 

potential was observed in all cases (Table 3.16). Large current reductions would be expected 

regardless of the base opposite in the sequence due to the change in bulk properties (size, 

charge and diffusivity) of the labelled strands. The shift to less positive potential is also 

expected as the extra negative charge from the target can stabilise the ferrocenium ion.62 

The ability to discriminate could be the result of subtle differences in the properties or as a 

result of probing the direct mismatch/match environment in which the FcNA label sits. 
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Table 3.16 - The change in electrochemical behaviour upon addition of complementary targets to FcNA modified 

S1. 50 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. Potentials are reported versus 

Ag/AgCl.Confidence limit is ±2 mV for SW.  

 

 Change in E1/2  

/ mV 
% Current Decrease 

in SWV Strand 
S1FcTTRR -8 88 
S1FcCCRR -6 66 
S1FcAASS -4 94 
S1FcGGSS TBD TBD 

 

 

Figure 3.44 - CV's (left) and SWV’s (right) of S1FcTTRR upon addition of a,b) complementary (S2AA) and c,d) 

double mismatch (S2GG) targets. 50 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. 

 

The same signal suppression behaviour was observed upon addition of complementary 

target to the cytosine (-66%) and adenine (-94%) systems (Figure 3.45), however due to 
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depletion of oligonucleotide stocks the double mismatch targets were not able to be tested, 

and therefore remains an interest for future work. Furthermore, additional repeats are 

needed to fully evaluate the electrochemical sensing behaviour of these systems. 

Nevertheless, any base discriminating behaviour would also need to be observed with 

surface immobilised systems on electrodes if these FcNA modified oligonucleotides are to be 

used in biosensing applications.  

 
Figure 3.45 - SWV of a) S1FcCCRR upon addition of complementary target S2GG, and b) S1FcAASS upon 

addition of complementary target S2TT. 50 µM oligonucleotide. 50 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. 

3.2.8 Face-to-Face FcNA Systems 

It was of interest to investigate whether FcNA units could partake in complementary base 

pair formation with FcNA units in target strands (Figure 3.46). Therefore supported by 

flanking DNA base pairs, the pyrimidine and purine FcNA monomers in S1 and S2 

respectively were evaluated for their duplex stability (Table 3.17).  
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Figure 3.46 - A schematic representation of face-to-face FcNA units incorporated into DNA. 

 

The highest observed Tm value (49.5 °C) for FcNA modified DNA oligonucleotides was 

observed when both incorporations had SS (pRpR stereochemistry), which represents only 

5.5°C lower than the value for the unmodified duplex S1TT!S2AA (Table 3.8, 56 °C). The Tm 

might have been a result of optimal stacking interactions in a ‘zipper-like’ arrangement102,108 

and therefore a double mismatch duplex with FcCCRR as a control was compared with the 

thymine equivalent which resulted in a decrease in the overall Tm, which suggests the duplex 

is supported by hydrogen-bond interactions. 

Table 3.17 - Tm values for face-to-face FcNA incorporations with the FcNA pyrimidine in S1 and FcAARR/SS in S2. 

5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

 Thermal Melting Temperature (Tm) / °C 
S1 XX =  S2FcAARR S2FcAASS 
FcTTRR 46.0 (±0.0) 46.5 (±0.3) 
FcTTSS 46.0 (±0.0) 49.5 (±0.2) 
FcCCRR 44.5 (±0.3) TBD 
FcCCSS TBD TBD 
FcAARR 45.5 (±0.0) 45.0 (±0.3) 
FcAASS TBD TBD 
*Highlighted values represent ‘fully complementary’ sequences. (.) shows 
the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument 
data = ±0.5 oC. 
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3.2.9 FcNA Octamers 

As previously discussed, synthesised octamers of FcTTRR ((FcTTRR)8) and FcTTSS 

((FcTTSS)8) (where the number of carbons to the base = 2 and number of carbons to 

phosphate = 1) showed no ability to form stable duplexes with their unmodified DNA 

counterpart (A16).89 Furthermore an octamer bearing adenines ((FcAASS)8) instead of 

thymines showed similar behaviour with its complement (T16). This is perhaps not surprising 

since polymeric nucleobase systems such as these can adopt unusual conformational 

structures and can also suffer from solubility problems. Nevertheless these octamers were 

duplexed with PNA versions and the enhanced stability offered by DNA!PNA interactions 

due to the lack of repulsive electrostatics made it an interesting target. The 16-mer 

complementary strands showed a melting curve transition for the thymine derivatives (Table 

3.18). The stabilities were also higher in the absence of salt in the buffer solution. The 

removal of salt from these solutions has been previously shown to aid duplex stability in 

DNA•PNA duplexes.109 As expected no transition was observed for the adenine derivative. 

Similar results have been observed previously for DNA•PNA duplexes of polymeric 

nucleobases, where it was shown to be important that the pyrimidine was in the DNA 

(charged) strand.110 When the purine was in the DNA strand, no Tm was observed; it was 

thought that this was due to a significant structural barrier that results in large increases in 

enthalpy.  

Table 3.18 - Tm values for FcNA octamers duplexed with PNA targets. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. (A.S data) 

 Tm / °C 

Strand 
PNA 

(A16P/T16P) 
PNA without salt 

(A16/T16) 
(FcTTRR)8 30.0 (A16P) 35.0 (A16P) 
(FcTTSS)8 29.0 (A16P) 33.0 (A16P) 
(FcAASS)8 No Tm (T16P) No Tm (T16P) 
(FcHHRR)8 No Tm (T16P) No Tm (T16P) 
Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 
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CD analysis of these duplexes gave better evidence for an interaction between the FcNA 

and PNA oligomers. The single stranded FcNA octamers display bands that are mirror 

images of each other with the SS isomer (blue line) showing negative bands at 450 nm and 

265 nm for the d-d transitions of ferrocene and the appended nucleobases respectively 

(Figure 3.47a). Both bands are positive for the RR isomer (red line). These findings are in 

contrast to those seen for the monomers alone (Figure 3.19) which show the d-d band and 

π-π* transitions being the opposite sign of each other. The PNA derivative of A16 (A16P – 

black line) has a slight negative band at 255 nm. PNA has no chirality in its backbone, but 

the observed band is likely to be a result of staggered nucleobase stacking interactions 

causing a slight helicity in the single strand. When duplexed with the two FcTT octamers, 

there is a dramatic change in the CD spectra (Figure 3.47b). Presumably driven by the 

chirality of the FcNA octamer, a large band appears at 245 nm; for the SS isomer this is 

negative and positive for the RR isomer. The d-d band at 450 nm remains unchanged in both 

sign and intensity. The region between 250 nm and 300 nm is made more complicated by 

the helicity of the PNA strands. 

 

Figure 3.47 - CD spectra for the single strands of FcNA octamers (FcTT)8 and A16P and b) the spectra of the 

duplexes of (FcTT)8 and A16P. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 
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3.3 Conclusions 

Anchoring FcNA monomers into the backbone of DNA oligonucleotides has provided a 

platform for comparing and optimising the structure of FcNA monomers with thymines 

attached. Varying the length, side chains and stereochemistry of the nucleobase and 

phosphate linkers results in subtle differences in overall duplex stability. MD simulations 

carried out by Dr. Jean-Louis Duprey support the observed stabilities. The importance of 

planar chirality over central chirality is evident in the observed duplex stabilities, however the 

methyl group in the α position does contribute towards the overall binding strength. The 

monomer design Fcn3c2BBXXpYpY was used for the cytosine and adenine strands and the 

duplex stabilities were significantly enhanced compared with their thymine counterparts, 

these results can be explained by increased numbers of hydrogen bonds and stacking 

interactions for the cytosine and adenine systems respectively. Importantly for potential 

sensing applications, these systems exhibit large differences in base pairing affinities and 

hence discrimination behaviour between matching and mismatching targets. CD 

spectroscopy analysis of these systems supports the observed behaviour and provides 

insight into the structural changes afforded by these incorporations.  

All FcNA modified oligonucleotides display quasi-reversible electrochemical behaviour 

due to the Fc/Fc+ redox couple, with the E1/2 value of each system dependent on the 

nucleobases appended to the Cp rings. Initial studies of the electrochemical sensing 

behaviour (in solution) of the systems suggests subtle differences for the thymine derivative 

S1FcTTRR in line with differences in base pair affinities. Further investigation of this sensing 

behaviour with the cytosine, adenine and guanine systems would be required to fully 

rationalise these trends. 

Finally, these FcNA-DNA conjugates have shown the ability to form H-bonded base pairs 

when opposite their complementary FcNA counterparts in the middle of a DNA sequence. 
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These systems displayed the highest observed base pair affinities to date for FcNA-DNA 

conjugates and remain an interesting area for future investigations. 

3.4 Future Work 

Whilst a number of different FcNA designs have been investigated, there remains scope for 

further optimising the monomer structure. Reducing the nucleobase and phosphate linker 

lengths, whilst maintaining the control over central and planar chirality could provide further 

insight into the ‘ideal’ FcNA monomer structure. However the trends suggest that reductions 

in the linker length would result in reduced duplex stabilities owing to a reduction in monomer 

flexibility once incorporated into DNA. 

It would also be of great interest to complete the full canonical alphabet for the optimal Fc 

monomer design and once synthesised, it is hoped that guanine FcNA monomers would 

provide the largest duplex stabilities and most enhanced base pairing affinities as guanine 

encapsulates the characteristics of both cytosine (3 H-bonds) and adenine derivatives 

(purine stacking). For FcNA incorporations into DNA it would be important to carry out the 

following studies: 

• A full Tm and CD analysis of FcGG for both stereoisomers, varying the bases 

opposite the monomer.  

• A complete investigation by molecular dynamic simulations of all permutations of 

FcNA monomers (i.e. effect of appended nucleobase – A, G, C, T and effect of 

the bases opposite) 

• A comparison of the duplex stabilities of face-to-face FcNA monomers for all four 

FcNA monomers (A, G, C, T) and for both RR and SS stereoisomers to gain a 

greater understanding of the optimal conditions for generating full FcNA-FcNA 

duplexes. 
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Following the completion of these studies, it would be exciting to build oligonucleotides 

containing multiple FcNA monomers with different appended nucleobases in order to build 

complementary FcNA duplexes. 

To fully evaluate the biosensing potential of these FcNA modified oligonucleotides, it is 

recommended that a full study of all four FcNA monomers in strand S1 bound to different 

targets in solution is completed. More importantly, these systems should be appended to a 

surface which is vital for the design of rapid response, re-usable biosensing devices. Being 

able to distinguish between single nucleotide changes in DNA sequences is of interest for the 

development of personalised diagnostic devices. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Metal ion interactions with nucleic acids are essential to many biological processes. For 

example, metal ions play a vital role in RNA folding and ribozyme activity as well as the 

stabilising of DNA-DNA interactions. The ability of nucleic acids to bind metals as co-factors 

is also of great interest to the field of DNA nanotechnology.1 DNA’s fibrous helical structure 

provides an ideal scaffold for designing nanoelectronic devices, and while the conductance 

of electrons and positive charge occurs over short-range distances in natural process such 

as in DNA repair,2,3 the ability for DNA to conduct over much longer distances without 

degradation is not thought to be possible. Therefore many groups have exploited the 

structure of DNA by modifying synthesised oligonucleotides with metal-binding ligands in 

place of natural nucleobases, and by doing this have been able to control both structure and 

function.4 Much of this area is beyond the scope of this work but two detailed reviews have 

been published by pioneers of the field, Shionoya5 and Carell.4 However the related subject 

of the binding of metal ions to the natural nucleobases (A, G, C, T and U) to form metal base 

pairs is of interest in this project and is the subject of this chapter. 

4.1.1 Thymine-Mercury-Thymine Base Pairs 

Arguably the most famous metal base pair is the one discovered by Sidney Katz. In 1952 he 

postulated that the binding of mercury(II) ions to the negatively charged DNA phosphate 

backbone was a result of changes in solution viscosity upon addition of mercuric chloride to a 

DNA solution, an effect he attributed to a change in duplex size.6 However, his rationale 

changed in 1962 after the work of Thomas et al showed that the UV-vis spectra of the 

nucleobases changed upon addition of Hg2+.7 He then correctly postulated that mercury 

forms a 1:2 complex with thymine, where upon addition of mercury to DNA, a slippage 

occurs in a duplex so that two thymine residues can come together to form the T-Hg-T metal 

base pair with deprotonation of the two T nucleobases. (Figure 4.1).8 
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Figure 4.1 – a) The structure of T-Hg-T base pairs proposed by Katz. b) DNA ‘slippage’ to accommodate T-Hg-T 

base pairs.8 

 

Since then many groups have investigated this interaction. Cruikshank et al found that 

the CD spectrum of calf-thymus DNA changed dramatically upon addition of mercury(II), 

indicating a large change from B-DNA to an entirely new, unknown structure.9 Additionally 

spectroscopic studies have shown that the propensity of mercury being able to bind to DNA 

increases with the number of A-T base pairs (i.e. more T-Hg-T pairs can form). The groups of 

Buncel10 and Marzilli11 observed the emergence of new carbon and proton signals in the CH3 

and imino groups of thymine in 13C and 1H NMR spectra respectively when mercury was 

added to sequences containing T-T mismatches. They also found that the formation of more 

than three consecutive T-Hg-T base pairs in natural DNA was not possible, owing to 

intrastrand hairpin formation which was more favourable than forming a T-Hg-T stabilised 

duplex.11 

More recently, the work of Ono and co-workers has been vital in confirming the exact 

nature of these interactions. Thermal melting studies showed that oligonucleotide duplexes 

containing T-T mismatches specifically bind to Hg2+ and upon doing so, cause a dramatic 

change in the overall stability of the duplex.12 In fact for their system it was found that T-Hg-T 

base pairs were more stable than Watson-Crick A-T pairings and this effect was observed 
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across a broad pH range (3-11). Additionally electrospray mass spectrometry found that the 

T-Hg-T interactions were strong enough to produce molecular ion peaks. 15N NMR 

spectroscopy showed that the 2JNN coupling constants changed upon addition of mercury to a 

duplex oligonucleotide containing 15N(3) labelled thymines in a sequence with a double T-T 

mismatch.13 Their work has also exploited this interaction to show how up to five repeating 

units of T-Hg-T can be arranged in a synthesised oligonucleotide duplex containing T-T 

mismatches. Furthermore RNA and more specifically uracil mismatches have been shown to 

bind Hg2+ as well (Figure 4.2).14,15  

 

Figure 4.2 - The structure of a U-Hg-U metal base pair as described by Ono et al.15,16 

 

The formation of the neutral T-Hg-T interaction is driven both enthalpically and 

entropically, which is respectively the result of the formation of covalent bonds and the 

dehydration of mercury as it becomes buried in the hydrophobic core of the DNA duplex.17-19 

In 2014, Ono and co-workers published the first x-ray crystal structure of a T-Hg-T base pair 

from crystals of a duplex containing a double T-T mismatch (Figure 4.3).20 
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Figure 4.3 - Crystal structure of a oligonucleotide containing a double mercury mediated thymine-thymine 

mismatch.20 (PDB-4L24). Visualised using Chimera II.21 

 

4.1.2 Cytosine-Silver-Cytosine Base Pairs 

Building on T-Hg-T systems, Ono et al also discovered that C-C mismatches can bind free 

Ag(I) as a charged adduct.22 Again this system showed specificity for silver over other known 

DNA binding metals including mercury. Unlike with T-Hg-T base pairs it was found that C-Ag-

C pairs only form for duplexes containing C-C mismatches and does not cause DNA 

slippage, which is likely a result of the increased binding strength of C-G pairs anchoring 

DNA in place. 1H NMR investigations of a sequence containing a single C-C mismatch 

showed the generation of new peaks in the proton spectrum from the imino region upon 

addition of increasing amounts of Ag(I). A plateau at a stoichiometric 1:1 ratio of Ag:duplex 

again suggested a C-Ag-C pair, which was supported by both ESI-MS and thermal melting 

experiments.22 Whilst it provides some indication of the possible structure, attempts to 

confirm it with 15N NMR studies are on-going.23 
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Figure 4.4 - The proposed structure of C-Ag-C base pairs in oligonucleotides containing C-C mismatches.22 

 

4.1.3 Other Metal-Base Pair Complexes 

Another class of metal base pair, has been described by Lee and co-workers.24,25 At high pH, 

they found that divalent cations could bind to natural DNA nucleobase pairs, as evidenced by 

changes to the imino protons studied in 1H NMR titration experiments. Modelling of the data 

suggested the binding of metals such as Ni2+, Co2+ and Zn2+ to both A-T and G-C base pairs. 

The proposed structures (Figure 4.5a) involve the binding of a metal cation following 

deprotonation at one nucleobase; this was supported by the inability of ethidium bromide to 

bind the metal bound duplexes, which was ascribed to a change in charge for the duplexes. 

These systems have been shown to conduct like metal based wires25-27 which is in direct 

contrast to unmodified/natural DNA.2 As a result, these systems have been used in a variety 

of DNA arrays for electrochemical biosensing applications.28-30 Since their discovery, the 

exact structure of these M-DNA interactions has been open to debate and alternative 

structures proposed by Lippert et al31 and Alexandre et al32 have been postulated (Figure 

4.5b,c). 
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Figure 4.5 - The proposed structures of M-DNA interactions between Zn2+ and G-C and A-T base pairs suggested 

by a) Lee25 b) Lippert31 and c) Alexandre.32 

4.1.4 Mercury Sensors 

Accurately monitoring the levels of heavy metal pollution is a vital endeavour due to the risks 

posed to human health and the environment. Mercury in all forms (metallic, inorganic and 

organic) is known to accumulate in many bio-systems as it passes along the food chain, 

resulting in elevated levels in humans.33,34 Its role in the mutation of genetic material is now 

well understood, with good evidence that it is brought about by DNA slippage and T-Hg-T 

base pair formation previously described.8,35 Furthermore the binding of mercury to soft 

donor groups in major proteins and enzymes can have a detrimental effect on other 

important biological processes.36 Organic mercury salts, which are formed by some aquatic 
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bacteria from free mercury, can cross the blood-brain barrier and have an adverse effect on 

many of the senses including vision, hearing and memory as well as causing complications 

with muscular coordination.37,38 Inorganic mercury can cause severe damage to the vital 

organs, most notably the heart and kidneys.35-37 Given the risks associated with mercury and 

its accumulation in both the food chain and aquatic environments, it remains important to 

rapidly and routinely monitor the concentration levels.39 

Although the detection of mercury is possible by a number of established techniques 

such as ICP-MS40 and absorption/emission spectroscopy,41,42 these often require expensive 

equipment and labour-intensive separation protocols. Furthermore many assays involving 

luminescent43-48, chromogenic49-53 and electrochemical molecular probes,53-55 

nanoparticles56,57 and polymers58 have been developed. However, many of these designs 

have been thwarted by considerable limitations, be it selectivity, sensitivity, aqueous 

solubility or expense of equipment. For example organic based chromophores often only 

function in organic solvents and are limited by their sensitivity and response times. Excellent 

selectivity is a particularly important feature required for mercury sensors, as trace amounts 

usually coexist with large excesses of other cationic species. 

Since the discovery of T-Hg-T base pairs, many oligonucleotide-based sensors have 

been developed in an attempt to alleviate these issues. As described the T-Hg-T interaction 

occurs at room temperature across a wide pH range and is highly selective for mercury over 

other metals, making it an ideal target for novel devices.  

4.1.4.1 DNA-Nanoparticles 

Many examples of oligonucleotide-based mercury sensors have utilised nanoparticle bound 

DNA strands that upon binding mercury, produce a colour change.59-62 The first example 

published by Mirkin et al described a strategy based upon a mixture of two types of 

functionalised particle and relied upon differences in stability between T-T and T-Hg-T 
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containing duplexes. Each particle had conjugated to its surface one part of a 

complementary poly-A•poly-T duplex (Figure 4.6). In the central point of each strand was a 

single thymine, which upon mixing and subsequent hybridisation of the two DNA modified 

particles produced a T-T mismatch and aggregation of the particles. Addition of mercury to 

this system enhanced the duplex stability considerably. Following the addition, the samples 

were heated to a temperature above the Tm of the mercury free duplex, which resulted in the 

dissociation of these nanoparticles and a sharp colour change. However the mercury-

stabilised conjugates remained aggregated and displayed a different colour.59 Whilst assays 

such as this produce easily observable signal outputs, they have been limited by their 

sensitivity (ca. 1 µM). 

 

Figure 4.6 - An example of a colorimetric DNA-AuNP assay for mercury detection. a) Schematic representation of 

the sensing strategy. b) Colorimetric selectivity for Hg at 47 °C (1 µM mercury).59 

4.1.4.2 Fluorescence Based Sensors 

Many fluorescence based sensors for mercury rely on fluorophore-quencher interactions, in 

which binding mercury changes the distance between a fluorophore and a quencher. The 

most successful designs are based on hair-pin/stem-loop like structures similar to that shown 

in Figure 4.7.63-66 Ono and co-workers described the first fluorescence-DNA sensor for 

mercury in 2004, which can bind up to five mercury ions, resulting in a dramatic increase in 

the detection limit compared with previous small molecular sensors.53,54,67,68 The motif used 
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commercially available phosphoramidite moieties fluorescein and dabcyl as fluorescence and 

quencher respectively. As mercury binds a hair-pin like structure is formed moving the 

quencher closer to the fluorophore which results in increased Förster Resonance Energy 

Transfer (FRET) and subsequent quenching of the fluorescence signal. As with many 

fluorescence based DNA sensors for mercury, this design was limited in that its detection 

limit (40 nM) is not quite low enough for the required standards (10 nM).65 

 

Figure 4.7 – a) Schematic representation of the hairpin design of fluorophore-quencher mercury sensor. b) The 

observed fluorescence output of Ono’s design upon addition of Hg2+ (0 to 600 nM). c) Fluorescence intensity at 

dabcyl emission intensity (520 nm) versus the Hg2+ concentration.63 

4.1.4.3 Electrochemical DNA Sensors 

Surface bound DNA electrochemistry has been utilised for some time in an array of 

biosensing platforms for the detection of DNA,69-72 variations in base sequences73-75 and 

small molecules.76,77 Such is the enhanced sensitivity and robustness towards false positives 

afforded by monolayer based designs that it perhaps the most attractive approach for the 

design of new DNA-based sensors. It is not surprising then that a number of examples of 

electrochemical assays have been developed for the detection of mercury. These include 

those based on impedance,78,79 pulse voltammetry (SWV)79-84 and cyclic voltammetry 
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(CV)79,81-86. Many rely on labelling of surface bound oligonucleotides with redox-active tags 

such as ferrocene or ruthenium complexes and are dependent on large conformational 

changes in the secondary structure of the immobilised probes. For example the work 

published by Yu et al in 2009 described a cooperative strand design in which ferrocene 

labelled poly-T sequences were immobilised on a surface.79 Upon the binding of mercury to 

the thymine residues, a zipping up of adjacent strands on the surface occurred resulting in a 

more rigid duplex, consequently the ferrocene tag was not as able to move towards the 

electrode surface, and hence a drop in the observed oxidation current was observed, a so 

called ‘signal-OFF’ sensor (Figure 4.8). This design has a mercury detection limit of 0.5 nM 

and showed good selectivity but was also sensitive to the addition of Cu2+.79 This was 

alleviated by the addition of free adenine which complexed the Cu ions. Furthermore, its use 

as a detection assay was limited in that the signal-to-noise ratio was relatively small as a 

result of the large distance between the ferrocene tag and the electrode surface. 

 

Figure 4.8 - Cooperative interstrand electrochemical sensor for mercury based on a conformational switch of 

ferrocene labelled poly-T sequences.79 

 

More recently Yu et al described a structure switching design (Figure 4.9). The tagged 

strand itself was not directly immobilised onto the surface but instead bound as a 

complementary strand. It relied on a structural change-induced release of this strand upon 

mercury binding, which caused a self-complementary hair-pin to form. To date this is the 
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most sensitive oligonucleotide-based mercury sensor described, with detection limits as low 

as 0.06 nM.82 This level of sensitivity is considerably lower than the toxicity threshold defined 

by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for drinking water (<10 nM).87 Not only 

were the detection limits achieved unprecedented, but the design was also unchanged by the 

addition Cu2+ which has been problematic in other electrochemical assays.79 This enhanced 

selectivity was thought to be a result of Cu2+ interactions being too weak to induce a stable 

folding of the probe strand. 

 

Figure 4.9 – Mercury binding induced release of a ferrocene labelled oligonucleotide causes signal suppression.82 

4.1.5 Conclusions and Project Aims 

The T-Hg-T base pair adduct is now well understood and this coupled with the health risks 

imposed by mercury pollution, make it an interesting target for the development of 

oligonucleotide based sensors. Many assays to date have been described, a majority of 

which utilise optical spectroscopy techniques. Electrochemical designs have become 
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increasingly more popular in recent years due to the enhanced sensitivity and robustness to 

contamination by complex sample matrices. Whilst the preparation of DNA-surfaces for 

electrochemistry requires optimisation for each system, reproducibility is generally 

considered to be excellent. Furthermore, immobilisation of probes onto a surface has been 

shown to be compatible with generating re-usable mercury,81 another advantage over other 

approaches. 

The aim of this project was to evaluate the potential of FcNA modified oligonucleotides, 

where the appended nucleobases are thymines, to bind mercury (Figure 4.10). FcNA 

modified oligonucleotides are redox-active (see Chapter 3) and could therefore provide a 

foundation for the development of electrochemical sensors for mercury, where the binding 

site very close to the redox-active centre. Such a design would be unlike other motifs, with 

the sensor system relying not solely on large conformational changes. It was hoped that this 

may provide the possibility for reducing detection limits even further beyond that which is 

currently possible.  

 

Figure 4.10 - A schematic representation of the proposed mode of Hg2+ binding to FcNA-DNA conjugates. 
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Thermal Melting Studies – Thymines Opposite 

All of the synthesised thymine-bearing FcNA monomers (Figure 4.11) described in Chapter 3 

were incorporated into S1 and screened by thermal melting experiments in order to probe the 

best system for potential mercury binding.  

 

Figure 4.11 - FcNA motifs incorporated into S1 and S2. 

 

Table 4.1 - Synthesised oligonucleotides S1XX and S2YY where XX = TT, FcNA monomer and YY = TT, AA or 

FcNA monomer). 

Strand Sequence (5’-3’) 
S1XX TGGACTC-XX-CTCAATG 
S2YY CATTGAG-YY-GAGTCCA 

 

Each strand was hybridised with strand S2TT to create a double TT-TT mismatch. Table 

4.2 below shows the observed Tm values of these systems in the absence and presence of 2 
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molar equivalents of mercury(II) perchlorate (i.e. one mercury cation for each T-T mismatch). 

While all but one system gave an increase in Tm, the duplex that gave the greatest 

stabilisation enhancement was (S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR) with an increase of 6 °C. It is also 

interesting to note that the Tm value was higher than that determined when the opposite 

strand is its fully complementary (S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR!S2AA = 43 °C). This suggested that 

binding mercury induced the most favourable conformational change, and possibly for the 

remaining systems the mercury was simply stabilising the negatively charged DNA backbone 

rather than being able to form T-Hg-T pairs. Whilst the increase was significant, the 

unmodified DNA equivalent produced a much larger stabilization (11.5 °C) upon the addition 

of mercury. This is not unexpected given the reduced flexibility of the ferrocene unit 

compared with a natural nucleoside pair, but also could indicate that only one T-Hg-T adduct 

is formed. Given that this system was significantly more promising than the others, work 

continued on this design alone, with the opposite stereoisomer (S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS) used in 

comparison. 

Table 4.2 – Tm values for S1XX•S2TT upon addition of 2 molar equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 

mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

S1 XX =  

Tm / °C 
S2TT 

Without Hg With Hg Difference 
Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 40.5 (±0.3) 43.5 (±0.3) +3.0 
Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 39.5 (±0.2) 45.5 (±0.2) +6.0 
Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS 40.5 (±0.5) 41.5 (±0.3) +1.0 
Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR 40.5 (±0.3) 41.5 (±0.3) +1.0 
Fcn3c2TTpSpS 40.5 (±0.5) 41.5 (±0.2) +1.0 
Fcn3c2TTpRpR 40.5 (±0.3) 40.0 (±0.2) -0.5 
Fcn2c2TTpRpR 41.0 (±0.1) 43.5 (±0.2) +2.5 
TT 41.5 (±0.2) 53.0 (±0.0) +11.5 

 (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = 

±0.5 oC. 
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4.2.2 Thermal Melting Studies - Adenines Opposite 

To confirm that the stabilisation was in fact a result of the formation of a T-Hg-T adduct, and 

not due to cation binding to the negatively charged phosphate backbone, the same 

experiments were undertaken with the control sequence S2AA. Significantly for all three 

duplexes, a reduction in duplex stability was observed (Table 4.3). However, the reduction 

was largest with S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR as seen previously, with a 7 °C decrease. This could be 

a result of DNA slippage, in which the DNA structure rearranges to form T-Hg-T base pairs.8 

CD spectroscopy analysis of this duplex suggested that there was indeed a large structural 

change, as evidenced by a complete loss of the characteristic B-DNA bands (Figure 4.12). 

Table 4.3 - Tm values for S1XX•S2AA upon addition of 2 molar equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 

mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

S1 XX =  

Tm / °C 
S2AA 

Without Hg With Hg Difference 
Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 43.0 (±0.2) 41.5 (±0.7) -1.5 
Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 41.0 (±0.0) 34.0 (±0.0) -7.0 
TT 55.5 (±0.3) 54.0 (±0.0) -1.5 

(.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 
Figure 4.12 - CD spectra for the duplex S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR •S2AA in the absence (solid line) and presence 

(dashed line) of Hg2+. Hg(ClO4)2 at 2 molar equivalents. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 

7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 
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4.2.3 Thermal Melting Studies - Face-to-Face FcNA Thymines 

Duplexes containing face-to-face FcNA thymine monomers were probed for their ability to 

bind mercury. In contrast to when unmodified DNA was opposite the FcNA unit in the duplex, 

the addition of mercury resulted in a loss of overall stability for both stereoisomers. This 

destabilisation is likely to be a result of the increased distortion that would be imparted by 

locking two FcNA units together. 

Table 4.4 - Tm values for S1Fcn3c2TT when duplexed with S2YY (where Y= the same FcNA monomer) upon 

addition of 2 molar equivalent of Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaClO4. 

 

S1 XX =  

Tm / °C 
Opposite itself 

Without Hg With Hg Difference 
Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 44.5 (±0.3) 42.5 (±0.3) -2.0 
Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 45.5 (±0.3) 43.0 (±0.3) -2.5 

(.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 oC. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 oC. 

 

4.2.4 Further Studies of S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR/S1FcTTSS 

The system giving the most promising, S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR (from herein known as S1FcTTSS) 

was investigated in more detail. All experiments throughout the rest of this chapter were 

completed alongside the control duplex S1TT!S2TT to enable comparisons between natural 

and FcNA modified oligonucleotides to be made. 

4.2.4.1 Titration Experiments 

Ono and others have previously shown that T-Hg-T causes stabilisation of T-T mismatches, 

which plateaus at a 1:1 stoichiometric concentration of mercury for each T-T mismatch.12 

Therefore the two systems were studied similarly by adding aliquots of mercury(II) 

perchlorate to duplexes and monitoring the effect by thermal melting analysis. The thermal 

melting curves for both S1TT!S2TT and S1FcTTSS!S2TT in the presence of increasing 

amounts of mercury are shown in Figure 4.14. For both systems, the Tm value begins to 

plateau at 1 molar equivalent per T-T mismatch of mercury, as would be expected for a T-
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Hg-T binding motif. Furthermore, it also provides evidence that both T-T mismatches are 

involved in binding mercury (vide supra). Whilst the Tm curves do continue to change as 

more mercury is added, the overall Tm only slightly increases, this could be an effect of 

driving the equilibrium further to the right or because of negative phosphate backbone 

stabilisation afforded by the free Hg2+ ions. 

 

Figure 4.13 - Thermal melting profiles of S1TT•S2TT with increasing amounts of mercury. (Inset) The observed 

change in Tm value as a function of increasing equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 
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Figure 4.14 - Thermal melting profiles of S1FcTTSS•S2TT with increasing amounts of mercury. (Inset) The 

observed change in Tm value as a function of increasing equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

UV-vis titrations mimicking these experiments showed a red shift and reduction in the 

absorbance with increasing mercury concentration. The same behaviour has been noted by 

others12,88 and can be explained by a tightening of the DNA duplex upon adduct formation 

and increase in hypochromism. Plots of the change in absorbance (at 260 nm) as a function 

of the mercury ion concentration (Figure 4.15) showed that for the unmodified duplex, the 

change levels off at one Hg ion per T-T residue, whereas for the FcNA modified sequence a 

slight excess is required. Control experiments with S2AA as the target (i.e. where mercury 

shouldn’t bind) also showed a change upon addition of mercury (Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17). 

Given that the stability of these duplexes is affected by the addition of mercury, it is not 

surprising that some change would be observed. However, unlike with the T-T mismatch 

systems, the FcNA controls showed a steady shift, with a change to an increase in 

absorption intensity above 1.5 equivalents, indicating a large distortion in the duplex, which 

supports the idea that a DNA slippage occurs as proposed from the CD data in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.15 - UV-vis spectra of a) S1TT!S2TT and b) S1FcTTSS!S2AA upon addition of increasing amounts of 

Hg(ClO4)2. c) The observed change in absorbance as a function of equivalents of mercury per T-T mismatch. 5 

µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

Figure 4.16 - UV-vis spectra of a) S1TT!S2AA and b) S1FcTTSS!S2AA upon addition of increasing amounts of 

Hg(ClO4)2. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 
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Figure 4.17 - The observed change in absorbance as a function of  2 x mercury (II) concentration with respect to 

duplex concentration. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

4.2.4.2 Circular Dichroism Studies 

CD spectra of both unmodified and FcNA systems in the absence and presence of mercury 

show dramatic differences (Figure 4.18). For both duplexes there is a red shift in both of the 

characteristic B-DNA bands and a large reduction in the positive band intensity, which is in 

line with the observed UV-vis changes (vide supra) This behaviour has previously been 

observed for shorter oligonucleotides containing T-Hg-T pairs and has been attributed to a 

distortion away from the classic B-DNA structure.12,88 Whereas the band at 218 nm only 

differs slightly for the unmodified duplex, the band increases significantly for 

S1FcTTSS!S2TT. This can be explained by a ‘locking’ of the ferrocene motif into more of a 

helical environment as a result of the linear T-Hg-T bonds formed with the opposing strand. 

This type of change has been previously observed for FcNA-DNA conjugates when bound to 

strands with complementary and non-complementary nucleobases opposing the ferrocene 

unit (Chapter 3.2.7). 
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Figure 4.18 - CD spectra of a) S1TT!S2TT and b) S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR!S2TT in the absence (solid line) and 

presence of 2 molar equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2 (dashed line). 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

4.2.4.3 Selectivity for Mercury over other Metals 

T-T mismatches, as discussed previously, have been shown to be highly selective towards 

mercury against other heavy metals and divalent cations.12 With this in mind, it was important 

to investigate whether FcNA systems showed the same selectivity. Accordingly, thermal 

melting experiments of the duplexes with an array of different divalent cations were probed 

(Table 4.5). Judging by the Tm values, the selectivity for Hg2+ was found to be high, with 

relatively small increases for the other cations in both the modified and unmodified strands. 

The graphs in Figure 4.19 indicate the differences well, with little change to the shape of the 

thermal melting profiles compared to Hg systems. In fact the addition of 100-fold excess of 

these control metals yielded only very small further increases in the observed Tm values 

(Table 4.6) from those where only two molar equivalents are added. Interestingly the addition 

of Cu2+ in high excess causes a reduction in the overall stability. Large quantities of Cu2+ 

have previously been shown to reduce duplex stabilities.89 
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Table 4.5 - Tm values for S1FcTTSS•S2TT and S1TT•S2TT upon addition of 2 molar equivalents of other divalent 

cations. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

  Tm / °C  
Duplex 

 

Metal S1FcTTSS•S2TT ΔTm* S1TT•S2TT ΔTm* 
No Metal  39.5 (±0.3) - 41.5 (±0.0) - 
Hg2+ 46.5 (±0.2) +7.0 53.5 (±0.0) +12.0 
Zn2+ 41.0 (±0.0) +1.5 42.5 (±0.5) +1.0 
Pb2+ 40.5 (±0.5) +1.0 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 
Cd2+ 40.0 (±0.3) +0.5 41.5 (±0.0) +0.0 
Fe2+ 40.5 (±0.3) +1.0 42.0 (±0.3) +0.5 
Cu2+ 41.5 (±0.3) +2.0 41.5 (±0.0) +0.0 
Ba2+ 40.0 (±0.3) +0.5 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 
Ca2+ 41.0 (±0.3) +1.5 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 
Mg2+ 40.0 (±0.3) +0.5 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 

* ΔTm is in comparison with the duplex in the absence of metal ions. 

 

Table 4.6 - Tm values for S1FcTTSS•S2TT upon addition 100 molar equivalents of other divalent cations. Hg2+ at 

2 molar equivalents is shown for reference. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaClO4. 

  Tm / °C  
Duplex 

 

Metal S1FcTTSS•S2TT ΔTm* S1TT•S2TT ΔTm* 
No Metal  39.5 (±0.3) - 41.5 (±0.3) - 
Hg2+   46.5 (±0.3) +7.0 53.5 (±0.3) +12.0 
Zn2+ 41.5 (±0.3) +2.0 42.5 (±0.3) +1.0 
Pb2+ 41.0 (±0.2) +1.5 42.0 (±0.3) +1.5 
Cd2+ 40.5 (±0.0) +1.0 42.0 (±0.3) +0.5 
Fe2+ 39.5 (±0.3)       +0.0 42.0 (±0.0) +0.5 
Cu2+ 42.5 (±0.3) +2.0 41.0 (±0.3)  -0.5 
Ba2+ 40.5 (±0.3) +1.0 42.5 (±0.2) +1.0 
Ca2+ 41.0 (±0.3) +1.5 42.0 (±0.2) +0.5 
Mg2+ 41.0 (±0.2) +1.5 43.0 (±0.3) +1.5 

* ΔTm is in comparison with the duplex in the absence of metal ions. 
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Figure 4.19 - Addition of metals to duplexes S1TT•S2TT a) No metal, Cd2+. Cu2+, Zn2+, Hg2+ b) Fe2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, 

Ba2+, Ca2+ Fe2+ and S1FcTTss•S1TT c) No metal, Cd2+. Cu2+, Zn2+, Hg2+ and d) Fe2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ba2+, Ca2+ Fe2+. 

Metals added to 2 molar equivalents. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM 

NaClO4. 

 

CD spectra of the two duplexes upon addition of a selection of other metal ions revealed 

that conformational changes only occurred in the presence of mercury ions. For cadmium, 

copper and zinc the classic B-DNA structure is retained (positive band at ~275 nm, negative 

band at 248 nm and positive band at 218 nm). It was interesting to note that for the FcNA 

modified system, a small decrease and very slight red shift in the positive band at 275 nm 

was observed in the presence of copper, which could be related to the slightly elevated Tm 

observed upon addition of this ion (Table 4.5). Copper has been shown to bind to the 

phosphate backbone, but also to have some binding interaction with the DNA 

nucleobases,89-93 which could explain these small changes in the B-DNA bands. 
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Figure 4.20 - CD spectra of duplexes a) S1TT•S2TT and b) S1FcTTSS•S2TT upon addition of heavy metals. No 

metal - solid black line, Cd2+ - dashed lined, Cu2+ - dotted line, Zn2+ - dash-dot line, Hg2+ - red line. Metals added 

to 2 molar equivalents. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

4.2.4.4 Mass Spectrometry Characterisation 

Mass spectrometry was used to support the characteristic CD and UV-vis data indicating 

mercury was bound to the T-T double mismatch. Both unmodified and FcNA derivatives of 

S1 were bound to S2TT and 2 molar equivalents of mercury added to the duplexes. The 

resulting mercury-DNA conjugates were subjected to ionisation by electrospray ionisation. 

For both the unmodified DNA duplex (Figure 4.21) and the FcNA equivalent (Figure 4.22), 

three ions of interest were observed; the duplex, the duplex with one mercury ion bound and 

the duplex with two mercury ions bound. The unmodified duplex produced more detectable 

ions and as a result, the peaks were better defined from the background. Both samples were 

particularly salty despite the samples being prepared in ultra-pure Milli-Q water and desalted 

using Nap-5 columns. This resulted in several clusters of Na+ adducts being observed. Since 

these experiments required large amounts of material, a thorough optimisation of the 

experimental conditions was not deemed appropriate. Detailed in the appendices (appendix 

9-11) are the raw data and zoomed in regions of the deconvoluted mass spectrum for each 

peak of interest. 
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Table 4.7 - The observed ions from the ESI mass spectrum of S1TT•S2TT and S1FcTTSS•S2TT in the presence 

of 2 molar equivalents of Hg(ClO4)2. 

 Observed Mass / Da (Predicted Mass) 
 Duplex + 1 T-Hg-T + 2 T-Hg-T 
S1TT•S2TT 9741 (9743) 9941 (9941) 10139 (10139) 
S1FcTTSS•S2TT 9832 (9832) 10030 (10030) 10228 (10228) 
 

 

Figure 4.21 – Deconvuluted ESI mass spectrum observed for S1TT!S2TT when bound to mercury showing the 

three main ions with zero, one and two mercury atoms bound to the duplex. 

 

 

Figure 4.22 – Deconvuluted ESI mass spectrum observed for S1Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR!S2TT when bound to mercury 

showing the three main ions with zero, one and two mercury atoms bound to the duplex. 
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These findings suggest that the T-Hg-T interaction is stable enough to withstand the 

ionisation process that is similar to the results observed by Ono et al._ENREF_1212 It also 

supports the UV-vis spectroscopic data that suggests that both T-T mismatches are involved 

in binding.  

4.2.4.5 Electrochemistry 

Unfortunately it was not possible to undertake a detailed study of the effects of mercury 

addition to FcNA-DNA conjugate systems by electrochemistry. The working concentrations 

for studying this strand (50 µM) in solution to distinguish current from the background 

(Chapter 3) meant that working concentrations of mercury also had to be high. As a result 

the addition of mercury(II) perchlorate to solutions at these concentrations resulted in a 

significant interference of the ferrocene current signal due to mercury adsorption at the 

electrode surface (Figure 4.23).  

 

Figure 4.23 - A SWV showing the effects of adding Hg2+ to a solution of S1FcTTSS•S2TT. 50 µM of each strand, 

10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 M NaClO4. 
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4.3 Conclusions and Future Work 
DNA duplexes containing a Fcn2c3TTSSpRpR unit as part of a double T-T mismatch site 

showed the ability to bind Hg(II) in solution as evidenced by a marked increase in duplex 

stability, it being significantly more stable than when its paired with its fully complementary 

strand (S2AA). This is supported by CD and UV-vis titration studies, with the latter indicating 

the binding of two Hg(II) ions per duplex. Furthermore mass spectrometry results gave 

further evidence for the two-site binding of two mercury ions to the T-T mismatches. The 

system appears to be highly specific for mercury, with other heavy and/or divalent metals 

showing little changes to CD or UV-vis spectra, indicating weak or no binding at the T-T 

mismatch sites. Whilst the incorporation of the FcNA motif results in smaller changes when 

compared with unmodified DNA systems, it does represent what appears to be the first 

example of an XNA unit being shown to bind mercury. It is anticipated that the redox 

properties of FcNA labelled oligonucleotides will be able to be fully exploited the future 

design of electrochemical mercury sensors that could be used to assess a range of complex 

sample matrices.  

However the results here indicate that future work should focus on surface-based 

sensors. Surface immobilisation would alleviate the adsorption effects that were observed 

when mercury was added to strands in solution. The closely packed self-assembled 

monolayers (Au-S) utilised often in DNA electrochemistry would be expected to provide a 

barrier for the interaction of mercury with the electrode as shown in many literature 

examples.78-86 Furthermore surface immobilisation would be important for ensuring that the 

limit of mercury detection is low and also allow for potential re-use of these sensor devices.  
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The work detailed in this chapter was completed in collaboration between the Tucker Group 

and Dr. Jarosław Kowalski (Polish Academy of Sciences). Parts of the results shown within 

were completed with or by Dr. Jarosław Kowalski or Dr. Jean-Louis Duprey. J.K was 

responsible for the synthesis of the macrocyclic monomers for incorporation into DNA and J-

L.D undertook much of the thermal melting analysis and modelling studies.  
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5.1 Introduction 
Oligonucleotides that incorporate signal-transducing moieties capable of providing 

information on minute changes in structure in target DNA strands have been of much interest 

in recent years. The drive towards personalised medicines and identification of bio-markers 

for disease has seen a number of DNA modifications designed to allow changes in genetic 

sequence to be monitored and epigenetic changes, such as the prominence of methylated 

nucleobases to be sensed. Additionally, interest in molecular computing and nano-

electronics has led to vast amounts of research into modified DNA as potential nano-wires,1 

where various changes in structure have been made for probing the conducting behaviour of 

DNA duplexes.  

5.1.1 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms 

The development of genomic sequencing has rapidly expanded our understanding of the 

human genome; techniques are now at the stage that a single genome can be sequenced in 

a matter of hours. The exploration of this information within the genome has raised the 

significance of the identity of small genetic changes in the DNA code between individuals. 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), the most common form of genetic change, are 

variations in DNA sequences where a nucleobase at specific locus differs (see Figure 5.1) 

among >1% of the population. SNPs are extremely common within mammalian DNA, where 

the majority are found in non-coding rather than coding regions. Of those that occur within 

the coding region, there are two types of SNP: synonymous, where a SNP directly affects the 

protein sequence within a protein, and nonsynonymous, where the SNP results in no change 

in protein synthesis. The occurrence of a protein sequence change as a result of a SNP is a 

result of degeneracy within DNA and the 3-base codon recognition machinery of ribosomes. 
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Figure 5.1 - An example of a SNP where an A-T base pair becomes G-C. 

 

In recent years certain SNPs have been found to be associated with diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s2 and cancers,3 and efforts are now being made to identify these SNPs in 

individuals at an earlier stage. The design of probes for the detection of these variations has 

resulted in many new technologies being developed including now commercially available 

assays such as Taqman4 and Scorpion probes.5 Unfortunately current methods available for 

SNP genotyping are considered to be somewhat cumbersome and usually require a high 

degree of technical expertise. Therefore, personalised medicine becoming more prevalent in 

an ever-expanding global population, the need for rapid, easy to use and inexpensive assays 

for evaluating human health has never been greater. They tend to rely on binding differences 

between fully matched and mismatching sequences. This means that the probes can only 

operate in a narrow and elevated temperature window with the conditions highly specific for 

each sequence of interest.  

5.1.2 DNA Intercalators 

The interaction of molecules with nucleic acids has for some time been of interest to the 

supramolecular chemist. Recognition of specific genetic elements of the DNA/RNA structure 

holds promise for switching on or off gene expression. Interactions with nucleic acids can 

occur via five main pathways: major groove binding; minor groove binding; covalent binding 

or coordination to the bases; recognition of the negatively charged sugar-phosphate 
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backbone and intercalation between the nucleobase stack.6 The focus of this discussion is 

with the use of intercalators for binding.  

Intercalators by definition are capable of inserting themselves into the hydrophobic 

core of the DNA/RNA duplex and stack between nucleobase pairs through π-π interactions. 

Intercalators are planar, aromatic motifs, and, often bear a positive charge, which aids DNA 

binding as a result of intercalation bringing the group into close proximity to the anionic 

backbone. Intercalators have been traditionally studied for ligand-DNA interactions as 

potential therapeutics when free in solution (Figure 5.2a). More recently, a particular class of 

DNA modification, involving the tagging of strands with intercalating groups, has shown to be 

effective for providing information on DNA structural changes, whether through spectroscopic 

or electrochemical means. Their incorporation into DNA via automated DNA synthesis has 

become more common, giving better control over stoichiometries of the intercalation process 

(Figure 5.2). Intercalating compounds are generally good chromophores owing to their 

aromaticity; however, the ability to transduce signals that are distinguishable from the 

background makes certain designs more desirable than others from both a research and an 

application perspective. Two signal transducing properties are described below. 

 

Figure 5.2 - A schematic representation of the two intercalation approaches. a) shows the intercalation of free 

species in solution while b) shows the incorporation of an intercalator into the DNA backbone via DNA synthesis. 
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5.1.2.1 Fluorescent/Intercalators/

The use of inherently fluorescent organic molecules such as anthracene,7,8 pyrene9 and 

thiazole orange10,11 has shown great promise for the development of SNP sensing 

hybridisation assays, and are termed base discriminating fluorophores (BDF’s). By 

incorporation of such moieties into the backbone of DNA or artificial nucleic acids such as 

PNA, such probes have been shown to discriminate single base changes in target DNA 

sequences. Whether through changes in fluorescence emission intensity or via Stokes shifts, 

these intercalating motifs are designed so that they can slot directly between stacking base 

pairs to probe directly the specific changes in local environments. 

In one of the first examples described by Saito et al, pyrene-modified DNA could be used 

to identify the base opposite its intercalation pocket as a result of the fluorescence emission 

changes. The modification was incorporated via a Suzuki-like coupling to the thymine 

nucleobase before incorporation into DNA via automated DNA synthesis. In addition, the 

group also described anthracene-based intercalators that display similar base discriminating 

behaviour. Some examples of these modifications are shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.3 - Examples of organic base discriminating fluorophores developed by Saito. Left – pyrene.9 Right – 

anthracene.7 

 

Similarly, the Tucker group designed anthracene-based DNA probes with the ability to 

detect SNPs in a range of sequences, including those associated with prostate cancer and 
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Alzheimer’s disease.8,12,13 In contrast to Saito’s modifications, these anthracene-based 

probes involve the deletion of the nucleotide unit from the probe sequence and incorporation 

of the intercalating unit via a threoninol linkage (shown in Figure 5.4), in which the 

stereochemistry and hence sensing properties can be fine-tuned. 

          

Figure 5.4 - Tucker groups anthracene SNP detecting fluorophore which has the ability to discriminate between 

SNP sequences via changes in fluorescence emission.8,12  

         

While these fluorescence approaches have proved successful in proof-of-concept 

research, there are number of challenges that are associated with their design. The 

fluorescence emission intensity of a fluorophore is often sensitive to changes in salt 

concentration and temperature. Additionally, the use of fluorophores that emit at higher 

energies, such as anthracene and pyrene, can be hindered by the observed background 

fluorescence in biological samples. While this is not an issue in post-PCR amplication 

assays, it does pose a number of challenges for directly probing living cells or for potential 

use in on-site diagnostic devices.  

5.1.2.2 Redox5Active/Intercalators/

Another inherent property of some intercalators that can be exploited is their ability to 

undergo reversible electron transfer. While many redox-active DNA probes that have been 

described to date are non-intercalating ferrocene labelled motifs (Chapter 3), there has been 

progress in the development of planar aromatic motifs such as methylene blue (MB) and 
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anthraquinones,14,15 whose redox properties are well understood. In particular, methylene 

blue, owing to its electrochemical stability, optical properties and well understood 

intercalation properties16 has become a focus of many research groups.17-24 Earlier work 

focussed on MB’s ability to intercalate into DNA by addition in solution to a surface 

immobilised duplex. Barton et al. reported on an electrochemical assay (shown in Figure 5.5) 

which could discriminate between canonical nucleobases A, G, C and T,21 as well as 

distinguish between base analogues and DNA damage products.25 The mechanism for this 

discriminative behaviour has been related to changes in the mediated charge transport (CT) 

network afforded by the π-stack of the DNA duplex, which can be monitored directly by the 

intercalation of MB.21,25 These initial studies were, however, limited in that intercalation was 

susceptible to non-specific binding and the requirement for additional exogenous reagent 

control as well as washing steps. 

 

Figure 5.5 - MB SNP sensing redox probes published by Barton et al.21,25 Charge transfer changes afforded by 

SNP sites are transduced by the electrochemical output of the intercalated MB. Edited from ref.21 

 

More recently, the use of methylene blue has focussed on its application as an 

electrochemical tag for monitoring large bulk changes in DNA structure, such as the 
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formation of duplexes and stem-loops. The direct incorporation of MB into oligonucleotides 

via post-synthetic labelling and its enhanced electrochemical stability over ferrocene-based 

tags (see Chapter 3) has made it a significantly more popular choice in this respect. The 

groups of Barton and Plaxco have developed assays (see Figure 5.6) capable of 

discriminating between different oligonucleotide sequences and even to the sensing of 

biologically relevant molecules using DNA aptamers26-28 (Figure 5.7). While SNP-based 

sensors have been developed using labelled oligonucleotides, their sensing behaviour 

remains largely based on large bulk conformational changes rather than transducing 

information regarding an exact binding site, i.e. a mismatch site. Furthermore, despite post-

synthetic labelling of oligonucleotides being possible, it remains expensive and the synthesis 

of MB and its derivatives is challenging. Only very recently (early Feb 2015) has a MB 

derivative capable of being used in automated phosphoramidite synthesis been developed. 

Even so, modifications to the structure of MB and to the oligonucleotide synthesis 

procedures are still required to prevent its degradation.29,30 The development of other 

intercalating redox probes has been hindered by similar synthetic challenges.  

 

Figure 5.6 - Schematic representations of methylene blue labelled oligonucleotides for electrochemical detection 

of a) SNPs as published by a) Barton18 and b) Plaxco.27 Also shown are the methylene blue derivatives 

associated with these designs. 
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Figure 5.7 - Aptamer based sensing platforms developed by Plaxco and co-workers. Top - Electrochemical 

aptasensor for the detection of cocaine using methylene blue tagged DNA.26 Bottom - Signal OFF aptasensor for 

the detection of thrombin using methylene blue tagged DNA strands.28 Taken from ref. 31. 

 

Whilst to date there are not many examples of redox-active intercalators that can directly 

probe subtle changes in a DNA sequence, their use in electrochemical assays remains a 

promising avenue for the development of rapid, reliable and cheap assays. Electrochemical 

methods require simple apparatus that can be readily miniaturized and the incorporation of 

DNA probes onto a surface removes the majority of background interferences and noise 

associated with techniques based on optical spectroscopy. Furthermore, the potential for 

probing in vivo via electrochemical methods is aided by the rarity of electro-active 

contaminants found in in vivo samples. Plaxco and co-authors share an excellent discussion 

concerning the use of electrochemical methods for detection in two reviews.32,33 

5.1.3 Metallo-Intercalators 

Whilst the above mentioned intercalators are based upon planar aromatic systems, there 

remains a significant drive for the design of metallo-complexes as intercalators. Metal 

centres have the ability to withdraw electron density from their coordinated ligand framework 
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which increases the electron deficiency of the aromatic systems and in turn enhances π 

stacking interactions with the nucleobases.34 Furthermore metal centres can bind to DNA 

through direct coordination with the nucleobases or negatively charged phosphate backbone. 

The positive charges that can be imparted onto intercalators using a metal centre also 

provides the possibility for enhanced binding strengths with DNA.  

The first example of such a design described by Lippard et al was platinum(II) 

terpyridine (Figure 5.8a) which was shown to intercalate between the base-stack of DNA 

base pairs and displayed interesting therapeutic properties.35,36 The terpyridine moiety and 

coordinated ligands have been manipulated to control both the binding strength to DNA 

duplexes, but also to introduce new binding modes to structures such as G-quadruplexes.37-

39 As well as introducing charge, metallo-complexes can be exploited to introduce other 

interesting properties such as luminescence or electrochemical properties. Octahedral 

ruthenium and rhodium (such as that shown in Figure 5.8b) complexes have been shown to 

display fluorescence and DNA cleavage properties respectively.40 Recently, and relevant to 

the work described in this chapter, Alison Roger et al described the intercalation properties of 

nickel(II) and copper(II) tetraza-macrocyclic complexes.41 

 

 

Figure 5.8 – Examples of Metallo-intercalators a) [Pt(tpy)(SCH2CH2OH)]+and b) [Rh(phen)2phi]3+ described by 

Lippard35 and Barton respectively.40 
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5.1.4 Metal Complexes Incorporated into DNA 

The incorporation of metal complexes into DNA is a highly attractive field of study, given the 

vast range of potential applications such as nano-wires for computing and electronics, redox-

labelling and electrochemical sensing. Incorporation of metals into DNA can be carried out 

using three main approaches: 

1. Post DNA synthesis labelling with metal complexes.42 

2. Incorporation of a ligand or metal chelator through DNA synthesis and 

subsequent addition of a metal.43 

3. Direct incorporation of a complex via automated DNA synthesis or enzymatic 

incorporation. 

Unfortunately, due to instability under DNA synthesis conditions, the direct incorporation 

of metal complexes has been limited to ferrocene compounds (a review on which can be 

found in ref. 44) octahededral bipyridyl osmium and ruthenium complexes,45-51 and lanthanide 

texaphyrins52. More recently Stulz et al. described the incorporation of a zinc porphyrin, in 

which the metal-free macrocycle is incorporated via DNA synthesis and the metal is 

subsequently chelated, bringing about interesting electrochemical properties that can sense 

duplex formation.53 Some examples of these incorporations are illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9 - Examples of metal incorporations into DNA. a) trisbipy ruthenium complex 48b) nickel porphyrin54 c) 

octahedral ruthenium and osmium complex46 and d) dysprosium texaphyrin labels.55 

 

Although there are now quite a few examples of DNA tagged with metal complexes there 

still remains challenges with the use of synthesised monomers capable of withstanding the 

harsh conditions of DNA synthesis, in particular those metal complexes with geometries and 

sizes suitable for intercalation into DNA. Without the ability to intercalate, the majority of the 

complexes publishes have shown an inability to discriminate between subtle changes in the 

DNA local environment (i.e. for SNP sensing), except for some initial studies on octahedral 

ruthenium complexes.45,48,50  

5.1.5 Conclusions and Project Aims 

The challenges associated with synthesising modified DNA containing tagged planar metal 

complexes with the ability to intercalate into DNA and probe the local environment of a 

duplex are considerable. However, the potential advantage of metal complexes, in terms of 

their spectroscopic and electrochemical properties makes them ideal candidates for 

incorporation into DNA as molecular probes. Therefore the aim of this work was to 
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synthesise a series of stable metal-based macrocyclic complexes that could not only 

withstand the rigours of automated DNA synthesis and purification but also be able to 

participate the electrochemical probing of duplex DNA via intercalation. By combining the 

redox properties of tags such as methylene blue and ferrocene with the intercalation 

properties of pyrene and anthracene derivatives, it was hoped that the metal centre could be 

used to probe directly the specific environment of the DNA core. Furthermore, by coupling 

this approach alongside techniques such as CD and UV-vis spectroscopy a new 

methodology for SNP sensing could be developed and rationalised to compliment previous 

fluorescent-based approaches by the Tucker Group.13,56,57  
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5.2 Results and Discussion 

5.2.1 Design Strategy 

Metal centred macrocycles based around tetraimines were proposed as a potential candidate 

for incorporation into DNA. This class of complexes has been well investigated and their 

attractive properties such as routine routes to their synthesis, chemical stability and 

electrochemical activity provided a strong rationale for their incorporation into DNA.58  

Neutral copper(II) and nickel(II) cyclidene complexes (Figure 5.10) that possess the 

above mentioned properties59 as well as strong pi-donor60 and nanostructural properties58 

were highlighted as possible candidates. These complexes have been shown to be capable 

of accessing unusual oxidation states (such as Cu(III) and Ni(III)) for transition metals via 

electrochemical oxidation and reduction.59 Wozniak et al have published an extensive review 

of the properties and applications of these complexes.58 

 

Figure 5.10 - Neutral Ni(II) and Cu(II) tetraazacyclene macrocyles previously reported.46 

 

The macrocyclic rings in the complexes exhibit two separate delocalised 7π electron 

systems, each bearing a -1 charge, which are separated by virtue of the two C2H4 aliphatic 

linkages. Both nickel and copper complexes have been shown by x-ray crystallography to 

exist in an almost perfect square planar arrangement, with very small deviations (within error) 

of the metal centre from the ideal plane of the nitrogen donors.59,61 Additionally both 
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complexes readily undergo a 1 electron oxidation to the M(III) ion, as shown by cyclic 

voltammetry. Further discussion of these properties is included later in this discussion. Given 

the planarity, redox properties and relative ease of synthesis of these complexes they were 

chosen for incorporation into DNA as potential metal-based SNP sensors. 

Our design principles focused on two main categories of compounds (Scheme 5.1):  

a) an intercalating system, where a non-nucleosidic base mimic can potentially insert 

itself into the DNA duplex (Ma/b). 

b)  A bridging/linker system as a spacer group that can bridge sections along its DNA 

backbone. (ML) 

  

Scheme 5.1 - Diagrammatic representation of the two designs for metal cyclidene macrocycles. Where M = Cu/Ni 
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5.2.2 Monomer Synthesis  

Synthesis of these compounds was carried out by Dr.Jarosław Kowalski at the Polish 

Academy of Sciences, Warsaw and the University of Birmingham, UK. Full experimental 

details and characterisation data (J.K) are beyond the scope of this discussion but for 

interest are included in Experimental section 7.1.2. 

In brief, functionalising neutral cyclidenes (Scheme 5.2) was carried out by 

transesterification of the methyl esters (Linkers) in good yield (>92%). Similarly, synthesising 

the intercalating moieties (Cua/b, Nia/b) is achieved by a base-catalysed transesterification 

of 1Cu or 1Ni with trimethylolpropane. The mono products (2Cu and 2Ni) were then isolated 

by reverse transesterification in the presence of methanol, as a result of this step the yields 

are comparably lower (35-37%). The four diols (3CuL, 3NiL, 3Cu, 3Ni) were then tritylated 

and subsequently phosphitylated using previously described chemistries.62 Note that these 

steps induce chirality in the intercalating motifs (3Cu, 3Ni) which are inseparable prior to 

conjugation into DNA. The two diastereomers produced are labelled as Cua/b and Nia/b for 

the remainder of this chapter. The same synthetic approach was applied to a ‘metal-free’ 

control version of 3Cu/3Ni, in which the metal centre was detemplated prior to the tritylation 

step using strong acid. Interestingly, and an early indication of the potential stability of these 

complexes, it was found that the metal-templated macrocycles were readily functionalised 

with their respective linkages and protecting groups under elevated temperatures (in excess 

of >80 °C) under basic conditions. Both of which are requirements for success in automated 

DNA synthesis and purification.  

The complexes obtained from x-ray crystallography data showed small deviations (within 

error) from perfect square planar geometries, suggesting these quasi-aromatic systems are 

indeed suitable for stacking with the base-pairs of a DNA duplex. 
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Scheme 5.2 - Synthetic route towards metal (Cu/Ni) / no metal centred-macrocycles for incorporation into DNA. 

(a) 1) trimethylolpropane, Na, 90 °C, 2) MeOH, Na, 80 °C, (b) 1,3-propanediol, Na, 90 °C, (c) DMTrCl, pyridine, 

RT, (d) chlorodiisopropyl cyanoethylphosphoramidite, DIPEA, DCM, 

5.2.3 Incorporation into DNA 

5.2.3.1 DNA/Synthesis//

Incorporation of the modified phosphoramidites was achieved via automated DNA synthesis 

using methodologies previously described by the group. Interestingly, the relative yields of 

the synthesis and subsequent deprotection steps (30% ammonia solution) appeared to be 

reliant on both the motif itself and its metal centre. The coupling/trityl yields give an 
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approximation of the success of the coupling but are not directly related to the stability of the 

phosphoramidite to the CPG bound oligonucleotide (for more information on DNA synthesis, 

please refer to Chapter 2.1). Comparisons of the trityl yields of the synthesised 

oligonucleotides S1Cu, S1Ni and S1NoMet (where no metal ion sits in the macrocycle 

centre) showed stark differences, which indicate possible degradation of the complex or 

inherent storage stability differences between the complexes. Incorporation of the copper 

moiety resulted in an average 5% (± 2%) decrease of the step-wise trityl yield showing 

remarkably efficient coupling, as opposed to the nickel complex (3Cu) which resulted in a 21 

% (± 7%) reduction in overall coupling yield. In comparison the metal free complex (3NoM) 

gave a coupling yield in between these two, with a reduction in overall yield of 15 % (± 4%) 

for this step. 

In fact these coupling yields did not reflect the ultimate yields of the oligonucleotide 

directly the chemical stability of these complexes. The stability of the complexes to post 

synthesis deprotection using a 30 % ammonia solution (65 °C, 6 hours) varied. This was 

evidenced by the metal free (3NoM) complex producing highly impure and very low yielding 

products following purification. The reason for this instability is unknown but future studies 

could investigate alternative methodologies for its synthesis as the ability to add a metal to 

the macrocyclic cavity could be advantageous for nanoscale technologies. Given the large 

amounts of material needed for full characterization, and the requirement to investigate these 

strands using various techniques such as electrochemistry (circa. 10 µM solutions), it was 

the two metal-based complexes that were decided to carry on investigations with.  

The sequences containing the modification position are detailed in Table 5.1 below. In 

order to broaden our understanding of the effect of these modifications, single and multiple 

incorporations were made into the central region of the strands S1 and S2. These sequences 

have been well studied within the group8,13 and have already been discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4: 
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S1X – TGGACTC-X-CTCAATG 

S2Y – CATTGAG-Y-GAGTCCA 

 

Where X = T, TT or macrocyclic incorporation, and Y = A, G, C, T, Abasic or macrocyclic 

incorporation. 

Table 5.1 - Synthesised oligonucleotides bearing macrocylic modifications. 

Code Sequence (5’-3’) 
S1X[a] TGGACTC-X-CTCAATG 
S1NiL TGGACTC-NiL-CTCAATG 
S1CuL TGGACTC-CuL-CTCAATG 
S1NiLNiL TGGACTC-NiLNiL-CTCAATG 
S1CuLCuL TGGACTC-CuLCuL-CTCAATG 
S1Nia/b TGGACTC-Nia/b-CTCAATG 
S1Cua/b TGGACTC-Cua/b-CTCAATG 
S1NoMeta/b[b] TGGACTCT-NoMet-CTCAATG 
S1Nia/bNia/b[c] TGGACTC-Nia/b-Nia/b -CTCAATG 
S1Cua/bCua/b[c] TGGACTC-Cua/b-Cua/b -CTCAATG 
S2Y[d] CATTGAG-Y-GAGTCCA 
S2NiLNiL CATTGAG-NiL-NiL-GAGTCCA 
S2CuLCuL CATTGAG-CuL-CuL-GAGTCCA 

 

[a] X = T or TT [b] NoMet complex did not survive DNA synthesis.[c] Where multiple incorporations are included the same 

stereoisomer is used for each incorporation.[d] S2Y, where Y = A, G, C, T, AA or Abasic. Full experimental details and 

characterisation is detailed in the appendices. 

5.2.3.2 Purification//

Following the harsh synthesis and deprotection conditions, the modified oligonucleotides 

were purified using RP-HPLC. Modified oligonucleotides were distinguishable from shorter 

truncated sequences owing to the increased lipophilicity imparted by the quasi-aromatic 

macrocycles, evident from the shifts in retention time compared with unmodified 

oligonucleotides. Interestingly, the chirality carried by insertion complexes Cua/b and Nia/b 

produced two main peaks of interest in the HPLC traces (an example is shown in Figure 

5.11), which allowed for the purification of the two possible diastereomers. These 

diastereomers had proved difficult to separate following the final synthetic steps and 

therefore the isolation of each isomer was extremely beneficial to our studies. Being able to 

separate diastereomers before testing the sensing ability has proved vitally important for the 
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development of similar intercalation based SNP sensors.12 Separation of a few minutes 

allowed for the isolation of isomerically pure strands but a slight disadvantage of this 

approach, rather than a pre-DNA synthesis separation, is that the overall yield of each 

isomer is halved. Therefore, multiple syntheses were required to obtain the amounts of each 

isomer usually obtained for DNA synthesis (1.5 ml approx. 200-300 µM). The difference in 

retention time of these isomers was not dissimilar to the trends previously observed with 

serinol and threoninol linked intercalators, providing some insight into which isomer was 

obtained.5,9,10 For purposes of this discussion the fastest isomer eluted off the column is 

defined as Ni/Cua and the slower, Ni/Cub. The linker modified sequences, Ni/CuL, bearing 

no chirality, exhibit only one isomer (an example is shown in appendix 16, page 272). 

 

Figure 5.11 - HPLC trace of copper intercalator (S1Cua/b) showing the separation of slow and faster isomers. 

 

Full characterisation of these strands can be found in appendix 14 (pg. 258). The following 

sections detail the spectroscopic investigations of the linker systems and the intercalating 

systems separately.  
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5.2.4 Linker System 

5.2.4.1 UV5Vis/Characterisation/

Macrocyclic compounds are not often associated with being brightly coloured but the π 

electron-rich nature of these porphyrin-like analogues leads to some strong transitions in the 

near-UV region of the spectrum. Similar tetraazatetraene macrocycles, which forms the 

foundation of these modifications, have been previously shown to absorb strongly in this 

region. The spectra exhibit two key absorptions, a strong band (300-390 nm) and a shoulder 

band (330-370 nm), which arise from a Soret band analogous to a π-π* transition and Q 

bands, respectively.52 Similarly the modified DNA shows strong absorptions in the same 

regions (see Figure 5.12). Subtraction of the DNA contributions from the spectrum shows the 

π-π* transitions in slightly lower energy than previously reported,61 perhaps as a result of a 

lowering of the HOMO of the metal complexes, this could be caused by changes in the 

electronic state of the complex as it stacks with neighbouring bases. For CuL the observed 

band in Figure 4.9b became evident as a shoulder of a larger band at 290 nm. The nickel 

species appears more strongly coloured (pink/red) than the copper analogue (yellow).  
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Figure 5.12 - Normalised (@ 260 nm) UV-vis spectra of a) S1NiL and b) S1CuL. Unmodified sequence S1T is 

shown for comparison. c) Shows the main macrocycle contributions following subtraction of the DNA spectra for 

S1Ab. 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

Incorporation of multiple CuL or NiL into the backbone of S1 or S2 has varying effects on 

the electronic spectra and there is some sequence dependence on the appearance and 

intensity of the bands. Figure 5.13a compares one incorporation of NiL versus two in two 

different strands S1NiL, S1NiLNiL and S2NiLNiL, This analysis shows a significantly 

enhanced Soret band at 320 nm for the doubly incorporated systems, which is also 

considerably shifted (286 – 320 nm) by virtue of neighbouring nucleobases (CNiLNiLC in S1 

vs. GNiLNiLG in S2) or perhaps the close proximity of neighbouring macrocycles. 

Bismacrocyclic complexes of this type of compound have been shown previously to be able 

to interact significantly with each other to induce changes in electron donating behaviour.60,61 
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Similarly CuL shows some sequence dependence in the intensity of its strong absorption, at 

290 nm (Figure 5.13b). 

Figure 5.13 - Normalised UV-vis spectra of a) Strands S1 and S2 labelled with multiple NiL. b) Strands S1 and S2 

labelled with multiple CuL and macrocycle contributions following subtraction of S1Ab for both Ni (c) and Cu (d) 

incorporations.  

5.2.4.2 Thermal/Melting/Studies/

Analysis of the thermal melting profiles of the linker complexes CuL and NiL was carried out 

using variable temperature UV-vis spectroscopy to establish the effect of the bridging ligand 

on duplex stability. For a more detailed explanation of thermal melting analysis of DNA see 

Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. Duplexes S1X•S2Y (where X = CuL/NiL, Y = A or AA) showed a 

considerably diminished stability (>16 °C) over fully complementary sequence 

S1T/TT•S2A/AA by virtue of the observed Tm values (see Table 5.2). This was not entirely 

unexpected given that incorporation of the linker complexes involves the loss of stabilising T-

290 nm  
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A base pairs. The reduction in Tm for these modifications suggests that no stacking 

(intercalation) is observed for these linker complexes, as expected from the design rationale 

(Scheme 5.1b).  

Table 5.2 - Melting temperatures (Tm) of duplexes S1X•S2Y (X= CuL/NiL, Y = A/AA). Unmodified sequences 

where X = T/TT and Y = A/AA are shown as a comparison. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

 Tm / °C 
S1 X =  S2A S2AA 
T 55.0 (± 0.0) -- 
TT -- 56.0 (± 0.2) 
CuL 38.5 (± 0.6) 40.0 (± 0.3) 
NiL 39.0 (± 0.0) 39.0 (± 0.3) 

(.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 
o

C. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 
o

C. 

 

 
Multiply labelled systems show positive stabilising contributions (see Table 5.3) for the 

linker complexes, perhaps afforded by strong pi-pi interactions between adjacent complexes 

in the duplex. Having the same number of incorporations in each strand is evidently 

important to the overall structure and stability, ensuring that the nucleobases are spaced out 

evenly within the duplex and can still participate in hydrogen bonding motifs. Seemingly the 

metal itself plays a very small part in those interactions given that S1CuLCuL•S2CuLCuL 

and S1CuLCuL•S2NiLNiL have the same Tm. The reverse sequences only differ by 1 °C.  

 

Table 5.3 - Tm values of duplexes bearing multiple linker modifications. 5 µM of each strand in 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

 Tm / °C* 
S2 Y = 

S1 X =  Y = CuLCuL Y = NiLNiL 
CuL 44.0 (± 0.1) -- 
CuLCuL 49.0 (± 0.2) 49.0 (± 0.0) 
NiL -- 45.0 (± 0.6) 
NiLNiL 49.0 (± 0.5) 50.0 (± 0.2) 

(.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 
o

C. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 
o

C. 
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5.2.4.3 Circular/Dichroism/Studies/

Circular dichroism spectra of these complexes in the previously described duplex 

S1X•S2AA at room temperature are given in Figure 5.14. They show small differences 

despite the large destabilisation in the Tm. However the helicity and hence CD bands that are 

indicative of B-DNA (see Chapter 2) structure are slightly altered by the presence of the 

linker when compared with the unmodified duplex S1TT•S2AA. The copper complex (Tm = 

40 °C) shows a slightly enhanced B-DNA structure, perhaps an indication of the increased π-

rich surface area enforced by the planar, aromatic nature of CuL which is due to the larger 

metal ion centre. The size of the copper macrocycle has a larger effect on the stacking 

interactions as shown by the differences in Tm when the cavity is increased in size (S2A to 

S2AA). A small negative band appears for both the Cu and Ni complexes at approx. 290 nm, 

which has previously been ascribed to the ‘flipping out’ of an adjacent nucleobase in different 

systems (Chapter 3). However, the origin of this band is likely to be due to an induced CD 

(ICD) band from the complexes themselves upon incorporation into a helical DNA backbone. 

The larger intensity for the copper modified S1 is as a result of an increase in extinction 

coefficient at 290 nm (see Figure 5.12).  
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Figure 5.14 - CD spectra of S1NiL/CuL•S2AA. Unmodified sequence S1TT•S2AA is shown for comparison. 5 µM 

of each strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

5.2.4.4 Electrochemical/behaviour/

Similar tetrazacyclene macrocycles (Figure 5.15) have been previously shown to possess 

quasi-reversible electrochemical behaviour,59,61 where the M(II) cation undergoes a 1-

electron oxidation to the 3+ oxidation state. The nickel complex exhibits an oxidation 

potential (vs. Ag/AgCl) of 783 mV, 217 mV positive of that of the comparable copper complex 

(566 mV). The nickel macrocycles exhibit the higher oxidation potential due to the instability 

of Ni(III) and the resulting distortion of the square planar geometry (d8 to d7) of the 

macrocycle. In comparison the copper macrocycles undergo a more favourable oxidation to 

Cu(III). Oxidation to a d8 metal centre would be facilitated by the square planar arrangement 

of donors about the macrocyclic ring and would not require significant reorganisation of the 

macrocycle.59 
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Figure 5.15 - Nickel and copper macrocycles previously reported to exhibit quasi-reversible electrochemical 

behavior. The complexes shown are depicted by the solid line in the cyclic voltammograms. The potentials are vs. 

Ag/AgCl. Figures adapted from ref. 59. 

 

An investigation of the linker-modified strands (S1NiL and S1CuL) for their 

electrochemical potential was carried out using cyclic voltammetry and square wave 

voltammetry. For a more in-depth discussion of these techniques see Chapter 2. The 

samples consisted of 50 µM solution of the strand in a 100 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.0) and 

10 mM NaCl solution.  

Whilst the required working concentrations for studying these complexes by 

electrochemistry was well above (orders of magnitude) that required to be useful in a 

potential device, the study at these concentrations enables the understanding of the 

behaviour of these complexes. Future work would require surface immobilisation or 

optimisation of electrochemical techniques in order to reduce both det ection limits and 

material requirements.  

S1CuL exhibits reversible (ΔEp ~ 60 mV) electrochemical behaviour with a potential (E1/2) 

for the one electron oxidation of Cu(II) to Cu(III) at 423 mV when studied with cyclic 

voltammetry (Figure 5.16). The reversibility is also highlighted by Randles-Sevćik plots 

(Figure 5.16b) which display a linear relationship between the observed currents and square 

root of the scan rate.63 The redox process can also be monitored with square wave 

Tetraazamacrocyclic Complexes of Copper(II) and Nickel(II) FULL PAPER
Voltammetry

The linear-scan, differential and normal-pulse voltam-
mograms recorded for 4Cu, 5Cu and 6Cu indicate a striking
difference in the formal potentials with no major deviations
from reversibility (see Figure 5). Upon increasing the
macrocycle size, the donor abilities of the CuII complex be-
come weaker — the mid-potential (Epc

+ Epa
)/2 is shifted

towards more positive potentials by as much as 330 mV.
The peak current is also smaller, although the complex is
soluble in the supporting electrolyte solution. This shift is
not seen for the corresponding NiII complexes (Figure 6)
and reveals that the smaller ring in 4Cu has a more planar
coordination environment of the copper centre, which al-
lows reversible oxidation to the CuIII complex. We have

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms (a) and differential pulse voltam-
mograms (b) for 0.5 mM 4Cu, 5Cu and 6Cu complexes recorded
using a GCE in 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAHFP)/acetonitrile (AN) solution.
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noted a similar dependence on the macrocycle size for other
tetraazamacrocyclic complexes of copper.[8] In these com-
pounds a decrease of the CuIII reduction current was ob-
served together with a shift to more positive potentials. This
indicates that the electron-transfer reaction is followed by a
chemical reaction.

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammograms (a) and differential pulse voltam-
mograms (b) for 0.5 mM 4Ni, 5Ni and 6Ni recorded using a GCE
in 0.1 M TBAHFP/AN solution.

In the compounds presented in this contribution, the
electrode processes of all copper complexes clearly remain
close to reversible and no chemical reactions are involved.
The changes in the redox potential with increasing macro-
cycle size can be explained by assuming increased non-plan-
arity of the complex. The structures of the larger systems[7,8]

show deviations from planarity. On the other hand, in the
case of 5Ni a diminished cathodic peak reveals an instability
of NiIII and involvement of further chemical reactions. The
redox properties and diffusion coefficient values, based on
the voltammetry peaks or limiting currents, are collected in
Table 4.
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voltammetry (Figure 5.16c) and a E1/2 value of 428 mV is obtained. The more negative 

oxidation potential of these macrocycles in comparison with those previously reported (566 

mV)59 is likely due to contributions of the surrounding π systems and cation stabilisation by 

negative phosphates of the DNA backbone.  

The electrochemical behaviour of S1CuL upon addition of S2AA was monitored with 

square wave voltammetry (Figure 5.16c), in which increasing amounts of the target strand, 

and hence the formation of a duplex, resulted in a decrease in the observed current of 33% 

upon full hybridisation. These changes are not thought to be a result of larger changes in the 

linker’s local environment but of changes in the bulk properties of the duplex itself. An 

increase in size and change in overall charge is probably responsible for the observed 

decrease. Similar changes were observed for different targets as a result the linker system is 

not suitable as a SNP sensor.  
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Figure 5.16 - a) Scan rate behaviour of Cu linker S1CuL and b) Randles-Sevick plots of the scan rate 

dependence for S1CuL. ■ – ipa, ○ - ipc. c) Square wave voltammograms of S1CuL upon addition of S2AA. 50 µM 

of target strand in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 100 mM NaCl. 

 
 

 

Table 5.4 - Electrochemical behaviour of S1CuL as measured by CV (15 mv s-1). 50 µM, in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer 

pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

Strand CV SWV 
Ep

a / V Ep
c / V Ep

a-Ep
c / V E°’ / V Ep / V 

S1CuL 0.452 0.392 0.062 0.423 0.429 
 

In contrast to the copper system, the nickel complex S1NiL, displays no observable 

redox activity in the potential window of -1 V to +1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Whilst not fully expected, 

this lack of activity could be attributed to the increased constraints in distortion of the square 

planar geometry, imparted on the macrocycle by the stacking interactions of the 

neighbouring and opposing nucleobases. For aqueous systems the expected oxidation 
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potential of the nickel complex, approx. 200 mV greater than that of the copper, means 

observing currents is hindered by the oxidation and absorption of buffers and salts in the 

electrochemical matrix. 

5.2.5 Intercalating Systems (Single Strands) 

5.2.5.1 UV5vis/Characterisation//

UV-vis investigation of the intercalating modifications (Cua, Cub, Nia and Nib) to S1 

provided a wealth of information about the electronic and structural properties of these 

moieties. The incorporation of these compounds with their electronic properties is significant 

enough that the sequences appear coloured to the eye (S1Nia/b = pink/red, S1Cua/b = 

yellow) at µM concentrations. Both nickel and copper-centred macrocycles exhibit Soret-like 

bands like those previously described. Figure 5.17a)b) shows the normalised UV-vis spectra 

obtained from the singularly modified S1X sequence where X = Ni/Cu. The nickel complexes 

(a/b) have a distinct band at 326 nm while the analogous copper complexes display what 

appears to be a smaller band at 317 nm. However, upon further analysis (Figure 5.17d) and 

subtraction of the spectra of the abasic sequence (S1Ab), it became apparent that a larger 

Soret band at 290 nm was present, followed by a shoulder at 317 nm. These observations 

mimic, albeit at higher energies, the transitions observed for the similar designs described by 

Piela et al.61 

In the case of both metal centres, the slow isomer, b, displays a slight reduction in the 

intensity of the macrocyclic transitions, along with a small red shift (1-2 nm). This suggests 

that even in the single stranded form, the macrocycles interact and perhaps stack differently 

with the flanking nucleobases.  
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Figure 5.17 - Normalised (@260 nm) UV-vis spectra of a) S1Nia and S1Nib compared with unmodified S1T. b) 

Normalised UV-vis spectra zoomed in on the MLCT bands of S1Nia and S1Nib. UV-Vis spectra of showing the 

contributions of the macrocycles following subtraction of normalized DNA spectra (S1Ab) for opposing isomers of 

both Ni (c) and Cu (d) complexes. e) Overlaid UV-vis spectra comparing the macrocyclic contributions of both 

complexes following subtraction of normalized DNA spectra (S1Ab). 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 

mM NaCl. 
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5.2.5.2 Electrochemical/Behaviour/

Electrochemical interrogation of the intercalating derivatives of the modified sequences 

S1Cua and S1Cub again showed reversible electrochemical behaviour (Figure 5.18), as 

evidenced by ∆Ep ~ 60 mV and the observed currents are linearly proportional to the square 

root of the scan rate. The strands display E1/2 potentials of 439 and 444 mV for the fast and 

slow isomers respectively. Their differing potentials likely result from their respective 

geometries and hence orientation in the nucleobase stack, the contributions of which affect, 

albeit by a small amount, the electron donation abilities of the complex.  

 

Figure 5.18 - Scan rate behaviour of Cu intercalators a) S1Cua b) S1Cub and plots of ip vs. v1/2 for c) S1Cua and 

d) S1Cub. ■– ipa, ○ - ipc.50 µM DNA, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0. 
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Square wave voltammograms of the single strands, given in Figure 5.19, show similar 

differences in the observed E1/2 potentials. Table 5.5 below details the measured redox 

potentials of these systems. 

Table 5.5 - Redox properties of the Cua and Cub complexes when incorporated into S1 (15 mv s-1). 50 µM, in 10 

mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

Strand 
CV SWV 

Ep
a / V Ep

c / V Ep
a-Ep

c / V E1/2 / V E1/2 / V 

S1Cua 0.471 0.407 0.062 0.439 0.434 

S1Cub 0.477 0.411 0.064 0.444 0.440 

Values are described as the average of a minimum of three repeats. Error associated with potentials is ±3 mV throughout. Experiments carried out 

at 50 µM of S1, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl at room temperature. 

 
The background suppression characteristics of SWV make it a desirable technique for 

biosensing. Notably, however, the voltammograms shown in Figure 5.19 show a defined pre-

peak, which was not observed in the CVs shown in Figure 5.18. Pre-peaks are related to the 

adsorption of electrochemical products to the electrode and are more common with glassy 

carbon electrodes.63 This pre-peak will be further discussed in 5.3.5.5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19 - Square Wave Voltammograms comparing Cua and Cub when incorporated into S1. Solid line - 

S1Cua. Dashed line - S1Cub. 50 µM DNA, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0.  

 

Pre-peak 
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In contrast, the nickel motifs displayed no observable redox process as also found for the 

linker systems. Therefore although the nickel complexes could not be used for 

electrochemical sensing they remain interesting from both a structural and electronic point of 

view and indeed give more defined Soret bands as shown in Figure 5.17. 

5.2.6 Intercalating Systems (Duplex Studies) 

5.2.6.1 UV5vis/Studies/

UV-vis inspection of the macrocyclic complexes upon binding of DNA target S2A provided 

insight into the behaviour of the systems upon duplex formation. Figure 5.20 shows an 

example of how the characteristic Soret band (326 nm) of the nickel complex is red-shifted 

upon formation of a duplex with S2A (comparisons of the two isomers can be found in 

appendix 13). Red-shifting of absorbance bands is a characteristic feature of intercalation 

processes.2,64,65 The exoergonic process of DNA binding and interaction with the base-stack 

results in a lowering of the HOMO of the bound chromophore and hence causes a red shift, 

while decreases in the intensity (hypochromicity) suggests π interactions with the 

nucleobases. The copper complexes exhibit a similar red shift, although they are harder to 

interpret given the overlapping DNA signatures. 

 

Figure 5.20 - a) UV-vis titration of S2A to S1Nia showing the b) red shift in Soret band upon binding. 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. 
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5.2.6.2 Thermal/Melting/Studies/

Thermal melt analysis of S1Ma/b systems when bound to sequence S2A, which bears an 

opposing adenine, helped provide further insight into the ability of each isomer to intercalate. 

Considerable differences were observed (see Table 5.6) through simply changing the 

stereochemistry with the Tm values of the nickel complexes differing by 5 °C and the fast 

isomer, S1Nia displaying the highest stability. Similarly, the copper analogues show the 

same higher stability for the fast isomer (S1Cua), albeit of a smaller magnitude (2.5 °C). 

Comparison of the Tm values with that of unmodified sequence S1T•S2A (Tm = 55 °C) shows 

that the intercalators, despite a loss of hydrogen bonding are able to stabilise the duplex 

presumably through π-π interactions between the complexes and the parallel nucleobases 

(i.e. intercalation). Consideration of the electronic properties of the two metal centres 

provided some rationale for the differences afforded by the two metals. The nickel 

macrocycles are less electron-rich than their copper partners, a factor that would lead to 

enhanced affinity for π-donors, hence stronger stacking interactions with the neighbouring 

nucleobases. Differences caused by the change in stereochemistry (a vs b) are likely due to 

the change in approach the intercalator must make to ‘slot’ into the duplex cavity.  

Table 5.6 - Tm results for S1Ma/b (where M = Cu/Ni) when duplexed with S2A. 5 µM of each strand, in 10 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. (J-LD) 

 

Tm / °C*  
S1 X = S2 Y = A ΔTm / °C 

T 55.0 (± 0.0) - 
Nia 55.0 (± 0.2)  0.0 

  Nib 50.0 (± 0.9) -5.0 
Cua 52.5 (± 0.3) -2.5 
Cub 50.0 (± 0.5) -5.0 

# ΔTm relative to unmodified sequence S1T•S2A (55 °C). (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 

0.1 
o

C. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 
o

C. 
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5.2.6.3 Molecular/Models/

 

Molecular modelling studies (carried out by J-L.D using Insight II) (Figure 5.21), shows 

the predicted structures for S1Cua and S1Cub, based on S and R stereochemistry 

respectively when bound to S2A. These depict the macrocycle approaching intercalation 

through two very different angles. The fast isomer, S1Cua, follows a left hand twist, the 

opposite of that of the B-DNA helix and inserts via the major groove. This orientation 

suggests a limited amount of disruption to base stacking and the helical twist of DNA, where 

the macrocycle slots below the plane of the opposing nucleobase and stacks effectively with 

neighbouring bases. The slow isomer, S1Cub, in comparison, causes a more significant 

disruption with the opposing nucleobase flipping out as it inserts via the minor groove. Both 

clearly show insertion into the hydrophobic DNA core, stacking and interacting closely with 

surrounding nucleobases. The added disruption afforded by Cub is in line with the lower Tm 

values observed. Furthermore, study of the CD spectra (Figure 5.22) shows the stark 

differences in the overall structure of the copper macrocycle modified duplexes.  

 

Figure 5.21 - Molecular models of the two stereoisomers of S1Cua and S1Cub indicating the different 

approaches to intercalation when bound to S2A. (Models created by J-L.D using Insight II). 
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5.2.6.4 Circular/Dichroism/Studies/

Both macrocycles display an ICD for the intercalation of the macrocycle into the helical twist 

of the duplex, characterised by three distinct bands, all of which are observed in the UV-vis 

spectrum (Figure 5.17). Notably the small shoulder observed at approx. 360 nm is relatively 

large in comparison with the other bands, which indicates that this particular transition is 

orientated more in line with the helical twist of DNA. The characteristic B-DNA signals, 

evidenced by a negative band at 245 nm and positive band at 275 nm, are significantly 

reduced as a result of incorporation and intercalation of both isomers of the macrocycle, 

which suggests an unwinding or disruption of the DNA base stack. Similarly to the Tm results, 

the two isomers display marked differences in their respective spectra. The fast isomer, a, 

has a slightly reduced B-DNA structure which supports the left handed stereochemistry of the 

postulated structure and molecular simulations. Conversely, the fast isomer is characterised 

by an enhanced negative band at 290 nm, that of the main Soret band of the copper 

complex. It is believed that this difference is caused by a ‘flipping out’ of an opposing or 

surrounding nucleobase, its changed orientation affecting the overall intensity of the band. 

The other macrocyclic bands are consistent in position and intensity for both isomers which 

helped for the postulation of this structural change, which is reinforced by the molecular 

dynamic simulations.  
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Figure 5.22 - CD spectra of duplex S1Cua/b•S2A. Unmodified control S1T•S2A is also shown. 

 

5.2.6.5 Varying/the/Base/Opposite/

For a SNP sensor to be effective, ideally the local environment of the tag should vary 

depending on the nucleobase in its proximity, which could bring about differences that are a 

result of factors such as changes in cavity size, redox potential or stacking motifs. After 

evidence for the intercalative binding mode was established, the nucleobase opposite in the 

target sequence was varied. Given the electrochemical properties of the single strand, it was 

proposed that the base opposite could influence the electrochemical output of the redox 

active copper macrocycles and this became the focus of the investigation. Thermal melting 

analysis (Table 5.7) of S1Cua/b•S2Y (Y = A, G, C, T) established contrasting differences 

between the overall duplex stabilities. Purines, adenine and guanine, being of similar size, 

show less stability over pyrimidines, thymine and cytosine when opposite the macrocycle in 

the sequence. When a pyrimidine (C/T) lies opposite the fast isomer the Tm is even greater 

than that of a fully matched S1A•S2T (55 °C) duplex, suggesting the macrocycle offers 

enhanced π-π interactions over adenine. This is not unsurprising, given its larger surface 
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area and electron deficient structure. The interactions may also be enhanced by metal-

nucleobase interactions between the copper and the electron rich donors.  

Table 5.7 - Tm results when S1Cua/b is bound to S2Y with varying bases opposite. 5 µM, in 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. (J-LD and JC-S) 

 

S2Y  Tm / °C* (ΔTm / °C)# 
S1X = 

 

Y = Cua ΔTm / °C# Cub ΔTm / °C# 
A 52.5 (± 0.3) -2.5 50.0 (± 0.5) -5.0 
G 54.5 (± 0.0) -0.5 50.0 (± 0.0) -5.0 
C 57.0 (± 0.0)  +2.0 54.0 (± 0.0) -1.0 
T 57.0 (± 0.0) +2.0 55.0 (± 0.2) - 

Abasic 57.0 (± 0.2) +2.0 58.5 (± 0.2) +3.5 
#ΔTm relative to unmodified sequence S1T•S2A (55 °C). # ΔTm relative to unmodified sequence S1T•S2A (55 °C). (.) shows 

the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 
o

C. Error in instrument data = ±0.5 
o

C. 

 

 

Reductions in the Tm in the presence of an opposing purine could result from the reduced 

cavity size afforded by the larger nucleobases, which result in a distortion of the DNA 

backbone; in order to maximise stacking interactions and with the macrocycle, the base 

stack of the duplex would have to be distorted. Figure 5.23 below shows a schematic 

representation of the possible effect of varying the size of the base opposite the macrocycle, 

when opposite thymine, the macrocycle could still participate in additional favourable 

stacking interactions with flanking guanines in the target sequence.  

A significant finding was that complete removal of the opposing nucleobase, creating an 

abasic site, results in the highest Tm, which is 2-2.5 °C higher than the unmodified sequence. 

The Tm values of these strands provide further evidence for the directionality of the 

stereochemistry of the two macrocycles. The proposed R isomer, following the same right 

hand twist of B-DNA when unrestricted in its intercalation pathway, has the highest observed 

Tm of 58.5 °C. In contrast the S isomer, having left handed stereochemistry, implements 

some distortion in the DNA backbone and hence the duplex stability is 2.5 °C lower.  
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Figure 5.23 - Schematic representation of the effects of the base opposite Cua/b in S1, where S2Y = purine(A) or 

pyrimidine (T). 

 

5.2.6.6 Multiple/Incorporations//

Incorporation of multiple macrocycles into the duplex has the effect of enhancing the overall 

stability when the number of incorporations in the duplex increases to two (one opposite the 

other). However its effect is dependent on the stereochemistry (Table 5.8). Increased 

incorporations to three (S1Cua/b!S1Cua/bCua/b) and four macrocycles 

(S1Cua/bCua/b!S1Cua/bCua/b) leads to loss of stability, but seemingly with these larger 

numbers, having opposing stereochemistries plays some part in alleviating the additional 

helical strain of incorporating non-natural nucleosidic mimics into the duplex. While the study 

of these ‘zipper-like’ systems66,67 is interesting to the groups ongoing understanding of this 

new category of DNA modifications, their use was not thought to be conducive to SNP 

sensing, and they were not studied further in this project.  
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Table 5.8 - Tm results when multiple incorporations of copper macrocycles (Cua/b) are placed in S1 and S2. 5 

µM, in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. (J-LD) 

 

 Tm / °C  
S2 Y = 

S1 X = Y =  
Cua 

ΔTm  
/ °C# 

Y =  
Cub 

ΔTm  
/ °C# 

Y = 
CuaCua 

ΔTm  
/ °C# 

Y = 
CubCub 

ΔTm  
/ °C# 

Cua 57.5  
(± 0.7) 

+2.5 60.5 
(± 0.7) 

+5.5 53.0 
(± 0.2)  

-2.0 54.0 
(± 0.2) 

-1.0 

Cub 55.0 
(± 0.6) 

0.0 59.0 
(± 0.2) 

+4.0 55.0 
(± 0.4) 

 0.0 54.0 
(± 0.2) 

-1.0 

CuaCua - - - - 53.0 
(± 0.4) 

-2.0 54.5  
(± 0.3) 

-0.5 

CubCub - - - - 52 .0 
(± 0.2) 

-3.0 52.0 
(± 0.3) 

-3.0 

# ΔTm relative to unmodified sequence S1T•S2A (55 °C). (.) shows the standard error of the mean to the nearest 0.1 
o

C. Error in instrument 

data = ±0.5 
o

C. 

5.2.6.7 Electrochemical/Sensing/

Such is the design of these intercalating modifications that it was important to investigate 

whether the nature of the intercalation behaviour was conducive to differences in 

electrochemical output as function of the sequence and, more specifically, the base opposite. 

The use of square wave voltammetry allowed for the more accurate measurement of the 

output of the copper macrocycle given that the technique removes much of the background 

charging currents (for a more detailed discussion on analytical electrochemical techniques 

see Chapter 2). Initial measurement of the single stranded oligonucleotides (S1Cua + 

S1Cub) was followed by additions of target sequence S2T, with the linker motif, a reduction 

in the current was observed (Figure 5.25b+d). For the fast isomer, a reduction in the current 

of 28% was observed; similarly, for the slow isomer a 25% decrease was seen. Whilst it was 

predicted that large changes in bulk properties were the main cause of such reductions, as 

previously seen with FcNA modifications (Chapter 2), it was hoped that the more penetrative 

insertion of the macrocycle and locus of the metal centre in the DNA core could bring about 

measurable changes. It was noticeable that the pre-peak observed for both complexes 

displays no change in current intensity as the target is added (Figure 5.24). This observation 

is consistent with a believed adsorbed product of the oxidation being present at the surface;63 
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because of its weak immobilisation, it is unable to partake in binding to the target and hence 

its current contribution remains constant.  

 

Figure 5.24 - Example of unedited SWV for the addition of S2A target to S1Cub. 50 µM, in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer 

pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

The single strands were then exposed to S2A to form the corresponding duplexes. The 

differences observed for each isomer were considerable, with the fast isomer showing a 

similar current decrease to that when bound to S2T (29%). However when S1Cub was 

bound to S2A, the decrease in current was markedly different with a two-fold reduction of 

52% (Figure 5.25), to indicate the electrochemical sensing of a single base change in a 

sequence of target DNA. 
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Figure 5.25 - Square wave voltammetry of the initial screens of S1Cua/b when targets S2A or S2T were added. 

50 µM of S1 in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl. 

 

 

The ability to discriminate between adenine and thymine is believed to be due mainly to 

size contributions of the opposing nucleobases themselves. Given that S1Cua was unable to 

discriminate between purine and pyrimidine, the focus of the SNP sensing was driven 

towards full investigation of S1Cub. The ability of one isomer to be more effective than the 

other is not unexpected, as this has been found previously with fluorescence-based 

anthracene SNP probes (see 5.1.2.1).8 Additionally the molecular models and circular 

dichroism results, suggest that the two stereoisomers interact with the duplex differently, 

although both are intercalating. According to the models the long axis is perpendicular to the 

opposing nucleobase for Cua but aligned for Cub. It is possible that this is a factor, which 

leads to the Cub being able to feel the effects of minute changes more markedly. 
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Probe S1Cub was then investigated further with other canonical nucleobases guanine 

and cytosine and the effects monitored again by SWV (Figure 4.25). Remarkably the 

macrocycle was shown to be able to discriminate between all four bases via reduction in 

current intensities; although the discrimination between G (-47%) and C (-39%) was not as 

prominent these changes are outside of experimental error (±1.3% (S2G), ±2.5% (S2C) 

(Figure 5.26 and Table 5.9). Importantly, and perhaps beneficial to the future development of 

assays based on this system, the discrimination between T and A is considerable. T to A 

base changes have been shown to be particularly prominent in certain cancer strains and 

therefore these probes could well be suitable for investigating SNP sites in known genomic 

sequences e.g. BRAF system where a T to A base variation accounts for 92% of the gene 

mutation.68,69 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.26 - Square wave voltammetry examples of the observed decrease in currents for S1Cub when 

increasing amounts of S2Y are added. a) S2A b) S2T c) S2G d) S2C. 50 uM DNA, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-

HCl buffer pH 7.0. Data background subtracted and analysed using Origin Lab.  

-58% 

-25% 

-47% -39% 
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Table 5.9 - SWV sensing behaviour for S1Cua when hybridised with S2Y (X = T, A, G, C), and the Δ(ΔEp) 

observed by CV for the hybridised strands. 

Target Strand % Change in Current* Δ(ΔEp)* / mV 
S2T -25 (± 2.7) 7.0 (± 1.1) 
S2A -58 (± 0.6) 26.0 (± 1.5) 
S2G -47 (± 1.3) 9.7 (± 1.0) 
S2C -39 (± 2.5) 8.5 (± 1.7) 

* Δ(ΔEp) = ΔEp (single strand) – ΔEp (duplex). Values obtained at a scan rate of 15 mV s
-1

. Change in current is measured at the E1/2 potential 

in the SWV. (.) shows the standard error of the mean of a minimum of three experimental repeats.  

 

The question remains as to why the macrocycle displays differences in electrochemical 

output as a function of the identity of the nucleobase opposing the macrocycle in the target 

strand. Clearly size is not the only factor given that the size of T ≈ C and A ≈ G. With the 

observed current suppressions and the nature of intercalation, it is likely that electron transfer 

for the macrocycle is impeded by its embedding into the duplex core, with the degree of this 

intercalation dependent on the base opposite. Further evidence for this rationale is provided 

by the Δ(ΔEp), the difference in peak separation between the duplexes S1Cub•S2Y and the 

single strand. Similar trends to that observed for the current suppression were observed for 

Δ(ΔEp) as shown in Figure 5.27. Peak separation as measured by CV, is a measure of the 

reversibility of a redox-active species. With the Δ(ΔEp) changing with the opposing 

nucleobase it suggests that the base opposite imparts differing structural and or electronic 

properties onto the macrocycle and duplex. The previously discussed schematic (Figure 

5.23) for the intercalation behaviour can perhaps be evolved. With the Tm data suggesting 

that the macrocycle stabilises the duplex more and also the electrochemical output is 

impeded less with pyrimidines opposite, it is possible that in order for the macrocycle to 

intercalate when A/G are opposite, it must cause a buckle in the duplex or kick-out the 

opposing base. In the case of both these compensations, the observed Tm reductions would 

be expected.  
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Figure 5.27 - The percentage current decreases (grey columns) and change in ΔEp (blue columns) when S1Cub 

is duplexed with S2Y (where X = T, A, G or C). 50 uM S1Cub, 1.2 equiv excess S2Y, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-

HCl pH 7.0. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean of 3 repeats. Δ(ΔEp) is measured at a scan rate 

of 15 mV s-1.  

 

This rationale is supported by the molecular models shown in Figure 5.21, which 

suggests that a nucleobase might be ‘flipped out’ to accommodate the intercalating 

macrocycle Cub. Hence the degree of ‘flipping out’ is controlled by the size of the opposing 

nucleobase. Whilst this doesn’t provide full rationale for these changes given the size 

similarities of A-G and T-C, this explanation supports both the melting and electrochemical 

data. A schematic simplified representation of this is shown in Figure 5.28.  
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Figure 5.28 - Schematic representation of the 'flipping out' of a nucleobase to accommodate the intercalation of 

Cub. 

 

These systems were further studied by CD spectroscopy in order to establish any trends 

that might point to these findings. Figure 5.29(c+d) shows how the characteristic CD bands 

of the B-DNA and ICD of the macrocycle vary as the base opposite is changed. While no 

direct trend (T>C>G>A) is observed for changes in the ICD bands at 290, 317 and 358 nm, 

there are clear differences in the degree of induction of the respective transitions as a 

function of the nucleobase. For S2C, the largest differences are observed, with both an 

apparent increase in helical twist evidenced by larger B-DNA bands, but also with a larger 

ICD band at 290 nm. Interestingly, the other macrocycle transitions at lower energies appear 

similar to that of the S2A and S2G. This perhaps indicates that the specific electronic 

transition is aligned better with respect to the helical twist of DNA. A study of the duplex 

S1Cub•S2T shows similar B-DNA intensities as those of S2G and S2A but the ICD bands at 

317 and 358 nm are considerably enhanced. It is however apparent that for these lower 

energy transitions, the smaller pyrimidines impose an enhanced ICD, suggesting perhaps 
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that, as with the predictions from Tm experiments, the macrocycle can intercalate into the 

cavity more deeply. Although CD is not directly related to the degree of intercalation and is 

dependent on the angles of each transition with respect to the helical twist, and therefore 

cannot be used as a direct comparison with the electrochemical and Tm data to support 

structural rationales. It does however provide some insight into the differing abilities of the 

two stereoisomers to discriminate electrochemically the opposing nucleobase. The fast 

isomer (Figure 5.29 a+b), which is seemingly not able to discriminate between purine and 

pyrimidines, shows much smaller differences in these ICD bands, which is in line with 

observed electrochemical and thermal melting studies.  

Figure 5.29 - CD spectra of a) S1Cua and c) S1Cub when duplexed with S2 with different canonical bases 

opposite. Shown also is a zoomed in region (290-400 nm) of the spectra showing differences in Soret and Q 

bands and helical structure for b) S1Cua and d) S1Cub. 5 µM of S1 in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 

100 mM NaCl. 
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5.3  Conclusions 
Nickel(II) and copper(II) tetrazacyclene macrocycles containing functionalities allowing for 

incorporation into DNA have been synthesised and used to tag DNA via automated DNA 

synthesis. This novel class of DNA modification represents the first successful incorporations 

of a planar macrocycle into the backbone of DNA, where the metal remains chelated to the 

complex throughout standard organic and DNA synthesis. Both linker/bridging and 

intercalators motifs show interesting thermal melting properties when replacing nucleobases 

within a 15-mer oligonucleotide, with the intercalator motifs as predicted inserting into the 

hydrophobic core of DNA. The electrochemical output of these complexes provides scope for 

future applications in the building and design of nanowires and redox sensors. In particular 

the use of an isolated stereoisomer of the intercalating motif S1Cua/b allows for the 

discrimination of opposing nucleobases within a duplex via differences in electrochemical 

readout. The advantages of using electrochemically active redox probes for investigation of 

genetic material make this new class of DNA modification an attractive target for future 

studies. While the size of the opposing nucleobase is believed to be the main factor in the 

observed behaviour, it is not clear whether this is the only contributing property of such 

sensing. Other factors such as electronic properties, potential hydrogen bonding motifs and 

stacking contributions cannot as yet be ruled out. The base discrimination behaviour of the 

intercalating system represents an unprecedented example of this type of metal complex 

incorporated into the backbone of DNA, being capable of directly sensing minute changes in 

its immediate environment. This system has great potential for future use in SNP sensing 

assays.  
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5.4 Future Work 
For the greater understanding of the sensing behaviour of these motifs I recommend that the 

following investigations could be carried out: 

• Further CD analysis of intercalating motifs where the base opposite is removed, 

changed and studied using thermal ramps to investigate the binding modes of the 

intercalators. Molecular dynamic simulations that support these experiments 

would also be extremely useful.  

• Expanding the SNP sensing profile of Cub by investigating the ability to detect 

epigenetic changes in DNA sequences. Methyl-cytosine, hydroxymethyl-cytosine 

and oxo-guanine would represent interesting targets from a structural and 

diagnostic point-of-view, where these epigenetic changes have been associated 

with certain diseases.57 

• Append intercalating motifs to an electrode surface via 5’ or 3’ DNA modifications 

for surface based sensing. Surface immobilised electrochemistry is shown to 

enhance sensing ability in reducing background interference, dramatically 

improving sensitivity and detection limits and requires far less DNA material. This 

step is vital for the future development of cheap, rapid and reliable SNP sensors 

for use in clinical or point-of-call devices.  

Additionally ‘zipper-like’ stacking motifs involving multiple incorporations of metal 

complexes in to the DNA duplexes should be investigated further for possible 

conductance and hence for applications in the creation of DNA nanowires.  
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6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Detection of Pathogens 

The detection of microbial pathogens is an essential part of diagnosis and treatment in 

healthcare. Rapid detection and identification of bacterial strains exhibiting antibiotic 

resistance steers decisions on which class of antibiotic should be chosen for treatment. 

Microbial pathogen detection has also played an important part in the food industry where 

detecting crop diseases reduces raw material costs while monitoring hygiene during 

processing increases safety and reduces waste. Furthermore recent outbreaks of diseases 

such as Ebola and the growth in world travel have increased interest in the use of pathogen 

detection systems at border controls for national security.2,3 

Most microbial pathogen tests rely on detecting three underlying aspects of microbial life: 

firstly the ability to grow and replicate; secondly the presence of microbial specific antigens 

and thirdly the presence of DNA from the pathogen. Detection of microbial pathogens by 

virtue of their ability to replicate has been a core part of pathogen detection for more than 

100 years. Suspicious samples are cultured in a range of growth media, with the pathogen 

then identified by a combination of parameters including media selectivity, colony 

morphology and microscopic anatomy. Assays that detect the presence of antigens specific 

to the pathogen rely on antibody:antigen recognition. Such immunoassays include 

laboratory-based methods such as ELISA and close-to-use methods e.g. lateral flow devices. 

Methods for detecting regions of DNA that are specific to the pathogen are normally carried 

out in conjunction with the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) where genetic material is 

amplified using a thermo stable DNA polymerase. This method is particularly attractive where 

pathogens are present at very low levels. Despite the excellent sensitivity of this technique, 

transduction of information regarding the success of these amplifications is often time-

consuming, laboursome and requires highly trained technicians operating in a controlled 

environment.4 For example, gel electrophoresis, arguably the most popular method for this 
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analysis during the 1990’s and still regularly used today, requires the use of high voltages 

combined with carcinogenic dyes to provide an answer.5  

Much work has been carried out in recent years to somewhat overcome these problems. 

One of the major breakthroughs in this area being the development of real-time PCR (RT-

PCR/ qPCR).5-8
 This technique uses a range of methods to detect the production of the 

amplicon of PCR in real time, usually based on dye labelled oligonucleotides. While this 

technique is highly accurate it requires expensive equipment and reagents and is prone to 

mistakes and false positives due to the extreme sensitivity to changes or contamination. 

Sample preparation is crucial to its success and usually requires highly trained technicians to 

carry out this technique and in turn interpret its complex data outputs. The sensitivity to 

contamination also means that analysis of samples in real time is not a reality, as pre-

purification is essential to ensure the successful quantification. While RT-PCR has been 

ground-breaking in terms of the speed of genomic mapping and detection in the laboratory its 

drawbacks have meant its use in clinical assays and in-the-field devices has yet to be 

developed.  

6.1.2 M13 Bacteriophage  

6.1.2.1 Structure and Properties 

M13 Bacteriophage (M13) (depicted in Figure 6.1) is a lysogenic virus particle that infects 

E.coli. It is a long fibrous rod-like nanoparticle (ca. 880 nm in length. 6.6 nm wide)9 that 

houses a viral ssDNA that is 6407 nucleotides long. The ssDNA is contained within a self-

assembled protein network of 5 coat proteins (p8, p6, p3, p9, p7). The shaft of the virus is 

made up of 2700 copies of a major coat protein p8/pVIII, a 50 amino acid alpha helical 

peptide. While the other capping proteins, which are only made up of 30-40 amino acids play 

roles in the viral function and interaction with E.coli. 
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M13 can be easily produced in milligram quantities by infection of E.coli and a few simple 

purification steps that make it ideally suited as a bio-scaffold. This factor on top of its 

uniformity and relative ease of modification through changes in coat protein genes has led to 

M13 bacteriophage along with other bacteriophages becoming highly popular in phage 

display technologies. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 - a) schematic representation of a cross-section of M13 and its coat proteins. b) self-assembled pVIII 

sheath that encapsulates ssDNA. c) pVIII protein and side chains. 

 

More interestingly to the chemist’s toolbox are the pVIII protein structure and its position 

within a self-assembled tube of 2700 copies which bear solvent accessible side chains (See 

Figure 6.2) that can be functionalised using simple conjugation chemistries. The synthetic 

flexibility afforded by these proteins means M13 has in recent years been utilised as a 

nanoscaffold for a whole host of applications.  
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Figure 6.2 -The reactive side chains of the pVIII protein of M13 that allow for specific conjugation to its exterior. 

 

6.1.2.2 Applications and Uses 

Given the uniformity and availability of functional groups on this remarkable nanoparticle, it 

provides a rod-like nano-scaffold that can be functionalised to create new materials and 

devices. Many developments of these functional biomaterials have been driven by Angela 

Belcher (M.I.T) and co-workers, who have successfully established a range of novel 

materials for a whole host of applications. M13 scaffolds with genetically engineered coat 

proteins and M13 stabilised carbon nanotubes have been utilised in targeting and imaging of 

cancer cells.10-12 Furthermore bio-templation and nucleation of transition metal oxides 

(manganese,13 cobalt,13,14 gold,14 iridium15) using engineered pVIII peptides that bind specific 

metals have found interesting applications in the development of lithium batteries and energy 

storage. Additionally bio-templation approaches have been used to create magnetic single 

crystals and semiconducting nanowires by nucleation of ZnS, CdS, CoPt and FePt 

respectively.16 Her group has also exploited the accessible nature of the lysine and N 

terminus of wtM13 by attaching porphyrin motifs to the major pVIII coat with a view to 

manipulating energy transfer processes in light harvesting systems that could mimic 

photosynthesis (Figure 6.3b)17 
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Figure 6.3 - Schematic representations of bio-templated nanowires16 and b) M13 templated light harvesting 

nanoattenae,17 

 

Furthermore Jennifer Cha (Boulder) et al have exploited M13 in diagnostics and sensing, 

which has seen the development of ELISA type assays18 and protein detection motifs19 that 

rely on the M13 rigidity and the ease of conjugation to its coat proteins.  

6.1.3 Linear Dichroism  

Polarised light spectroscopy is most commonly associated with circular dichroism (CD) 

spectroscopy which has been instrumental in understanding bio-molecule structure and in 

monitoring biomolecule-ligand interactions (Chapter 2.2.2). 

Linear dichroism (LD) spectroscopy however, differs from circular dichroism 

spectroscopy in that it utilises linearly polarised light (as opposed to circular) to monitor 

structure. Linearly polarized light is light that is polarized along a single plane of directionality. 

Polarising light in this manner produces an electric field vector/wave, which oscillates in a 

given direction. By monitoring differences in the absorbance of parallel and perpendicular 

polarized light to the orientation of a light absorbing species/molecule, it is then possible to 

deduce information regarding the arrangement of molecules.20 

When a molecule absorbs light, an electronic transition occurs in which electron density 

within the molecule is excited and shifted. The direction of these shifts is known as the 
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electronic transition polarisation. This is the property which LD is able to measure and 

provides insight into structure and position of absorbing species either in complex 

biomolecules or in simple molecules. Important to the success of this technique is that 

molecules of interest display electronic transitions that are orientated in some way to the 

directionality of the parallel or perpendicular light. Where the LD signal can be written as; 

Equation 6.120 

!" = !|| − !!!!!! 

A|| is the absorbance measured parallel to the orientation axis and A⊥ is the absorbance 

perpendicular to that axis.  

In a solution, molecules are orientated randomly and therefore the absorbances have no 

directionality and either no LD or a very small LD signal is observed depending on the 

specific interactions between molecules. The electronic transitions are essentially cancelling 

each other out. It is therefore important to align molecules of interest in order to produce LD 

signals from which structural information can be deduced. One of the major advantages of 

LD over other spectroscopic techniques (UV-vis and CD) is that only aligned/orientated 

samples will produce a signal; which reduces the background noise or false positives that 

could be associated with contaminants. This trait means LD has great scope for use in on-

site rapid use assays where cumbersome purifications steps are not possible.  

6.1.3.1 Alignment methods 

There are many methodologies that can be used to align a molecule so that they produce an 

LD signal. The detail of all the available methodologies is beyond the scope of this work, but 

includes the use of magnetic and electric fields, gel, liquid crystal and evaporative 

techniques.20 Described below are the two most popular approaches utilised for the 

orientation of biomolecules, stretched film and flow alignment. The latter providing the basis 

for this project.  
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Stretched film 

Stretched film orientation of molecules utilises a polymer film (usually polyethylene or 

poly(vinyl)alcohol) to orientate sample molecules. By placing the sample on top of the film 

and stretching the film in a singular directionality, the sample molecules are orientated in the 

direction of the stretch of the polymer. This then allows LD signals to be observed. Stretched 

film has been popular for samples where shear flow alignment (vide infra) is not possible, it is 

used generally for, but not limited to, small organic molecules such as organic dyes.21,22 

Nucleic acids23 and bacterial protein reaction centres have also been studied.24,25 

Flow Alignment 

If a sample is dissolved in solution (the ideal for understanding in vivo function and structure 

of biomolecules) and the solvent flowed at a sufficient rate past a static surface, then 

molecules can experience shear forces large enough to orientate them along the directional 

axis of the imposed flow.20,26 

By placing a sample between a spinning quartz tube and a stationary quartz rod, the 

molecules of interest can be aligned in the direction of the flow if the morphology or structure 

of the sample allows for uni-directional orientation in flow (Couette flow). This property is 

usually reserved for fibrous like biomolecules such as bacteriophages and large strands of 

DNA/RNA. Couette flow is currently the only method for studying the LD of samples in 

solution, but is particularly advantageous when it can be used due to requiring only very 

small samples volumes (20-60 µL). Additionally, by spinning a sample in a cylindrical vessel 

the sample constantly recirculates and therefore multiple accumulations can be taken to 

reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. The first examples of the use of Couette flow to study 

nucleic acid-intercalator interactions was described in 1976 by Nordèn and Tjerneld; they 

showed how calf-thymus DNA (ctDNA) could be aligned using this method.27 In the years 

since, Couette flow has been used to study a whole wealth of biomolecules using LD in order 

to better understand their structure. Accordingly flow-aligned LD has been performed on a 
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range of alignable structures including nucleic acids,23,27,28protein fibres,29-33 carbon 

nanotubes34,35 and membrane proteins.36-38 

 
Figure 6.4 - Schematic representation of flow aligned LD spectroscopy using Couette flow. 

 

Figure 6.5 - Images of the Couette cell apparatus used for flow alignment LD. a) Schematic representation of the 

Couette cell, b) photograph of the cell holder and c) a size comparison of the Couette cell. 

 

6.1.3.2 Linear Dichroism and M13 Bacteriophage 

Given the fibrous properties of M13 bacteriophage, it was rationalised as a potential 

candidate for studying using LD. Clack et al showed in 1992 that bacteriophages like M13 
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could be aligned in extension pulse flow and hence produced a strong LD signal as the 

chromophores align in a unidirectional manner.39 As previously outlined, if the absorbances 

and hence electronic transitions occur with some parallel or perpendicular character with 

respect to the orientation axis, then an LD signal is observed (see Figure 6.4). Rod-like 

particles such as M13 are known to tumble in solution in a Brownian motion. The LD signal 

observed in Couette flow is the result of biasing the distribution of particle alignment in the 

direction of flow, the level of bias can be quantified by the rotational Peclet number.40  

In 2012, modified M13 bacteriophages were shown to align by Dafforn et al using 

considerably lower shear velocities than previously used,41 the signals were however smaller 

(LD is proportional to the alignment) but significantly larger than the background. The sample 

volume required was significantly reduced (50 µl vs. 30 ml) meaning potential 

assays/devices could work on a more realistic scale for biomolecules. From the observed LD 

signal (Figure 6.6), a number of conclusions regarding M13’s structure could be made.  

 

Figure 6.6 - (A) LD spectrum of wild-type M13 (wtM13) orientated using Couette flow at 3000 rpm (0.7 µM) (B) 

Relationship between concentration of wtM13 and rotation speed on observed LD signal at 296 nm. Circles - 0.56 

µM, triangles - 0.28 µM, diamonds - 0.07 µM, squares – 5.6 nm.41 
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The spectrum consists of a number of regions of interest in both the near-UV (260-350 nm) 

and far-UV (190-260 nm) attributed to aromatic transitions of tryptophan and tyrosine 

residues and electronic transitions of the peptide backbone respectively.39,41 Full details of 

these transitions will be discussed in Section 6.2.2.3.  

Owing to the alignable nature of wtM13, Pacheco-Gomez et al utilised this bio-scaffold to 

design an immunoassay based on antibody:antigen recognition. By genetic modification of 

the minor coat protein pIII to produce a fused antibody recognition site for E.coli O187, the 

group were able to sense pathogenic bacterium in concentrations of x 107 cells per ml.41 

Although the detection limit is considerably higher than would be required for laboratory 

based assays it showed great scope for using M13 as a bio-scaffold for a whole host of 

detection assays with views to creating multi-modality. Since the publication of this work, the 

group has been successful in reducing the detection limits 100-fold by changing the antibody 

fusion site to the more abundant pVIII location.  

 

Figure 6.7 - a) Schematic representation of an antibody:antigen M13 based immunoassay. b) Change in LD 

spectrum at upon addition of E.coli O187 (before – thick solid, after addition – thin solid). c) Concentration 

dependence on LD sensing of E.coli O187 in x 107 cells per ml. Edited with permission from ref.41.  
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6.1.3.3 Polymerase Chain Reaction  

The invention of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been so valuable to the biological 

sciences that it is hard to imagine how our understanding of molecular biology and biological 

processes would have developed without it. So important was the development of this 

technique that K. B. Mullis was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993.42 Although he 

was not the first to consider the repair principle of DNA replication, described by Khorna et al 

in 1971,43 he is considered to be the inventor of the PCR technique. Although the description 

of which was first published in 1985,44 the major breakthrough came in the following years. 

Mullis et al were credited with the improvement of what was considered to be an inefficient 

process through the purification and use of a thermostable DNA polymerase, Taq 

polymerase (isolated from Thermus aquaticus). The enzyme found in hot springs and 

thermal vents was discovered and found to be able to withstand high temperatures, that of 

which would usually denature a protein.45 

The PCR process, shown schematically in Figure 6.8, is designed as such that it can 

exponentially increase/amplify a specific region of DNA through the use of short 

oligonucleotide primers that bind to a DNA target/template and catalyse the polymerisation 

and extension of DNA. A typical PCR reaction contains very few reagents; a DNA template, 

DNA polymerase, forward and reverse primers, deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), and 

a buffer solution. PCR is considered to have three main steps used in cycles to achieve 

maximum amplification;  

1. Denaturation (A) – in which elevated temperatures (generally > 90 °C) are used to 

disrupt hydrogen bonding in double stranded DNA templates. 

2. Annealing (B) – temperature is lowered to 45-65 °C in order for the primers to 

bind to a single stranded target. The excess of these primers drives forward the 

binding over large complementary single strands that were previously denatured.  
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3. Elongation (C) – temperature is again fine-tuned, specifically for the polymerase 

used. This allows for the optimum efficiency of the enzyme. The enzyme, driven 

by the newly formed primer-template double strands, polymerises and extends 

the primer strand using the available dNTPs by condensation of the 5’ phosphate 

to the 3’ OH of the DNA. 

 

Figure 6.8 - Diagrammatic representation of a standard PCR reaction utilising forward and reverse primers. A) 

Denaturation. B) Annealing. C) Elongation  

6.1.4 Conclusions and Project Aims 

With current technologies available for the detection of genetic material indicative of a 

pathogen being mainly limited to either laboursome or highly sensitive PCR based 

methodologies, it was clear there was room for the development of new portable 

technologies that could yield the same information, but faster and with less reliability on the 

user input. 

The desire to create faster, ever more reliable assays for detection of pathogens has led 

to the development of a new bio-scaffold based around M13.41 In this project we aimed to 

utilise this scaffold again alongside LD, by conjugating short oligonucleotide targets to the 

surface of M13. These oligonucleotides would be specific to a pathogen of interest, and be 

capable of binding genetic material that could be found perhaps at a crime scene, in a blood 

sample of a patient or perhaps even on the battlefront.  
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The combination of M13, DNA recognition and LD would hopefully in turn generate a new 

sensor platform that can broaden the scope of M13 based multi-modal assays. The work 

shown herein, was completed as part of a collaboration with the Defence, Science and 

Technology Laboratory (DSTL) and shows the first proof-of-concept design of a M13-DNA 

conjugate capable of amplifying genetic templates through an unprecedented example of 

PCR on a virus, followed by rapid detection of the amplicon and hence presence of a 

pathogen by linear dichroism spectroscopy.  
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6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Design Strategy 

Essential to the success of the assay development were four key factors; 

• That oligonucleotides could be appended to the exterior of wtM13 either through 

direct protein-DNA conjugations or interactions. 

• That M13 bacteriophage is able to withstand the extremities of PCR amplification. 

• That changes to the hydrodynamics of M13-DNA scaffolds following a PCR 

amplification could be detected using LD, given the development of small 

portable LD devices currently in prototype phase.  

• Detection is specific to the pathogen or genetic material of interest. 

The design should also be as such that synthesis and purification of these systems is not 

particularly expensive or time-consuming and the results produced by such changes could 

be easily interpreted by non-experts or untrained personnel. Figure 6.9 below shows a 

diagrammatic representation of the assay design and step-wise approach to biosensing of 

pathogens. Where an M13-DNA conjugate can replace a forward or reverse primer in a 

standard templated PCR reaction (Figure 6.8) to produce an alignable scaffold that can 

detect amplification through changes in its orientation axis.  
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Figure 6.9 - Diagrammatic representation of the concept behind a M13-PCR scaffold in both amplification and 

detection of pathogenic DNA. A) Denaturation, B) annealing andC) elongation. 

 

The ampicillin resistance gene (ampR) of the Escherichia coli plasmid pBR322 was 

chosen as a target for the PCR assay.46 Its role in coding for the production of β-lactamase, a 

protein responsible for catalysing the hydrolysis of penicillins, has been widely used as a 

selective gene marker in biotechnology. This, coupled with its banned usage in modified 

foods owing to fears over horizontal gene transfer to pathogens makes it an interesting target 

for this study.  

The oligonucleotide primers were therefore designed to be specific to this gene/template 

according to the sequence published by Sutcliffe in 1978,46 and were as follows: 

• Forward primer – 5’-ATGAGTATTCAACATTTC-3’ 

• Reverse primer – 5’-TTACCAATGCTTAATCAG-3’ 

For purposes of this study the forward primer was used in conjunction with M13. It is 

important to the success of the design that the M13 surface can be modified with a primer 
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sequence, and that the structure can be characterised to determine conjugations and 

behaviour. We therefore chose to functionalise the oligonucleotides with a thiol moiety to 

allow for conjugation and TAMRA, a rhodamine derivative, as a chromophore and 

fluorophore to aid in the study of these systems. This forward primer (R-For) was 

synthesised using ULTRA-mild automated oligonucleotide synthesis (detailed in Chapter 

7.2.2) using commercially available 5’ thiol functional functionality and a thymidine 

substituted TAMRA derivative (see Figure 6.10). Additionally, to probe the binding ability and 

validity of the design two strands were synthesised, a short complementary (F-Com) and 

non-complementary (F-Ran) DNA targets functionalised with fluorescein (6-FAM) to allow for 

fluorescence spectroscopy analysis. Details of these strands are listed in Table 1 below. Full 

details of the characterisation of these oligonucleotide strands are available in appendix 19. 

Table 1 - Synthesised oligonucleotides. 

**Modifications and there structures are shown in Figure 6.10. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 - Phosphoramadite monomers for oligonucleotide modifcation. T = trityl, DMT = dimethoxytrityl. 

Strand Sequence (5’-3’)** 
R-For HS-C6-(TAMRA-dT)-ATGAGTATTCAACATTTC 
F-Com (6-FAM)-GAAATGTTGAATACTCAT 
F-Ran (6-FAM)-TCATCAGTCAGTCAGTCA 
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6.2.2 Conjugation, Purification and Characterisation 

6.2.2.1 Conjugation 

Research conducted previously by the Dafforn Group indicated an enhanced immunoassay 

sensitivity was achieved when protein pVIII was functionalised over pIII. This coupled with 

pVIII’s greater abundance made it a suitable choice for conjugation. 

 An added advantage alongside the abundance of this protein was the accessibility of the 

functional groups as discussed in 6.1.2.1. The approach was via a heterobifunctional linkage 

that is commonly used in bioconjugation chemistry, and had previously been used by the 

group47 in conjugating DNA to M13.19 Succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-

carboxylate (SMCC) is a water insoluble linker bearing an amine reactive NHS ester, a 

cyclohexyl spacer, and a reactive maleimide for conjugation to thiols. This linker forms stable 

amide bonds, leaving the reactive maleimide to react second in a two-step reaction. The N-

terminal alanine residues and lysine side chains, of which there  are approximately 2700 of 

each, were an ideal target.  

With some optimisation, the conjugation was successful. Firstly, thiolated DNA was 

deprotected of its trityl protecting group using AgNO3 and DTT and stored with a twofold 

excess of TCEP, a reducing agent specific for disulfides. This was to ensure the maximum 

amount of thiolated DNA was available for the reaction. Secondly, a 2 mg/ml solution of 

wtM13, which had been grown by Dr. Pacheco Gomez via a previously described procedure 

41 was reacted with a 1000-fold excess (over pVIII protein – 2700 copies) for 1 hour. The 

lower pKa and enhanced solvent accessibility of the terminal amine results in a preferential 

conjugation over the lysine residue (Lys 8 - Figure 6.2).19,48  
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Scheme 6.1 - Conjugation of R-For to the M13 major coat protein (pVIII) via a heterobifunctional linker, SMCC. i) 

SMCC in DMSO, 1 hr, RT. ii) glycine, 15 min, RT. iii) R-For, TCEP, 16 hrs, 5 °C. 

 

Unreacted NHS esters were then reacted with glycine for 15 minutes before passing 

through a sephadex de-salting column to remove unwanted organics and salts. SMCC 

labelled M13 was then reacted with the deprotected thiol DNA (R-For) overnight (Scheme 

6.1). R-For was added in a 100-fold excess of the modified M13 with the aim to conjugate 

multiple strands to each bacteriophage particle.  

6.2.2.2 Purification and Characterisation 

The M13-DNA conjugates (M13-R-For) were purified and isolated from unreacted 

components using size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Figure 5.11a shows a typical SEC 

chromatogram of a DNA conjugated M13. The modification of the oligonucleotide with 

TAMRA allowed for the tracking and confirmation of conjugation via a distinctive absorption 

at 555 nm (pink). The three absorbances; 269 nm for a combined DNA-protein from the M13 

conjugated DNA and internal ssDNA; 280 nm for the pVIII protein and 555 nm for TAMRA 

are all observed in the first two peaks eluted. The first peak collected was adjudged to be 

that of the conjugated material, because as the largest molecule it would be expected to be 

eluted because larger molecules should move faster through the porous sephadex column, 
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and secondly because of the ratio of the 269:280:555 nm peaks to each other (note in the 

555 nm signal is multiplied by 10). The second peak is attributed to unreacted R-For and the 

third to small organic molecules such as TCEP that were used during the conjugation 

process. Additional confirmation of conjugation came from sodium dodecyl sulphate 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) shown in Figure 5.11b. Denaturation of the 

M13-R-For conjugate before loading allowed for the separation of the major coat protein 

pVIII. A characteristic pVIII band49 observed in both wtM13 control and M13-R-For 

conjugates was observed, along with a second band (ca. 12 kDa), only in the case of 

conjugation and is highly indicative of a successful conjugation of R-For (6782 Da).  

 

Figure 6.11 - a) Size exclusion chromatography of M13-R-For conjugate monitored by three wavelengths. Blue - 

269 nm, black - 280 nm and pink - 555 nm x 10. b)SDS PAGE analysis of the pVIII protein conjugated to R-For 

shown alongside wtM13. PAGE analysis carried out by Haydn Little.  

 

Measurement of the UV-Vis spectrum (an example is given in Figure 6.12) of the isolated 

M13-R-For conjugates provided further evidence for the successful conjugation, with a 

characteristic TAMRA absorbance observed at 556 nm (λmax). The benefit of this fluorophore 

became apparent when it was possible to use this absorbance, which is uncomplicated by 

the DNA and peptide transitions, to quantify the conjugation efficiency.  
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From this quantification it was determined that 0.3% of the pVIII proteins were conjugated 

to R-For, which meant an average of around 8 oligonucleotides attached to each M13 

particle (it was assumed that each M13 has exactly 2700 copies of pVIII). A low amount of 

oligonucleotide appended to each bacteriophage was not unexpected, as only an excess 

large enough to conjugate 4% of the bacteriophage coating was reacted. Low coverage was 

part of the design strategy as previous work within the group had shown this to be effective in 

ensuring an unperturbed LD signal for M13 particles.41 From this, we can say that the actual 

reaction yield is 8% (the yield calculation can be seen in appendix 7.3.1). Although still quite 

low, it was deemed as acceptable for purposes of LD detection, where it was envisaged that 

high levels of conjugation might not facilitate or improve LD changes in the alignment of M13-

R-For conjugates after a PCR reaction, or even disrupt its behaviour prior to amplification. 

The conjugation levels were high enough and available in enough quantity that the 

conjugations could be used in excess as potential primers in a PCR. 

 

Figure 6.12 - UV-vis spectrum of M13-R-For. Inset - zoomed in spectrum of the TAMRA absorbance at 556 nm. 
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6.2.2.3 Effect on Linear Dichroism (N.S and JC-S) 

In order to test the new conjugate for its use in LD based assays, it was compared with 

wtM13 (Figure 6.13) by alignment in shear flow and measurement by LD. Key to the success 

of any such assay is that the conjugate does not disrupt the alignment in flow drastically and 

therefore failing to produce a measurable signal. WtM13 (solid line) displayed a characteristic 

spectra identical to that shown previously.39,41 Distinctive positive bands in the far UV-vis 

region (205 and 225 nm) and between 260 and 310 nm are the result of π-π* transitions of 

the tryptophan and tyrosine residues respectively. A positive band is observed due to the 

parallel orientation axis of these transitions with respect to the long molecular axis of the 

virus particle itself. The negative band observed between 240-260 nm is a result of the viral 

DNA bases encapsulated inside the particle. Encouragingly, these bands are only slightly 

perturbed by the conjugation of R-For to its coating (dashed line). This indicates that these 

short primers do not significantly alter the hydrodynamic behaviour of the particles in shear 

flow.  

 

Figure 6.13 - Comparison of the alignment of wtM13 (solid) and M13-R-For (dashed) in Couette flow monitored 

by LD. 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 8.0,150 mM NaCl. Couette flow 3000 rpm. LD has been corrected 

for concentration and is shown as LD per mg of M13. 
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6.2.3 Binding Studies 

Although Lee et al had previously shown that short oligonucleotides appended to M13 could 

still participate in complementary base pairing using other methods,19 it remained important 

to study the ability of these primers to bind DNA templates, to ensure the validity of this 

conjugate design. Modification of oligonucleotides (R-For, F-Com, F-Ran) with fluorophores 

allowed for fluorescence spectroscopy measurements of DNA binding, with a view to 

ensuring both complementary Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding was still possible, but also to 

ensure no non-specific interactions occur.  

6.2.3.1 Anisotropy 

Fluorescence anisotropy (FA) allows for the measurement of tumbling rates of molecules in 

solution which can be used to determine shape, molecular orientation and mobility as well as 

changes in molecular size.50 FA works using standard fluorescence spectrometers, but 

differs in that it requires plane-polarised light in order for the experiments to work. The 

principle of FA is that if a molecule has an absorption transition moment in line with the 

polarisation plane of the excitation light source it will be selectively excited. Those that are 

not in the plane will remain in the ground state. As polarised light is absorbed and a 

fluorophore emits light, the light becomes less polarised. Anisotropy is a direct measurement 

in the difference between the polarisation of incident and emitted light. Where the anisotropy, 

< r > can be defined as;50 

Equation 6.2 

< ! >!= !!! − !!!"
!!! + 2!"!"

 

The IXX values represent the light intensities observed when the excitation and emission 

polarisers are mounted; both vertically (IVV), both horizontally (IHH), vertical (excitation) and 

horizontal (emission) (IVH) and horizontal (excitation) and vertical (emission) (IHV).G, the G-
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factor, is a measure of the sensitivity of detection systems for horizontal and vertically 

polarised light, and is defined as;50 

Equation 6.3 

! = ! !!"!!!
 

Modern spectrometers produce the anisotropy value automatically by applying the 

required polarisations, the value of which can be used to study binding effects of large 

biomolecules, in general as a molecule gets larger or binds a guest molecule its anisotropy 

increases (tumbles more slowly). 

One of the requirements of accurately measuring fluorescence anisotropies is that the 

fluorophores cannot partake in resonance energy transfer (RET). For molecules that can do 

this, a reduction in the anisotropy values results due to depolarisation of the light. Therefore it 

was important to assess whether our oligonucleotides designed for studying the binding 

events were capable of RET, especially given that rhodamine (TAMRA) and fluorescein (6-

FAM) derivatives are a well-known FRET pair, albeit when in a closer proximity to each 

other. Figure 6.14 below shows the emission spectra of F-Com when excited at 495 nm both 

for the unconjugated oligonucleotides and for the addition of M13-R-For. Notably neither 

system showed significant FRET peaks (a growing peak at 580 nm would be expected), 

suggesting that the 18 b.p separation, and perhaps location in the helical twist of the duplex 

is such that FRET cannot occur. Previously Clegg et al. have shown a system where the 

FRET distance is too large when separated by 16 or more base pairs for efficient energy 

transfer which coincides well with our findings.51 
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Figure 6.14 - Fluorescence spectra of a) R-For and b) M13-R-For upon addition of complementary F-Com (0-2 

equivalents) showing the absence of FRET behaviour. 0.25 µM DNA, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM potassium 

phosphate buffer pH 8.0. 

 

Given that these systems were suitable for anisotropy experiments, the binding 

behaviour was investigated. Firstly, measurement of the individual counter-parts gave further 

confirmation of successful conjugation, where the FA of rhodamine (ex. 556 nm, em. 580 nm 

is higher (0.128 ± 0.0006) when appended to M13 than when free (0.061 ± 0.002). Figure 

6.15 shows the FA changes when wtM13/M13-R-For conjugate is added to strands of 

fluorescein labelled oligonucleotides (F-Com and F-Ran). Addition of wtM13, which displays 

no specific binding sites for the DNA strands, to F-Com showed negligible changes in FA as 

expected, and confirmed there is no non-specific binding between the peptide and DNA 

constituents. Equally the addition of M13-R-For to a non-complementary (F-Ran) sequence 

also showed no change in the anisotropy, showing that non-specific DNA-DNA interactions 

are also absent.  
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Figure 6.15 - Fluorescence anisotropy changes of F-Ran and F-Com upon addition of M13-DNA conjugates and 

wtM13. Squares - F-Com + M13-R-For, circles - F-Ran + M13-R-For, triangles - F-Com + wtM13. 0.25 µM DNA, 

150 mM NaCl, 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0.  

 

Importantly, the addition of M13-R-For to its complement F-Com causes a dramatic 

increase in the FA, which plateaus at ca. 1 molar equivalent, as expected for DNA-DNA 

duplexes of this design. The anisotropy changes, although large, are not as great as those 

observed for M13-R-For alone. This is not unexpected. The fluorescence lifetime of the two 

fluorophores (6-FAM = 6 ns and TAMRA = 2 ns) are not long enough to be able to report on 

such large changes in molecular motion, in fact these liftetimes are only suitable for 

monitoring mass changes of 0-100 kDa.50 The changes observed upon addition of M13-R-

For are therefore attributed to contributions from both the change in size but also to the 

increased rigidity of the local environment around fluorescein. Hence, there follows a 

reduction in motion of the fluorophore and an increase in anisotropy. For comparison, the 

same trends were observed upon adding free oligonucleotide (R-For) to complementary and 

non-complementary targets as shown in Figure 6.16. As a whole, these results indicate that 

M13 conjugation does not affect the primers ability to form complementary sequence specific 

duplexes.  
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Figure 6.16 - Change in fluorescence anisotropy observed for fluorescently labelled oligonucleotides; squares – 

R-For + F-Com and triangles – R-For + F-Ran. 0.25 µM DNA, 150 mM NaCl, 100 mM potassium phosphate 

buffer pH 8.0 

6.2.4 Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Once the binding ability had been investigated, it was essential to our aims that the M13-

DNA conjugate could partake in a PCR. Imperative to the workings of a PCR amplification is 

the denaturation step, which is usually carried out at temperatures in excess of 90 °C. 

Generally, proteins that are exposed to prolonged elevated temperatures, like in PCR, will 

begin to denature or aggregate and hence lose both function and structure. Therefore when 

these temperatures are then applied to M13, it may result in a misalignment and no LD 

signal. As such, the thermal stability of M13 was investigated, as described below. 

6.2.4.1 Bacteriophage Stability (N.S and J.C-S) 

LD was extremely useful in assessing directly the effect of temperature on M13 stability and 

hence alignment. Figure 6.17 below shows the effects of incubating M13 for 1 minute at a 

range of temperatures between 25 and 100 °C before measuring their LD at 3000 rpm. The 

data showed that it is not until temperatures are in excess of 86 °C that M13 alignment is 

significantly reduced. 
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Figure 6.17 - a) LD spectra of M13-R-For after being incubated under increasing temperature (25-100 °C) for 1 

minute. b) Temperature dependence on electronic π-π* (225 nm) and aromatic transitions (280 nm) after 

incubation for 1 minute at increasing temperatures. M13 concentration = 0.11 mg/ml 

 

Additionally, subjection of M13 to 35 simulated PCR cycles at different temperatures 

indicated the same trend, in which the M13 alignment and hence the LD signal observed 

(Figure 6.18) drops off dramatically above 86 °C. Simulated PCR cycles consisted of a 

denaturation step, at the chosen temperature, annealing at 55 °C and extension at 72 oC 

(optimal for Taq polymerase) reflecting a typical Taq catalysed PCR amplification. Again this 

indicates that the stability of M13 is considerably diminished above 86 °C, where when the 

annealing temperature is increased to 92 °C, the LD signal diminishes by 99.5% compared to 

only 9% at 86 °C. From these sets of data it is clear that carrying out PCR above 86 °C 

would not be feasible for the assay and as such, PCR reactions should be tested at this 

lower temperature to test the validity of using Taq polymerase or the conjugates as PCR 

reagents. 
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Figure 6.18 – a) LD spectra of M13 following 35 PCR cycles at elevated temperatures, b) bar chart showing the 

LD signal observed at 280 nm following 35 PCR cycles at varying temperatures. M13 concentration = 0.024 

mg/ml. 

6.2.4.2 PCR using M13-DNA conjugates (R.P-G and J.C-S) 

Figure 6.19 shows a series of PCR reactions used to test the ability of a standard PCR 

amplification (Lane 2) to proceed at a lower temperature of 86 °C (usually 94 °C). It was 

anticipated that this would not be problematic, given that the predicted Tm values for the two 

primers are well below this temperature. Furthermore, previous work by Nadja Steinke had 

shown PCR amplification of ampR at 86 oC could be aided by the addition of ethylene glycol 

to the reaction mixture (see Appendix 7.3.2).52 The ability of M13-R-For conjugates to 

amplify the ampR template (1 kbp in length) was also tested, by adding equal amounts of 

M13-R-For (based on 8 oligonucleotides per bacteriophage) to the reaction mixture and 

replacing the standard forward primer (Lane 3). The agarose gel obtained showed some 

interesting results, in which there was clear evidence for the PCR reaction using standard 

primers still being successful at slightly lower temperatures. Of most interest however was 

that the M13-R-For primer was also able to amplify the template as shown by the 

observation of a 1 kbp band. This band was also of significantly greater intensity, which may 

give some indication to the enhancement of PCR via this remarkable bio-nanoparticle. 

Evidence for these kinds of enhancements using nanoparticles has been observed 

previously and from this has grown a newly defined field of PCR technology, nanoPCR.53 
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Previous work has been restricted to nanoparticle suspensions involving AuNP,54,55 quantum 

nanodots56 and carbon nanotubes, 57 which have been able to enhance efficiency and 

specificity of PCR reactions. However it is believed this is the first example of PCR taking 

place on the surface of a naturally occurring bio-nanoscaffold. 

 
Figure 6.19 - Agarose gel showing the successful amplification of ampR at following 35 PCRcycles with a 

denaturation temperature of 86 °C. Lane 1 - DNA Ladder, lane 2 - amplification using standard forward and 

reverse primers, lane 3 - amplification following use of M13-R-For in place of standard forward primer R-For.  

 

6.2.4.3 Linear Dichroism Studies (R.P-G and J.C-S) 

The central aim of this study was to develop a M13-DNA conjugate that could participate in 

biosensing of pathogenic DNA via the amplification of genetic material of interest and 

subsequent detection of any such amplification by LD spectroscopy. Therefore for this to 

work, the amplimers produced, which are attached to the M13 particle, must disrupt the 

alignment enough to observe a change in the LD spectrum. From the number of PCR cycles 

and hence amplification time it was assumed that the PCR had reached its exponential 

plateau (the point at which all primers have been consumed) and therefore each M13-R-For 

has eight copies of the 1 kbp ampR amplimer attached. Each amplimer is approximately 0.33 

µm in length (based on a 3.3 Å distance between base pairs), which compared with the M13 

particle (0.88 µm), is still relatively short. The question remained as to whether the 

accumulation of hydrodynamic drag enforced by each amplimer was enough to cause a 

change in the LD.  
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The experiments included a number of important controls to ensure that any observed LD 

changes were the result of amplification and not due to false positives. A PCR carried out in 

the presence of ampR template with no PCR cycles, where it would be expected that 

amplification would not take place, is shown in Figure 6.20 (dashed black line) and displays 

the characteristic M13 transitions. For clarity, the LD spectrum (dashed green line) of a 

standard PCR reaction (Lane 2, Figure 6.19) following 35 PCR cycles was also probed, 

which displayed a negligible LD signal. This is important because it has previously been 

shown that DNA duplexes, albeit at much higher concentrations produce a measurable LD 

signal.58 It was important to verify this to ensure that the LD spectrum observed for M13-R-

For conjugates were a result of M13 alignment and not the amplimers themselves. The 

information provided by these controls allows for the unambiguous determination of the 

amplimer effects on M13 alignment.  

A PCR reaction using M13-R-For in the absence of the ampR produces a characteristic 

LD spectrum of M13 (positive bands at 205, 225 and 280 nm, negative band at 254 nm). As 

expected, in the absence of appended amplimers, the M13-R-For conjugate remains able to 

align in its normal manner. However, following a successful amplification in the presence of 

the template, the appended amplimers are able to disrupt the alignment of the fibrous M13 

particle beyond the maximum change that might be expected (i.e. LD becomes zero), instead 

producing a negative signal. The shape of this signal appears to be that of an inverted M13 

spectrum, the usually positive bands now being negative and negative viral DNA transition 

approaching the positive. Therefore, instead of disrupting the alignment, it is possible that the 

amplimers are able to distort/change the orientation axis of the virus particle and hence lead 

to signal inversion.  
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Figure 6.20 - a,b) LD spectra of the products of PCR reactions (86ºC denaturing temperature) in the absence and 

presence of target pathogenic DNA. c) bar chart depicting the LD signals at 225 nm for M13-R-For in the 

presence and absence of pathogenic DNA following 35 PCR cycles. A) M13-R-For, no cycles, B) R-For, 35 

cycles, C) M13-R-For, 35 PCR cycles in the absence of ampR, D) M13-R-For, 35 PCR cycles in the presence of 

ampR. 

 

The question as to why an inversion, rather than a signal reduction is observed, where 

the latter is usually observed as a result of disruption in alignment, can be addressed by 

considering the origins of LD signals. Clack et al39 found that the LD signals are produced by 

the long axis alpha-helical nature of the major pVIII protein that constitutes the viral coating. 

The orientation of this protein with respect to the major orientation axis of the protein is ca. 

20°. The sign and intensity of the signals produced by electronic transitions is dependent on 

the angle of that transition with respect to the alignment axis by a Cos2 function. This means 

that, if the transition is aligned 54.7° from that axis, it will exhibit no LD signal, even if the 
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particle itself is aligned perfectly, a magic angle as such. However, if this angle is less than 

this so-called magic angle, the signal becomes positive, as observed in Figure 6.20. The 

pVIII protein starts with an angle of 20° in M13-R-For prior to amplification, which means a 

small misalignment of the particle of 34.7° would be required before the signal begins to 

invert, as demonstrated in Figure 6.21. Previously ‘hairy’ flagellates, which have long 

elongated bodies, have been shown to have dramatically different hydrodynamic properties 

to that of smooth exterior flagellates.59,60 The hairs seemingly cause an inversion of the axial 

drag and hence alignment which alters the flow direction. The same concept can be used to 

explain the behaviour seen with the post-PCR products. M13 particles in shear flow align 

along two main axes (azimuthal and axial), the biased distribution towards particles pointing 

in the azimuthal direction causes the positive LD signals seen (Figure 9 a,b).40 However, 

when the 0.33 µm amplimers are constructed on the surface of M13, particles aligned in the 

direction of flow (Figure 9 c) are disrupted as a result of increased drag. Those aligned 

axially (Figure 9 d) are stabilised which in turn causes a bias and hence deviation of the main 

electronic transitions enough to invert the signal. 

 

Figure 6.21 - Diagrammatic representation of M13 behaviour in Couette shear flow following PCR where a) and b) 

represent M13 in the absence and c) and d) in presence of ampR template. The diagram shows the principle 

axes of alignment. Figure constructed by Dr. David Smith.1 
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6.3 Conclusions 
It has been shown for the first time that an M13 nanoscaffold can be assembled with DNA 

primers and can participate in an unprecedented example of nanoPCR on a virus surface. 

Additionally the presence of the amplimers, and hence confirmation of the presence of a 

pathogen template is detected by changes in the shear flow alignment of the M13-DNA 

scaffold, which results in an inversion of the LD signal. The detection of these amplimers is 

achieved within 1 minute of a PCR. It is hoped that the inversion property will allow for the 

extension of the dynamic range of such an assay, and perhaps opens possibilities for use in 

collaboration with quantitative (qPCR) and real-time (RT-PCR) techniques.  

Beneficial to the ease of use of any such assay is the ability to indiscriminately deduce its 

success, and rule out potential false positives. Signal OFF sensors, as exemplified by the 

immuno-M13 assay previously reported,41 are limited in this regard as signal reductions 

could be caused by potential degradation or contamination, resulting in misinterpretation of 

assay results. With our system producing an inverted signal as a result of the PCR, it has 

potential to be well suited for avoiding the need for complex control experiments, meaning 

that a non-trained person in the field could easily assess it. Not only does this show potential 

for enhanced sensitivity, but also it increases the dynamic range capabilities of such assays. 

This study has broadened our understanding of the behaviour of M13 in shear flow and 

its ability to produce an LD signal. Importantly the development of M13 as a fibrous, alignable 

bio-scaffold in biosensing alongside LD shows great promise for the development of 

simultaneous multi-modal assays that could be used to detect a specific pathogen, i.e. 

detecting antigen, DNA and metabolites of a pathogen at the same time using the same 

instrumentation. 
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6.4 Future Work 
The development of M13 scaffolds for biosensing using LD has opened up many possibilities 

for the creation of a whole host of new biosensors that could be appended to M13. The 

simplicity of the LD technique and the ability to miniaturise the spectroscopic instrumentation 

make it important to continue the focus on its use. Future work should include the following; 

• In relation to this project and PCR; 

o Optimisation and enhancement of DNA conjugation to M13. Is it possible 

to directly control the amount of DNA appended to M13 for other 

applications? 

o A more in depth study of the benefits of M13 based nanoPCR over 

standard PCR reagents and other nanoPCR techniques. Does it improve 

efficiency, selectivity and specificity? 

o Further investigation into the robustness of M13-R-For for applications in 

LD based sensing of pathogenic DNA. 

! Effects of contamination 

! Effect of varying concentration. i.e. in hot climates 

o Study of the detection limits (in terms of template concentration) and the 

dynamic range of the assay itself. 

o Probing the use of templated PCR to create designed, highly ordered 

nanoassemblies based on M13 for the creation of new biomaterials.  

o Miniaturisation of this assay into hand-held PCR-LD devices that could be 

used in the field, clinic or at home.  

• Ideas for the future; 

o Pre-organised complementary M13-DNA conjugates that aggregate but 

upon binding target DNA, dissociate and produce an LD signal, a signal 

ON sensor. 
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o M13-DNA conjugates based around aptamers for sensing of small 

molecules i.e. pathogen metabolites.  
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7.1 Synthesis 

7.1.1 Synthesis of  Ferrocene Phosphoramidites 

The synthesis of non-commercially available phosphoramidites discussed within this thesis 

was carried out by the Dr. Huy. Van Nguyen, Jonathan Kedge (FcNA –Chapters 3 and 4) 

The full procedures for the synthesis of these compounds are detailed in the published 

results described in the relevant chapters. 

7.1.2 Synthesis of Macrocyclic Phosphoramidites 

The synthesis of all macrocyclic phosphoramidites was carried out by Dr. Jarsoław Kowalski 

(Institute of Organic Chemistry, Polish Academy of Science). The full synthetic experimental 

details are included below as carried out and written by Dr. Kowalksi. 

Synthesis of  6-carbo[2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)]butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) (2Ni) 

 

21.2 g (0.16 mol) of trimethylolpropane (1,1,1-tris(hydroxymethyl)propane) was heated 

(90 °C) in a round-bottomed flask until all of the alcohol had melted. Then 0.730 g (2 mmol) 

of 1Ni and ca 0.5 g of sodium were added while stirring. The mixture was stirred at 90 °C for 

24 h and monitored by TLC (silica gel, 4 % of MeOH in DCM). After the full transesterification 

was complete, the heating bath temperature was reduced to 80 °C and another 0.5 g of 

sodium, followed by 5 mL of methanol, were added. The reaction was followed carefully by 

TLC. When the spot of monotransesterified product (2Ni) on the TLC had reached its 

maximum intensity the reaction was cooled down to r.t. and, after making sure all of the 

sodium was dissolved, 75 mL of water was added. The mixture was then poured into a flask 

containing 250 mL of ice-water and left for several hours. The precipitate was filtered off and 
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washed with water. After drying off in vacuo the solid was dissolved in DCM and loaded onto 

a silica gel 60 column. DCM containing 3% methanol was used as an eluent and the product 

was collected as the second orange band. The fractions were evaporated to dryness and the 

product was recrystallised from DCM in a freezer. Filtering off and drying in vacuo afforded 

2Ni as orange crystalline solid with a yield of 0.350 g (0.741 mmol, 37 %). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 

200 MHz, ppm): 0.89 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 3H, –CH3), 1.22 (q, 2H, J = 7.5 –CH2– α to –CH3), 2.53 

(br s, 2H, –OH assoc. with H2O), 3.39 (br m, 8H, NCH2CH2N), 3.54 (m, 4H,  –CH2– α to –OH), 

3.73 (s, 3H, –OCH3), 4.34 (s, 2H, –CH2OCO–), 7.81 (s, 4H, –CH=N); 13C NMR (CDCl3, 50 

MHz, ppm): 7.9 (–CH3), 23.3 (–CH2– α to –CH3), 43.5 (4° C β to –OH), 51.2 (–OCH3), 59.1 

and 59.3 (NCH2CH2N), 63.4 ( –CH2– α to –OCO–), 66.5 (–CH2–OH), 97.4 (ring meso –C=), 

155.4 (br, ring –C=N), 167.5 and 168.0 (C=O); MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 466.1 

([C19H28N4O6Ni]+); IR (nujol, cm-1): 3379 m, 1671 s, 1646 s, 1595 s, 1539 s, 1275 s, 1121 s, 

762 s; Elemental analysis calcd for C19H28N4O6Ni (467.1): C 48.85, H 6.04, N 11.99; found: C 

48.90, H 6.02, N 11.82. 

 

Synthesis of 6-carbo[2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)]butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca- 

4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) (2Cu) 

The product was synthesised according to the method described above, using 0.740 g  

(2 mmol) of the copper(II) ester 1Cu. The product was isolated as red crystals with a yield of 

0.402 g (0.85 mmol, 35 %). Recrystallisation from dichloromethane upon slow evaporation of 

the solvent afforded red crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray structural measurements. 

MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 471.1 ([C19H28N4O6Cu]+); IR (nujol, cm-1): 3379 m; 2725 m; 1674 s; 

1649 s; 1594 s; 1547 s; 1265 s; 1121 s; 764 s; Elemental analysis calcd for C19H28N4O6Cu 

(472.0): C 48.35, H 5.98, N 11.87; found: C 48.38, H 5.88, N 11.74. 
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Synthesis of  6-carbo[2-(hydroxymethyl)-2-(4,4'-

dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)methyl]butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) (3Nia/b) 

 

 

 

 

0.310 g (0.66 mmol) of 2Ni was dissolved in 2.5 mL of dry pyridine. Subsequently, a 

solution of 0.119 g (0.35 mmol) of 4,4'-dimethoxytrityl chloride (DMTrCl) in 1.5 mL of dry 

pyridine was added dropwise (syringe pump, 2 mL/h) with stirring. After 0.5 h the addition 

was complete, the solvent was evaporated and 2 mL of toluene was added. Again, the 

solvent was evaporated and the process was repeated several times in order to remove 

pyridine. The solid was dissolved in a small amount of DCM, loaded onto a silica gel column, 

and eluted with 1:1 ethyl acetate / hexane solution with 0.25 % of Et3N. The major coloured 

(orange) fraction was collected and evaporated to dryness. The remaining amine was then 

removed under vacuum, which gave 0.360 g (0.47 mmol, 70 %) of 3Nia/b as an orange foam. 
1H NMR (CD3CN, 400 MHz, ppm): 0.68 (d, 3H, –CCH3), 1.41 (m, 2H, –CH2–Me), 2.95 (m, 2H, 

–CH2–O–DMTr), 3.34 (s, 8H, NCH2CH2N), 3.39 (m, 2H, –CH2– α to –OH), 3.64 (s, 3H, –

OCOCH3), 3.78 (s, 6H, CH3–O–Ph), 4.07 (m, 2H, –CH2–OCO–), 6.82 (m, 4H, phenylene, o 

rel. to –OMe), 7.21 (m, 1H, phenyl, p), 7.26 (m, 2H, phenyl, m), 7.27 (m, 4H, phenylene, m 

rel. to –OMe), 7.41 (m, 2H, phenyl, o),  7.63 (s, 2H, –CH=N), 7.78 (s, 2H, –CH=N); MS (FD, 

CH2Cl2, m/z): 768.2 ([C40H46N4O8Ni]+); Elemental analysis calcd for C40H46N4O8Ni (769.5): C 

62.43, H 6.03, N 7.28; found: C 62.52, H 5.97, N 7.19. 
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Synthesis of 6-carbo[2-(hydroxymethyl)-2-(4,4'-

dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)methyl]butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) (3Cua/b) 

The product was synthesised following the above procedure. 0.312 g (0.66 mmol) of 2Cu 

was used as a substrate, and the product (pale red foam) was obtained with a yield of 78 % 

(0.399 g, 0.52 mmol). MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 773.3 ([C40H46N4O8Cu]+); Elemental analysis 

calcd for C40H46N4O8Cu (774.4): C 62.04, H 5.99, N 7.24; found: C 62.09, H 5.92, N 7.14. 

 Synthesis of 6-carbo[2-(O-(2-cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidyl)methyl)-2-(4,4'-

dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)methyl]-butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)- κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) (Nia/b) 

0.200 g (0.26 mmol) of 3Nia/b was dissolved in 5 mL of dry dichloromethane. Whilst 

stirring under argon atmosphere, 0.21 mL of N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) and, 

subsequently, 0.07 mL (0.312 mmol) of 2-cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite, 

were added. The stirring was continued at room temperature for 3 h and 10 mL of ethyl 

acetate was added. The solution was washed twice with saturated aqueous NaHCO3 

solution and once with saturated NaCl(aq.). The organic layer was dried with Na2SO4 and 

filtered.  The solvents were evaporated and the crude product was dissolved in 1:1 mixture of 

ethyl acetate and hexane (20 mL). The resulting solution was applied onto a silica gel 60 

column and eluted with 2:1 ethyl acetate / hexane with an addition of 0.25 mL of Et3N per 
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each 100 mL of the eluent. The orange fraction was collected and subsequently evaporated 

to give a pale orange foam. The solid was additionally dried in vacuo to obtain 0.230 g (0.24 

mmol, 91 %) of Nia/b. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 400 MHz, ppm): 0.74 (d, 3H, –CCH3), 1.16 (m, 12H, 

–CH(CH3)2), 1.49 (m, 2H, –CH2–Me), 2.66 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H, –CH2CN), 3.04 (m, 2H, –CH2–

O–DMTr), 3.36 (s, 8H, NCH2CH2N), 3.55 (m, 2H, –CHN(Me)2), 3.68 (m, 2H, –OCH2CH2CN), 

3.69 (s, 3H, CH3OCO–), 3.81 (s, 6H, CH3OPh), 3.85 (m, 2H, –CCH2OP), 4.12 (m, 2H, –

CH2OCO–), 6.80 (m, 4H, phenylene, o), 7.22 (m, 1H, phenyl, p), 7.26 (m, 2H, phenyl, m), 

7,31 (m, 4H, phenylene, m), 7,43 (m, 2H, phenyl, o), 7,66 (s, 2H, –CH=N), 7,82 (s, 2H, –

CH≡N); 31P NMR (CD3CN, 121.5 MHz, ppm): 146.8 and 147.0 (two diastereomeric pairs of 

enantiomers); MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 968.4 ([C49H63N6O9PNi]+). 

 

Synthesis of  6-carbo[2-(O-(2-cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidyl)methyl)-2-(4,4'-

dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)methyl]-butoxy-13-carbomethoxy-1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)- κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) (Cua/b) 

The synthesis of Cua/b was carried out according to the procedure described for 

analogous nickel(II) complexes (Nia/b) shown above. 0.240 g (0.310 mmol) of 3Cua/b, 0.250 

mL of DIPEA and 0.083 mL (0.372 mmol) 2-cyanoethyl-N,N-

diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite were used. The product (Cua/b) was obtained as pale red 

foam. The yield was 0.232 g (0.238 mmol, 77 %). MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 973.4 

([C49H63N6O9PCu]+). 
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Synthesis of  6,13-bis[carbo(3-hydroxypropoxy)]-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-

4,6,11,3-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) (2NiL) 

The synthesis of 2NiL was carried out according to our previously reported procedure1,2 

with the following modifications. The amount of sodium was increased 5 times (ca 10 equiv. 

with respect to the substrate). Moreover, the reaction was carried out for 48 h with the 

temperature lowered to 80 °C. The modifications allowed for increasing the yield to 92 %. 

The structure of the product was confirmed using NMR, ESI MS and elemental analysis. All 

the analytical results were found to be identical to those already published. 

 Synthesis of 6,13-bis[carbo(3-hydroxypropoxy)]-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-

4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)- κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) (2CuL) 

2CuL was synthesised following already published procedures1,2 with modifications as 

described above (for 2NiL). The yield increased to 96 % and all the analyses (ESI MS and 

elemental analysis) were identical to those found in literature. Recrystallisation from 

dichloromethane at 5 °C gave red crystals of a quality sufficient for singe crystal X-ray data 

collection. 
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 Synthesis of 6-carbo[3-(4,4'-dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)propoxy]-13-carbo(3-

hydroxypropoxy)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)- κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) 

(3NiL) 

3NiL was obtained following the same procedure as described for 3Nia/b, with larger 

excess of DMTrCl (1.5 eq.). The first fraction from a silica gel column was the ditritylated by-

product (yield 28 %). 3NiL was collected as the second fraction, and isolated as a pale 

orange foam with 52 % yield.  1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 400 MHz, ppm): 1.89 (quint, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H. 

–CH2– β to –OH), 1.95 (quint, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H, –CH2– β to –ODMTr), 3.17 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, –

CH2– α to –ODMTr), 3.35 (m, 8H, NCH2CH2N),  3.70 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, –CH2– α to –OH), 

4.27 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H, –CH2 γ to –ODMtr), 4.33 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, –CH2 γ to –OH), 6.82 (m, 

4H, phenylene, o rel. to –OMe), 7.22 (m, 1H, phenyl, p), 7.27 (m, 2H, phenyl, m), 7.30 (m, 4H, 

phenylene, m rel. to –OMe), 7.41 (m, 2H, phenyl, o),  7.71 (s, 2H, –CH=N), 7.82 (s, 2H, –

CH=N); MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 754.2 ([C39H44N4O8Ni]+); Elemental analysis calcd for 

C39H44N4O8Ni (755.5): C 62.00, H 5.87, N 7.77; found: C 61.89, H 5.95, N 7.70. 

Synthesis of 6-carbo[3-(4,4'-dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)propoxy]-13-carbo(3-

hydroxypropoxy)-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)- κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) 

(3CuL) 
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The product was prepared analogously to that described above for 3NiL.The yield of two 

DMTr-functionalised side product was 53 %. 3CuL was isolated as pale red foam with the 

yield of 46 %. MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 759.2 ([C39H44N4O8Cu]+); Elemental analysis calcd for 

C39H44N4O8Cu (760.3): C 61.61, H 5.83, N 7.37; found: 61.63, H 5.78, N 7.31. 

 

Synthesis of 6-carbo[3-(4,4'-dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)propoxy]-13-carbo[(2-

cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidyloxy)propoxy]-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca-

4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11nickel(II) (NiL) 

The phosphitylation of 3NiL was carried out in exactly the same way as for the obtaining 

of Nia/b. The product (NiL, as orange foam) yield was 85 %. 1H NMR (CD2Cl2, 400 MHz, 

ppm): 1.19 (m, 12H, –CH(CH3)2), 1.94 (quint, 2H, J = 6.2 Hz, –CH2– β to –ODMTr), 1.97 

(quint, 2H, J = 6.3 Hz, –CH2– β to –OP), 2.64 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H, –CH2CN), 3.17 (m, J = 6.0 

Hz, 2H, –CH2–ODMTr), 3.35 (m, 8H, NCH2CH2N), 3.62 (m, 2H, –CHN(Me)2), 3.76 (m, 2H, –

CH2– α to –OP), 3.85 (m, 2H, –OCH2CH2CN), 4.22 (m, 2H, –CH2–OCO– γ to –OP), 4.33 (t, J 

= 6.3 Hz, 2H, –CH2–OCO– γ to –ODMTr), 6.83 (m, 4H, phenylene, o rel. to –OMe), 7.22 (m, 

1H, phenyl, p), 7.28 (m, 2H, phenyl, m), 7.32 (m, 4H, phenylene, m rel. to –OMe), 7.44 (m, 

2H, phenyl, o),  7.70 (s, 2H, –CH=N), 7.82 (s, 2H, –CH=N); 31P NMR (CD3CN, 121.5 MHz, 

ppm): 147.0; MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 954.4 ([C48H61N6O9PNi]+). 
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 Synthesis of 6-carbo[3-(4,4'-dimethoxytriphenylmethoxy)propoxy]-13-carbo[(2-

cyanoethyl-N,N-diisopropylphosphoramidyloxy)propoxy]-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradeca 

4,6,11,13-tetraenato(2-)-κ4N1,4,8,11copper(II) (CuL) 

The product (CuL) was obtained following the same procedure as Cua/b, with the yield 

(red foam) of 80 %. MS (FD, CH2Cl2, m/z): 959.3 ([C48H61N6O9PCu] 

 

7.2 Ferrocene Nucleic Acids and Macrocycles 

7.2.1 Materials and Methods 

All materials and reagents were purchased from either Sigma Aldrich (Gillingham, UK) or 

Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, UK) unless otherwise stated and used as provided without 

further purification. All DNA reagents were purchased from Link Technologies (Bellshill, UK) 

unless otherwise stated and used without further purification.  

7.2.2 Automated Oligonucleotide Synthesis 

All oligonucleotides were synthesised on an Applied Biosystems ABI 394 DNA/RNA 

synthesiser using standard phosphoramidite chemistry unless otherwise stated. Dry DNA 

synthesis grade dichloromethane and trichloroacetic acid in dichloromethane were obtained 

from Life Technologies (Paisley, UK). DNA grade dry acetonitrile was purchased from 

Rathburn Chemicals Ltd (Scotland, UK). Syntheses were generally carried out on a 1.0 µM 

scale. 0.5 M ETT in acetonitrile was used throughout as the activator and 0.02 M iodine in 

water solution was used for oxidation. Capping reagents were as follows; 10% acetic 
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anhydride in THF and 10% methylimidazole in THF for standard DNA synthesis. For ULTRA-

mild synthesis a THF/pyridine/pac-anhydride (85:10:5) mixture was used in place of acetic 

anhydride. All phosphoramadites were dissolved to a concentration of 0.1 M in DNA 

synthesis grade anhydrous acetonitrile immediately before use. Coupling of standard 

phosphoramadites was for 25 s. Oligonucleotides were cleaved from the CPG solid supports 

by treatment with a 30% ammonia hydroxide solution for 90 minutes. Final deprotection of 

nucleobases was carried out by heating the oligonucleotides for 6 hours at 55 oC in the same 

ammonia hydroxide solution.  

Modifications were made by the phosphoramadite method. This required the monomer to 

be pre-functionalized with a phosphoramadite group via an alcoholic functionality. For use on 

the DNA synthesiser, all synthesized phosphoramadites were dissolved in dry acetonitrile 

(100 mg ml-1) and filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE syringe filter (13 mm diameter, Whatman). 

The solvent was then removed under reduced pressure. The residues were then redissolved 

in anhydrous DCM and dispensed into pre-weighed vials fitted with rubber septa. These were 

dried over KOH under high vacuum overnight. The vials were then filled with argon and 

stored in a -20 oC freezer until use.  

Unless otherwise stated, the coupling time was extended to that recommended by the 

manufacturer, or 10 mins in the case of phosphoramadites made by Tucker group, unless 

otherwise stated. Cleavage and deprotection conditions were followed according to 

manufacturer’s instructions for purchased modifiers. For synthesised phosphoramadites, 

standard deprotection times were used throughout unless otherwise described.  

7.2.3 Purification 

Synthesised oligonucleotides were purified using Reversed-Phased High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (RP-HPLC). A Dionex system with Summit P580 pump and Summit UVD 

170s UV/VIS Multi-Channel Detector with prep flow cell fitted with a C18 column 
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(Phenomenex Clarity Oligo-RP columns, 150 mm x 10.0 mm 5 micron) were used 

throughout. Oligonucleotides were eluted with 0.1 M TEAA, pH 7.0 and acetonitrile gradients. 

Four different solvent systems were used throughout and were as follows; Buffer A - 5% 

acetonitrile in 0.1 M TEAA buffer pH 7.0; Buffer B – 15% acetonitrile in 0.1 M TEAA buffer 

pH 7.0; C - Acetonitrile; Buffer D – 0.1 M TEAA buffer pH 7.0. The elution was monitored 

using wavelengths of 260 and 210 nm. Major fractions were collected, dried down using a 

rotary evaporator and desalted using NAP-10 G25 Sephadex desalting columns (GE 

Healthcare). Purified oligonucleotides were subsequently characterized and their purity 

checked by analytical RP-HPLC using a Shimadzu Analytical HPLC system with a 

Phenomenex Clarity Oligo-RP analytical column (150 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 micron. The gradient 

system used for each oligonucleotide are detailed in appendix 1 and the systems are as 

follows: 

- ThiolFerro: A two solvent system using Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the 

following time frame; 

o 5-20% MeCN: 35 minutes, 100% MeCN: 7 minutes, 5% MeCN: 8 minutes. 

Solvent rate: 3 ml per minute.  

- Oligo 60: A three solvent system using Buffer A, Buffer D and MeCN gradients was 

used in the following time frames; 

o 30-50% Buffer B: 25 minutes, 50-100% Buffer B: 7 minutes, 100-0% Buffer B: 

13 minutes, 0% Buffer B: 10 minutes, 30% Buffer B, 5 minutes 

o 0% MeCN: 35 minutes, 0-100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 

0% MeCN: 5 minutes 
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7.2.4 Mass Spectrometry 

7.2.4.1&Oligonucleotide&Characterisation&

Mass spectra of purified oligonucleotides was carried out on either a Waters LCT MicroMass 

Electrospray Ionisation (ESI) Mass Spectrometer fitted with a time-of–flight (TOF) mass 

analyser or a Waters Synapt G2-S1 mass spectrometer fitted with an ESI ionisation source 

and a TOF mass analyser. Samples of 30 µL of ca. 100 µM concentration were first diluted to 

500 µL using 50/50 mixture of methanol and water containing 1% TEA. Raw data was 

analysed and deconvoluted using Waters MaxEnt software. Predicted masses were obtained 

using OligoCalc an online web tool for predicting spectroscopic and mass properties of 

oligonucleotides.3  

Details of the predicted and observed masses for all the oligonucleotides discussed 

within this thesis are included in the appendices. 

7.2.4.2&Mercury&Binding&

50 µM of unmodified (sequence) or modified (sequence) and 50 µM of target strands 

(sequence descriptor) was dissolved in 50 µL of 50 mM NH4OAc. To which a 1.2 equivalent 

excess of Hg(ClO4)2 was added. The solution was mixed thoroughly, heated to 85 °C for 5 

minutes and slowly annealed overnight to room temperature. The samples were then diluted 

in MeOH/water (50:50) before direct infusion into the Synapt G2-S1 mass spectrometer and 

ionisation by electrospray with a capillary voltage of 2.58 keV a sampling cone voltage of 30 

keV, source temperature of 100 oC and desolvation temperature of 250 °C.  

7.3 Optical Spectroscopy 

7.3.1 UV-vis Spectroscopy  

DNA, RNA and PNA concentrations were determined using a Shimadzu 1800 UV-Vis 

spectrophotomer. DNA molar extinction coefficients were calculated using the molar 

absorption coefficients for DNA predicted by the nearest neighbour calculation.4,5 For RNA 
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and PNA the extinction coefficients in Table 7.1 were used. For PNA concentration 

determinations the sample was heated to 65 °C and UV measured to remove any secondary 

structure or association between strands. Macrocycle incorporations were attributed to 

having molar exctinction coefficients of 8,294 cm-1 and 10,700 cm-1 for the copper and nickel 

moieites respectively.6 The ferrocene part of FcNA incorporations was considered to have an 

extinction coefficient of 3,500 cm-1.7 

Table 7.1 - Molar exctinction coeffcients of residues used to calculate oligonucleotide concentrations. 

 

 

 

 

7.3.2 Thermal Melting Experiments 

All DNA thermal melts were measured on a Cary 5000 (Agilent Technologies Ltd, Cheshire, 

UK) UV/vis spectrophotometer fitted with a peltier temperature controller (temperature error 

is ± 0.2 °C). The temperature was ramped between 15 °C and 85 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C per 

minute and the absorbance changes measured at 260 nm unless otherwise stated. 

Each)experiment consisted of a minimum of two dissociations and one annealing ramp. The 

Tm was calculated from the average first derivative of the dissociation curves. For all samples 

the temperature observed is the sum of a minimum of 3 experimental repeats. Samples were 

prepared as 0.5 ml solutions as follows; 5 µM of each oligonucleotide strand, 100 mM 

NaClO4 (FcNA) or 100 mM NaCl (Macrocycles) and 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0. 

For clarity and for purposes of experimental accuracy thermal melting temperatures are 

described to the nearest 0.5 oC (the error associated with the scan rate). In all cases the 

experimental error (standard error of the mean) is also reported in parenthesis.  

 Molar Extinction Coefficients @ 260 nm / 
mol-1 cm-1 

Residue RNA3 PNA8 
Adenine 15400 13700 
Guanine 13700 11700 
Cytosine 9000 6600 
Thymine n/a 8600 
Uridine 10000 n/a 
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Thermodynamic parameters, enthalpy change (ΔH0), entropy change (ΔS0) and Gibb’s 

free energy (ΔG0) calculated from thermal meltings curves were obtained using the 

hyperchromicity/van’t Hoff method which has been previously described.9,10  

7.3.3 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy  

Experiments were carried out on a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter (Tokyo, Japan). 

Measurements were made with a response time of 1.0 s, data interval of 0.2 nm, data pitch 

of 0.2 nm, bandwidth of 2 nm and a scanning speed of 200 nm/min with a total of 5 

accumulations. Each data set was corrected for the baseline and noise. Samples were made 

up as follows 5 µM of each strand, 100 mM NaClO4/NaCl, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

pH 7.0 and were annealed at 85 °C and slowly cooled at room temperature before 

measurements. 

7.3.4 Mercury binding 

Hg(ClO4)2 was used throughout for all binding experiments studying the effects of thymine-

Hg-thymine base pairing. BaClO4, PbClO4, ZnNO3, CdClO4, CuSO4, CaClO4, MgSO4 and 

Fe(ClO4)2 were used as control metals. All metal solutions were made up fresh in ultra-pure 

water and used within a week to avoid changes in stock concentrations. Solutions were 

stored in ultra-clean glassware cleaned by soaking in basic piranha solution (CAUTION) for 2 

hours before rinsing with copious amounts of ultra-pure water. Extra care should be taken 

when handling Cd, Pb and Hg salts. 

7.4 Electrochemistry 

7.4.1 Materials 

Electrodes and diamond slurries (10 µm , 3 µm and 1 µm) were purchased from 

BioAnalytical Systems Inc. (BASi) (West Lafeyette, USA) Alumina powders (1 µm, 0.3 µm 

and 0.05 µm) were purchased from Buehler (Coventry, UK). Water purified with a Millipore 

Elix-Gradient A10 system (resistivity > 18 µΩ cm toc ≤ 5 ppb, Millipore, France) was used 
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throughout all experiments and cleaning procedures. All electrochemical measurements 

were carried out with a BASi EC epsilon potentiostat using a BASi C3 cell stand.  

7.4.2 Cleaning and Preparation 

Before use, all glassware was cleaned with an acidic piranha solution (CAUTION: piranha 

solution is an extremely strong oxidizing agent and should never be used alone) for 10 

minutes, then rinsed with copious amounts of ultra-pure water and soaked again overnight in 

ultra-pure water. Cleaning with piranha is essential to the reproducibility of these 

experiments. The following day the glassware was then thoroughly rinsed again with ultra-

pure water and placed in a clean oven to dry before use.  

Platinum wire counter electrodes were cleaned before use using a Bunsen flame 

followed by rinsing with copious amounts of ultra-pure water. Ag/AgCl reference electrodes 

were stored between experiments in a 3 M KCl solution and rinsed thoroughly before use. 

Working electrodes were initially polished with three grades of diamond slurry (10 µm, 3 µm 

and 1 µm) on a polishing pad (BASInc, USA) for 5 minutes by moving in a figure of eight 

fashion, followed by polishing using three grades of alumina slurry on microcloth polishing 

pads (Buehler, UK) for 5 minutes each. Between each grade the electrode was rinsed 

thoroughly with a stream of ethanol (diamond) or ultra-pure water (alumina). The polished 

electrodes were then sonicated in ultra-pure water for 10 minutes to remove residual 

particles. Following sonication, the electrodes were again rinsed thoroughly with ultra-pure 

water before electrochemical cleaning using a traditional 3-electrode set up (including a 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum counter electrode) and the appropriate procedure 

as described below; 

For cleaning gold working electrodes;  

Potential cycles using cyclic voltammetry were carried out in a deoxygenated 0.5 M 

NaOH solution between -0.35 mV and -1.35 mV at a scan rate of 1000 mV s-1 until the 
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voltammograms were consistent (ca. 400 scans). The electrodes were then rinsed with ultra-

pure water and cycled in 0.05 M H2SO4 solution between -0.35 V and 1.6 V with a scan rate 

of 100 mV s-1 until the voltammograms remained the same (ca. 16 scans). The surface 

roughness and hence geometric area were from integration of the gold oxide reduction peak 

measured from a CV in 0.05 M H2SO4 at 100 mV s-1 between -0.35 V and 1.5 V and using a 

literature value of 482 µC cm-2 to evaluate active electrochemical area.11 The electrodes 

were then rinsed with ultra-pure water and dried under a stream of argon.  

For glassy carbon working electrodes; 

CVs were carried out in deoxygenated 0.05 M H2SO4 between 2 V and -2 V at 100 mV s-1 

until the voltammograms remained consistent (ca. 50 scans). The electrodes were then 

rinsed with ultra-pure water and dried under a stream of argon. 

Ferrocene&Nucleic&Acid&Conjugates&

Electrochemical measurements were carried out using a traditional 3-electrode set up 

utilising a polycrystalline gold working electrode (1.6 mm diameter), Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode and platinum wire counter electrode. The composition of samples was as follows: 

50 µM oligonucleotide, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4 in ultra-

pure water. Each sample was bubbled with argon for 30 minutes prior to measurements to 

remove oxygen. 

Scan rate dependencies of FcNA materials was measured using cyclic voltammetry and 

scanning between appropriate potentials at scan rates between 5 and 50 mV s-1. Upon 

addition of target sequences (titres up to 1.2 molar equivalents), 15 minutes of hybridization 

time was allowed after each addition to ensure the majority of target was bound. Square 

wave voltammetry (1 mV step, 25 mV amplitude and frequency of 8 Hz) was used to probe 

the sensing ability of FcNA systems.  
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Macrocycles&

Measurements were carried out using a traditional 3-electrode set up with a glassy carbon 

working electrode (3.0 mm diameter), Ag/AgCl reference electrode and platinum wire counter 

electrode. The samples composition was as follows: 50 µM oligonucleotide, 10 mM sodium 

Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl in ultra-pure water. Each sample was bubbled with 

argon for 30 minutes prior to measurements to remove oxygen. 

Scan rate dependences were monitored using cyclic voltammetry between 1 and 20 mV 

s-1 (the capacitance/background current observed increased dramatically at rates above 50 

mv s-1). Between target additions (titres up to 1.2 molar equivalents), 15 minute hybridization 

time was allowed before measurements.  

Data&Analysis&

All electrochemical data was analysed using OriginPro 9.1 (Massachussets, U.S.A). SWV 

voltammograms were background subtracted using the same software and the original data 

is shown in the appendices. 

7.5 Molecular Dynamics  
Molecular Dynamic simulations were carried out by Dr. Jean-Louis Duprey. In brief, models 

were undertaken using AMBER II modelling suite on the University of Birmingham Bluebear 

computer cluster. The structures were first energy minimised for (500 ps) and subsequently 

submitted for molecular dynamic optimisation for a period of no less than 5 ns using an 

explicit solvent system (the exact time is detailed for each model within the text). The pdb 

files from the generated models were then depicted using Chimera II graphical software.12 
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7.6 DNA Labelled Virus Particles 
This experimental section is taken from a recently published article in ACS Synthetic 

Biology.13 

7.6.1 Growth and Purification of Wild-type M13 – Carried out by Dr. Pacheco-Gomez  

Wild-type M13 bacteriophage (wtM13) was produced by inoculating E. coli Top 10 F’ using 

the method detailed previously.14 To purify the M13 bacteriophage the material recovered 

from the first round of purification was subjected to a further purification using caesium 

chloride gradient centrifugation. M13 bacteriophage was mixed with CsCl powder to give a 

final concentration of 0.4 mg/mL of CsCl. The samples were centrifuged for 24 hours at 

35,000 rpm in a 70.1 Ti rotor at 15 °C. This resulted in the formation of a diffuse band 

containing M13 bacteriophage. The band was extracted and the samples were dialysed in 50 

mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 8.0 with 3 changes of 1 L each.  

7.6.2 M13 Conjugation of SMCC. 

An initial mass of 2 mg (1.1 x 10-10 moles) of CsCl purified wtM13 bacteriophage was 

adjusted to a final volume of 1 ml by adding 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 in a 

micro-centrifuge tube. 1.056 mg (3.16 x 10-6 moles) of SMCC (Succinimidyl-4-(N-

maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate, Thermo Scientific Pierce) was dissolved in 10 

µL DMSO and added to the mixture to provide a 10:1 molar excess over the M13 

bacteriophage pVIII protein (it is assumed that there are 2700 pVIII proteins per M13 

particle). The sample was then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature, before being 

quenched with 0.23 mg (3.16 x 10-6 moles) of glycine for 30 minutes at room temperature. 

The maleimide-derivatised product was then separated from low molecular mass by-products 

using a PD-10 column (Sephadex G-25, GE Healthcare). The sample was eluted in 

conjugation buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, pH 7.0). 
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7.6.3 Oligonucleotide Synthesis, Purification and Characterisation.  
Synthesis of the rhodamine labeled forward primer (R-For) 5’-SSC6-(dT-carboxy tetramethyl-

rhodamine)-ATG AGT ATT CAA CAT TTC-3’, complementary sequence (F-Com) 5’-(6-

FAM)- GAA ATG TTG AAT ACT CAT-3’ and complete mismatch (F-Ran) 5’-(6-FAM)-TCA 

TCA GTC AGT CAG TCA-3’ was carried out on an Applied Biosystems 394 DNA/RNA 

synthesiser (Foster City, California). ULTRA-mild DNA synthesis conditions were used for 

the synthesis of fluorophore labeled oligonucleotides in which the use of Pac-dA-CE, Ac-dC-

CE and iPr-Pac-dG-CE phosphoramadites was required. Cleavage from CPG column was 

carried out using 0.05 M potassium carbonate solution at RT for 4 hours. Labeling of 

oligonucleotides with a 5’ disulfide (SSC6) was achieved via a commercially available C6 trityl 

protected disulfide phosphoramidite (Glen Research, Virginia, USA). Fluorophore labeling 

with carboxy tetramethyl-rhodamine(TAMRA)-dt and 6-Carboxyfluorescein(FAM) was 

achieved via commercially available phosphoramadites (Glen Research). Purification and 

characterisation was carried out as previously described.15 Disulfide labeled oligonucleotides 

were deprotected according to manufacturer’s instructions and subsequently desalted for a 

second time using a NAP-10 column. The disulfide labeled oligonucleotides were then 

reacted with 50 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to reduce the disulfide to a 

reactive thiol for 30 minutes prior to biocojugation. 

7.6.4 Bioconjugation.  
11.7 µL of 1 mM (1.17 x 10-8 moles) thiol labeled oligonucleotide in conjugation buffer (50 

mM potassium phosphate buffer, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, pH 7.0) was added to the 

SMCC labeled M13. The solution was mixed and left to react at RT for 1 hour before gentle 

stirring at 5 oC overnight. 14.6 µL of a 10 mg/ml (1.17 x 10-7 moles) solution of N-

ethylmaleimide (NEM) in conjugation buffer was then added to the mixture, stirred and left to 

react at RT for 15 minutes and finally purified by size exclusion chromatography. 
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7.6.5 Size Exclusion Chromatography.  

M13-oligonucleotide conjugates were purified using an ÄKTA Explorer 10 purification system 

(GE Healthcare), fitted with a Superdex 200 (120 mL column volume) HiLoad 16/60 

prepacked column. The column was equilibrated with 1 column volume of water and 1.2 

column volumes of buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate buffer and 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0) 

before sample injection. Three wavelengths were recorded simultaneously: λ1 = 269 nm, λ2 = 

280 nm and λ 3 = 556 nm. 2 mL fractions were collected using a Frac-950 fraction collector 

(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech).  

7.6.6 SDS PAGE  - Carried out by Haydn Little. 

Samples were run vertically on a 12% SDS Page denaturing gel. A 20 µL sample (0.8 mg/ml 

M13) in loading buffer (Tris, glycerol, β-mercaptoethanol) was first denatured at 95 oC for 15 

minutes before loading into the wells. The gel was run for 40 minutes at 200 V (400 mA) 

before staining with Coomassie Blue for 1 hour, and subsequently destained using a 3x 

solution of acetic acid in MeOH for 1 hour. The resulting gel was then visualised on a light 

box.  

7.6.7 Measurement of M13/DNA Concentration.  

Absorption spectra to determine bacteriophage concentrations for LD experiments using the 

method previously detailed, were carried out using a JASCO V550 UV-Vis spectrometer. 

Conjugation efficiencies were calculated using the observed rhodamine absorbance at 556 

nm (89,000 M-1 cm-1).3 

7.6.8 Measurement of LD Spectra – Carried out in collaboration with Nadja Steinke 

Measurements were performed on a Jasco J-715 Spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Japan) which 

has been modified to measure linear dichroism. The samples were placed into a micro-

Couette cell housed in the Jasco J-715. LD spectra were recorded at room temperature over 

a wavelength range from 350−190 nm at a scan speed of 100 nm/min, with a 0.2 nm data 

pitch, 2.0 nm band width and 1 sec response time. Couette flow was generated through a 
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rotation at 3000 rpm. For each experiment, a baseline (non-rotating capillary) was collected, 

subtracted from the rotating spectrum and the signal was subsequently zeroed at 350 nm.  

7.6.9 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) – Carried out in collaboration with Dr. 

Pacheco-Gomez 

All PCR reactions were carried out using a Biometra(R) T 3000 Thermocycler. 100 ng of 

pcDNA template was used in a final reaction volume of 50 µL. Reaction mixture included 

either the unconjugated R-For oligonucleotide or R-For conjugated to M13 bacteriophage 

and antisense oligonucleotide primers (2 pmol/µl); 200 µM dNTPs, 0.2 nmol/ul; GoTaq DNA 

polymerase (5 units) in 1x GoTaq Flexi Green buffer. 1.5 µL of ethylene glycol was added to 

allow for amplification at lower temperatures.16 DNA was amplified using the following 

conditions: 86.0 °C for 5 min (preheating); denaturing 86.0 °C, 1 min; annealing 50.0 °C, 

extension 72.0 °C, 1 min. Repeat from denaturation 35 times. Followed by a final extension 

72.0 °C for 5 minutes. Lid temperature was set at 86.0 °C. 

7.6.10 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis - Carried out in collaboration with Dr. Pacheco-

Gomez 

The PCR mixtures were run on a horizontal 1% (w/v) agarose gel using 2 x TAE buffer. 

Ethidium bromide was added to the gel before the gel had set to visualize the PCR 

product(s).10 µL of each sample was loaded onto the gel in 2 x TAE buffer. A 1 kb ladder 

DNA ladder was used as a reference. The gel was subsequently run at 80 V for 30 minutes, 

before being visualized on a light box.  
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8.1 Synthesised Oligonucleotides for FcNA work 
 

Appendix 8-1 - Synthesised DNA Oligonucleotides.  

S1 = 5'-TGGACTCXXCTCAATG-3' 

Code XX = Predicted Mass / 
Da 

Observed Mass / 
Da 

HPLC Method Retention time / 
min 

S1TT TT 4847 4847 Oligo60 32.46 
S1AA AA 4865 4865 Oligo60 24.99 
S1GG GG 4897 4898 ThiolFerro 17.70 
S1CC CC 4817 4818 ThiolFerro 17.78 
S1AbAb AbAb 4599 4599 Oligo60 25.74 
S1FcHHRR FcHHRR 4631 4631 Oligo60 30.09 

Code XX = Predicted Mass / 
Da 

Observed Mass / 
Da 

HPLC Method Retention time / 
min 

S1FcHHSS FcHHSS 4631 4631 Oligo69 30.15 
S1Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 
Also referred to as S1FcTTRR Fcn3c2TTRRpSpS 4936 4936 ThiolFerro 29.36 

S1Fcn2c3TTSSpRpR 
also  referred to as S1FcTTSS Fcn3c2TTSSpRpR 4936 4936 ThiolFerro 29.97 

S1Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS 4961 Oligo 993 ThiolFerro 18.08 
S1Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR 4961 Oligo 703 ThiolFerro 18.03 
S1Fcn3c2TTpRpR Fcn3c2TTpRpR 4905 Oligo 942 ThiolFerro 15.93 
S1Fcn3c2TTpSpS Fcn3c2TTpSpS 4905 Oligo 996 ThiolFerro 16.87 

S1Fcn2c2TTpRpR Fcn2c2TTpRpR 4879 4879 Oligo60 35.47 
S1FcCCRR FcCCRR 4955 4955 ThiolFerro 27.21 
S1FcAARR FcAARR 4954 4953 Oligo60 38.52 
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S1FcAASS FcAASS 4954 4953 Oligo60 39.09 
 

S2 = 5'-CATTGAGYYGAGTCCA-3' 
Code YY = Predicted Mass / 

Da 
Observed Mass / 

Da 
HPLC Method Retention time / 

min 
S2TT TT 4896 4897 Oligo60 31.35 
S2AA AA 4914 4916 Oligo60 22.85 
S2GG GG 4946 4946 Oligo60 28.05 
S2CC CC 4866 4866 ThiolFerro 18.57 
S2AG AG 4930 4930 Oligo60 26.79 

S2GA GA 4930 4930 Oligo60 27.31 
S2AbAb AbAb 9649 9649 Oligo60 29.13 
S2UUR (RNA) UU 5082 5083 ThiolFerro 15.09 
S2AAR (RNA) AA 5129 5129 ThiolFerro 15.45 
S2GGR (RNA) GG 5161 5129 ThiolFerro 10.29 
S2CCR (RNA) CC 5081 5080 ThiolFerro 10.35 
S2TTP (PNA)* TT 4496 4498 

Purified by Anjana Sen 
University of Copenhagen.** 

S2AAP (PNA)* AA 4514 4515 
S2GGP (PNA)* GG 4546 4547 
S2AGP (PNA)* AG 4530 4530 
S2FcTTRR FcTTRR 4985 4985 Oligo60 53.38 
S2FcTTSS FcTTSS 4985 4985 Oligo60 51.21 
S2FcAARR FcAARR 5002 5003 ThiolFerro 16.75 
S2FcAASS FcAASS 5002 5003 ThiolFerro 15.90 

      
**Synthesised by Dr. Anjana Sen – University of Copenhagen.  
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Included below are some example HPLC traces of the above described sequences.  

HPLC methods used the following gradients; 

- ThiolFerro: A two solvent system using Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frame; 

o 5-20% MeCN: 35 minutes, 100% MeCN: 7 minutes, 5% MeCN: 8 minutes. Solvent rate: 3 ml per minute.  

- Oligo60: A three solvent system using Buffer A, Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frames; 

o 30-50% Buffer B: 25 minutes, 50-100% Buffer B: 7 minutes, 100-0% Buffer B: 13 minutes, 0% Buffer B: 10 minutes, 30% 

Buffer B, 5 minutes 

o 0% MeCN: 35 minutes, 0-100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 0% MeCN: 5 minutes. 
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 Appendix 8-2 - HPLC traces of both stereoisomers of S1Fcn3c2HHXX and S1Fcn3c2TTXXpYpY.  
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Appendix 8-3 - HPLC traces of S1Fcn3c2CCRRpSpS and S2Fcn3c2AASSpRpR 
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8.2 Ferrocene Nucleic Acids: A DNA Mimic 
 

Appendix 8-4 - All of the Tm values obtained for FcNA-DNA conjugates with DNA target S2YY. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM 

NaClO4. 

 

 Tm / °C 
S1XX = S2TT S2AA S2GG S2CC S2AbAb S2AG Opposite Itself FcAASS FcAARR 

FcHHRR
$$ 36.5 37.5 36.5 36.0 35.5 36.5 42.0 - - 

FcHHSS 36.0 37.5 36.5 35.5 37.0 36.5 43.0 - - 
FcTTRR 40.5 43.0 41.0 - 38.5 42.0 44.5 46.5 46.0 
FcTTSS 39.5 41.0 39.5 - 37.0 39.5 45.5 49.5 46.0 
FcCCRR 37.5 39.5 48.0 - 37.0 45.5 - - 44.5 
FcAARR 44.5 42.0 42.5 43.0 - - - - 45.0 
FcAASS 47.0 41.0 41.5 38.5 39.5 - 45.5 45.5 45.0 
AbAb 34.0 37.0 37.0 - - 37.0 - - - 
TT 41.5 56.0 44.5 - 33.0 48.5 41.5 47.5 - 
CC 38.0 38.0 60.0 36.0 32.5 50.5 36.0   
AA 57.5 - 48.5 38.5 37.5 - - 42.0 - 
Fcn2HH 35.5 36.5 37.0 34.5 - - - - - 
Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS 40.5 41.5 40.5 - 45.0 41.0 - 48.0 - 
Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR 40.5 43.0 40.5 - 41.5 41.5 47.0 49.0 - 
Fcn3c2TTpRpR 40.5 41.5 41.0 - 41.5 41.5 43.0 47.0 - 
Fcn3c2TTpSpS 40.5 40.5 40.0 - 42.0 39.5 47.0 46.5 - 
Fcn2c2TTpRpR 41.0 42.0 40.5 - - - 45.5 - - 
*Highlighted values represent the fully complementary sequences. 
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Appendix 8-5 - All of the Tm values obtained for FcNA-DNA conjugates with RNA targets S2YY. 5 µM of 

each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

 Tm / °C* 
S2YYR 

S1XX = S2UUR S2AAR S2GGR S2CCR 
FcHHRR

$$ 35.0 39.0 36.0 34.5 
FcHHSS 35.0 39.5 36.0 34.5 
FcTTRR 40.0 47.5 43.0 - 
FcTTSS 41.5 47.5 42.5 - 
FcCCRR 39.5 42.5 49.5 - 
FcAARR 44.0 43.0 - 40.5 
FcAASS 50.3 43.0 - 43.0 
AbAb 33.5 40.0 38.0 - 
TT 44.5 59.0 52.5 39.5 
CC 39.0 45.0 69.5 43.5 
AA 55.0 42.5 46.0 42.5 

*Highlighted values represent the fully complementary sequences. 

Appendix 8-6 – All of the Tm values obtained for FcNA-DNA conjugates with PNA target S2YY. 5 µM of 

each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

 Tm / °C 
S2YYP 

S1XX = S2TTP S2AAP S2GGP S2AGP S2ATP 
FcHHRR

$$ 55.0 60.0 59.0 59.0 57.0 
FcHHSS - - - - - 
FcTTRR 61.0 68.5 62.0 64.5 65.0 
FcTTSS 59.0 67.5 62.0 65.0 66.0 
FcCCRR 57.0 61.5 71.0 64.0 59.0 
FcAARR 61.0 61.5 61.5 61.0 60.0 
FcAASS 69.5 59.0 59.0 - 67.5 
AbAb - - - - - 
TT 69.0 81.0 64.5 62.0 69.0 
CC 54.0 58.5 86.0 69.5 57.0 
AA 74.0 64.5 64.5 62.0 67.0 

*Highlighted values represent the fully complementary sequences. 
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$ 

 

Lower baseline determination not accurate. ** Tm calculated from the thermodynamic parameters not the first derivative of the melting 

curve. 
#

 Unstable FcNA monomer. Temperature increased with each ramp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Appendix 8-7 - Thermodynamic parameters for S1XX•S2AA  (where XX = FcNA unit bearing thymines) 

calculated by van't Hoff analysis of the thermal melting profiles. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 S2AA 
S1 XX = ΔH /  

kJmol-1 
ΔS / 

 kJmol-1 
ΔG20°C /   
kJmol-1 

Tm** / 
 °C 

FcHHRR
$$ -323.1 (±20.2) -0.935 (±0.01) -49.1 (±2.2) 38.7 (±0.5) 

FcHHSS
$$ -362.2 (±24.9) -1.058 (±0.08) -52.2 (±0.7) 39.4 (±0.8) 

FcTTRR -394.1 (±10.9) -1.139 (±0.04) -60.2 (±0.9) 44.6 (±1.1) 
FcTTSS -272.6 (±17.3) -0.764 (±0.05) -47.8 (±1.4) 40.8 (±0.5) 
Fcn3c3TTRRpSpS

# -406.0 (±15.0) -1.179 (±0.04) -60.7 (±2.1) 44.2 (±1.0) 
Fcn3c3TTSSpRpR

# -428.2 (±38.2) -1.245 (±0.12) -63.5 (±3.7) 45.1 (±1.5) 
Fcn3c2TTpRpR -402.2 (±14.5) -1.171 (±0.05) -59.1 (±1.2) 43.1 (±0.4) 
Fcn3c2TTpSpS -386.9 (±6.7) -1.129 (±0.02) -56.2 (±1.1) 41.5 (±0.7) 
TT -475.1 (±17.0) -1.340 (±0.05) -82.4 (±1.9) 56.5 (±0.1) 
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Appendix 8-8 - Thermodynamic parameters for S1XX•S2YY (where YY = full complement /double mismatch) calculated by van't Hoff analysis of the thermal melting 

profiles. 5 µM of each strand, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 100 mM NaClO4. 

 

$$ - Lower baseline determination not accurate. ** Tm calculated from the thermodynamic parameters not the first derivative of the melting curve. 

 

 S2TT S2CC 
S1 XX = ΔH /  

kJmol-1 
ΔS / 

 kJmol-1 
ΔG20°C /   
kJmol-1 

Tm** / 
 °C 

ΔH /  
kJmol-1 

ΔS / 
 kJmol-1 

ΔG20°C /  
kJmol-1 

Tm** / 
 °C 

FcHHSS
$$ -362.2 (±24.9) -1.058 (±0.08) -52.2 (±0.7) 39.4 (±0.8) -397.0 (±18.5) -1.181 (±0.05) -51.0 (±1.6) 36.6 (±0.5 

AbAb$$ -385.9 (±1.5) -1.153 (±0.01) -48.1 (±0.1) 34.7 (±0.1) - - - - 
FcAASS -461.7 (±11.1) -1.341 (±0.03) -68.8 (±1.7) 47.1 (±0.7) -422.2 (±4.2) -1.247 (±0.01) -56.9 (±0.2) 40.1 (±0.3) 
AA -478.9 (±3.2) -1.347 (±0.01) -84.1 (±1.1) 57.5 (±0.6) -400.8 (±4.2) -1.181 (±0.01) -54.7 (±0.4) 39.5 (±0.1) 
$$ - Lower baseline determination not accurate. ** Tm calculated from the thermodynamic parameters not the first derivative of the melting cur

 S2AA S2GG 
S1 XX = ΔH /  

kJmol-1 
ΔS / 

 kJmol-1 
ΔG20°C /   
kJmol-1 

Tm** / 
 °C 

ΔH /  
kJmol-1 

ΔS / 
 kJmol-1 

ΔG20°C /   
kJmol-1 

Tm** / 
 °C 

FcHHRR
$$ -323.1 (±20.2) -0.935 (±0.01) -49.1 (±2.2) 38.7 (±0.5) -315.5 (±1.0) -0.909 (±0.02) -49.2 (±2.2) 39.3 (±0.4) 

FcTTRR -394.1 (±10.9) -1.139 (±0.04) -60.2 (±0.9) 44.6 (±1.1) -407.3 (±18.5) -1.192 (±0.06) -58.1 (±0.8) 41.9 (±0.4) 
FcCCRR -456.9 (±6.9) -1.312 (±0.02) -61.1 (±2.6) 44.3 (±2.2) -456.9 (±6.9) -1.312 (±0.02) -72.5 (±1.0) 50.2 (±0.3) 
AbAb -446.4 (±6.9) -1.123 (±0.02) -51.6 (±0.2) 37.7 (±0.2) -446.4 (±15.3) -1.193 (±0.04) -54.0 (±0.4) 39.0 (±0.2) 
TT -475.1 (±17.0) -1.340 (±0.05) -82.4 (±1.9) 56.5 (±0.1) -418.5 (±1.6) -1.215 (±0.01) -65.1 (±3.7) 47.0 (±3.0) 
CC -385.9 (±3.3) -1.135 (±0.01) -53.3 (±0.3) 39.1 (±0.1) -484.4 (±18.6) -1.351 (±0.05) -88.6 (±2.4) 60.6 (±0.1) 
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8.3 Metal Binding Ferrocene Nucleic Acids 
Appendix 8-9 - The observed ions in the ESI mass spectrum when duplexes S1TTS2TT and S1FcTTS2TT are in 

the presence of mercury. 

 

 

Appendix 8-10 - a) Raw data b) deconvoluted mass spectra and c) zoomed in region of the deconvoluted spectra 

for duplex S1TT-S2TT in the presence of 2 molar equivalents Hg2+, showing the ions of interest. 

 Observed Mass / Da (Predicted Mass) 
 Duplex + 1 T-Hg-T + 2 T-Hg-T 
S1TT•S2TT 9741 (9743) 9941 (9941) 10139 (10139) 
S1FcTTSS•S2TT 9832 (9832) 10030 (10030) 10228 (10228) 
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Appendix 8-11 - Zoomed in regions of the deconvoluted mass spectra of duplex S1TT•S2TT in the presence of 

mercury. a) duplex only b) duplex – 2H + 1Hg c) duplex – 4H + 2Hg. 

 

Appendix 8-12 - Raw data of the mass spectra obtained for duplex S1FcTTSS-S2TT in the presence of mercury. 
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Appendix 8-13 - Zoomed in regions of the deconvoluted mass spectra of duplex S1FcTTSS-S2TT in the presence 

of mercury showing the ions of interest. a) duplex only b) duplex – 2H + 1Hg c) duplex – 4H + 2Hg. 
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8.4 Redox Active Metal Centred Macrocycles 

8.4.1 Oligonucleotide Synthesis 
Appendix 8-14 – Synthesised Oligonucleotides for Chapter 5. 

S1 = 5'-TGGACTCXCTCAATG-3' 

Code X = Predicted Mass / 
Da 

Observed Mass / 
Da 

HPLC Method Retention time / 
min 

S1Cua Cua 4771 4773 ThiolFerro 17.24 
S1Cub Cub 4771 4773 ThiolFerro 17.42 
S1CuaCua 2 x Cua 5280 5278 ThiolFerro 19.72 
S1CubCub 2 x Cub 5280 5278 ThiolFerro 20.71 
S1Nia Nia 4767 4768 ThiolFerro 17.22 
S1Nib Nib 4767 4768 ThiolFerro 17.49 
S1CuL CuL 4759 4760 ThiolFerro  17.13 
S1NiL NiL 4755 4754 ThiolFerro 16.78 

S2 = 5'-CATTGAGYGAGTCCA-3' 

Code Y = Predicted Mass / 
Da 

Observed Mass / 
Da 

HPLC Method Retention time / 
min 

S2T T 4592 4592 Oligo60 17.78 
S2A A 4601 4601 Oligo60 16.82 
S2G G 4617 4619 Oligo60 16.80 
S2C C 4577 4577 Oligo60 17.22 
S2Cua Cua 4822 4822 ThiolFerro 13.00 
S2Cub Cub 4822 4822 ThiolFerro 18.34 
S2CuaCua 2 x Cua 5354 5355 ThiolFerro 18.31 
S2CubCub 2 x Cub 5354 5355 ThiolFerro 21.31 
S2CuLCuL 2 x CuL 5326 5327 ThiolFerro 18.90 
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S2NiLNiL 2 x CuL 5319 5319 ThiolFerro 19.45 

      
• *** Macrocycle modified sequences were purified and characterized in collaboration with Dr. Jaroslaw Kowalski and Dr. 

Jean-LouisDuprey 

HPLC methods used the following gradients; 

- ThiolFerro: A two solvent system using Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frame; 

o 5-20% MeCN: 35 minutes, 100% MeCN: 7 minutes, 5% MeCN: 8 minutes. Solvent rate: 3 ml per minute.  

- Oligo60: A three solvent system using Buffer A, Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frames; 

o 30-50% Buffer B: 25 minutes, 50-100% Buffer B: 7 minutes, 100-0% Buffer B: 13 minutes, 0% Buffer B: 10 minutes, 30% 

Buffer B, 5 minutes 

o 0% MeCN: 35 minutes, 0-100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 0% MeCN: 5 minutes. 
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Appendix 8-15 – Examples of analytical HPLC traces for macrocycle modified oligonucleotides. a) S1Cua b) S1Cub.

a) b) 
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Appendix 8-16 Semi-preparative HPLC trace showing the single peak of interest. Intercalating motifs in 

comparison (Ni/Cua/b) produce two peaks for each diastereomer.  

 
Appendix 8-17 - UV-vis titrations of S1Nia with a) S2T and  S1Nib with a) S2A and b) S2T indicating the red shift 

and decrease in Soret band. Spectra normalized at 260 nm.  
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Appendix 8-18 - SWV of strands S1Cua upon addition of targets a) S2A and b) S2T, S1Cub upon addition of 

targets c) S2A and d) S2T prior to background subtraction by Origin as shown in Chapter 5. 

 

Appendix 8-19 - SWV of S1Cub upon addition of increasing molar equivalents of a) S2C and b) S2G prior to 

background subtraction using Origin. 
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8.5 DNA labelled Virus Particles 

8.5.1 Oligonucleotide Synthesis 
HPLC methods used the following gradients; 

- ThiolFerro: A two solvent system using Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frame; 

o 5-20% MeCN: 35 minutes, 100% MeCN: 7 minutes, 5% MeCN: 8 minutes. Solvent rate: 3 ml per minute.  

- Oligo60: A three solvent system using Buffer A, Buffer D and MeCN gradients was used in the following time frames; 

o 30-50% Buffer B: 25 minutes, 50-100% Buffer B: 7 minutes, 100-0% Buffer B: 13 minutes, 0% Buffer B: 10 minutes, 30% 

Buffer B, 5 minutes 

o 0% MeCN: 35 minutes, 0-100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 100% MeCN: 10 minutes, 0% MeCN: 5 minutes. 

Appendix 8-20 - Synthesised Oligonucleotides for Chapter 6 

 

 

Code Sequence Predicted 
Mass / Da 

Observed 
Mass / Da 

HPLC Method Retention 
time / min 

R-For 5'-SSC6-(TAMRA-dT)ATGAGTATTCAACATTTC-3' 6781 6782 ThiolFerro 22.08 
F-Com 5'-(6-FAM)-GAAATGTTGAATACTCAT-3' 6059 6059 Oligo60 36.33 
F-Ran 5'-(6-FAM)-TCATCAGTCAGTCAGTCA-3' 6027 6027 Oligo60 37.05 
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8.5.2 Conjugation calculation 

The overall conjugation yield was calculated using the following calculation: 

1. 1.1x10-10 moles of wtM13 (we assume each particle has 2700 pVIII copies). 

Therefore, 1.1x10-10 x 2700 = 2.97x10-7 moles of pVIII available for conjugation. 

2. A 10:1 excess of SMCC is added, it is assumed here that we achieve 100% 

conjugation of SMCC (this is highly unlikely but facilitates the yield calculations). 

Therefore 2.97 x10-7 pVIII-SMCC sites for conjugation with thiolated DNA. 

3. 1.17x10-8 moles of DNA added.  

((1.17x10-8/2.97x10-7)*100) = 3.9 % as the maximum possible coverage i.e. (106 

oligos  per particle) 

UV-vis studies (Figure 5) showed the conjugation of approx. 8 oligonucleotides per 

phage. 

Therefore the overall yield is: (8/106)*100 = 8% 

8.5.3 Use of ethylene glycol 

The use of ethylene glycol has been shown to reduce the denaturing temperature of DNA 

templates for PCR reactions. Appendix 21 below shows how the use of small amounts of 

ethylene glycol allows the ampR gene to be amplified at 86 °C.  
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Appendix 8-21 -The agarose gel shows the amplicons of the ampR gene following PCR reactions under different 

conditions. Lane 1) standard reaction at 86 °C (amp.res.), 3) adding ethylene glycol (ampR) 5) standard reaction 

(positive control for ampR  gene).Lanes 2,4 and 5 involve other primer and amplimer products that are not 

associated with this work. 
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